MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF BIGHORN NO. 8
EMERGENCY SERVICES COMMITTEE
DRAFT A G E N D A
Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic this Committee Meeting will be held virtually using
MICROSOFT TEAMS.
Members of the Public may watch the Live Stream of this meeting on the
MD of Bighorn YouTube Channel

TIME:
PLACE:
DATE:
FILE NO.:

2:00 P.M.
Virtual Teams Meeting
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 19, 2020
0105-09-02

CALL TO ORDER

1.
Pg. 3

2.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
MINUTES
a) August 19, 2020 EMS Committee Meeting Minutes

3.

DELEGATION

4.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM MINUTES

5.

UPDATE FROM DISTRICTS AND DIRECTOR [VERBAL]

6.
Pg. 7

7.

NEW BUSINESS
a) Memorandum:
i.
Municipal Emergency Management Plan (MEMP)
Revision November/2020
INFORMATION

8.

CLOSED MEETING

9.

NEXT MEETING

ADJOURNMENT
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MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF BIGHORN NO. 8
EMERGENCY SERVICES COMMITTEE MEETING
August 19, 2020 – 1:30 P.M.
Virtual Meeting
IN ATTENDANCE:
Robert Ellis
Paul Clark
Wayne Dick
Norm Dreger
Kevin Hebb
Rick Lyster
Tom McFadden
Stew Walkinshaw
Lana Hill
Leslie Rea
Lynda Gale

C.A.O. and Chair
Council representative
Jamieson Road Fire Dept. District Fire Chief
Member-at-Large
Member-at-Large
Exshaw District Chief, Director of Emergency Management
Ghost River Fire Dept. District Fire Chief
Montane Forest Management
Facilitator
Executive Assistant/Facilitator
Recording Secretary

CALL TO ORDER
The Chair called the meeting to order at 1:30 p.m.

1.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Moved by P. Clark to approve the agenda as presented.

CARRIED
2.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Moved by K. Hebb that the minutes of the July 9, 2020 EMS Committee meeting be adopted with
the following amendment:
- Page 5, 2nd line to read “…appropriate way…”
CARRIED

3.

DELEGATIONS
There were no delegations.

4.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES
There was no business arising from the minutes.

5.

UPDATE FROM DISTRICTS
Chief Lyster said there have been 34 calls to the three departments in the past month. The Exshaw
Hall responded to 5 motorcycle incidents, a stuck elevator at the Stoney Nakoda Casino and a
drowning at the Seebe cliffs. Chief Lyster said there were two structure fires including a shed and
a barn that had been struck by lightning and a grassfire near Little Kananaskis Village.
Chief Lyster said there was a fire at Ghost Lake Recreation campground caused by fireworks. He
said the fireworks were set on the south side of Highway 1A, but landed at the campground, north
of Highway 1A. He said Alberta Forestry arrived at the scene very quickly. He said one call to 911
was made from someone on a boat in the reservoir and dispatch sent Rocky View County fire
department from their Bearspaw Hall.
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Chief Lyster said Al Hogarth retired from the Exshaw department after 27 years of service.
K. Hebb asked how many active cases of COVID there were in the Bow Valley. Chief Lyster said
he did not know.
Chief Dick expanded on the fire at Ghost Lake Recreation area. He said one of the Jamieson
members saw the event and called him. Chief Dick said he saw the reports that were returned from
Calgary Fire and thanked to Chief Lyster for looking into the miscommunication by dispatch. He
said Jamieson Road should have been called to respond to that fire. Chief Dick said that Ghost Lake
Recreation area should post a sign saying no fireworks, as this has happened twice in the last month.
Chief Dick said Jamieson Road Fire Hall responded to two motor vehicle incidents in the past
month and B. Coleman met with Chief Lyster and a representative from Rocky Mountain Phoenix
to go through specifications for the new mini pumper. He said delivery of the new truck would be
less than one-year from now.
Chief Dick said he is recovering from a detached retina and will need a few weeks to recover. He
said B. Coleman was taking over many of the responsibilities at the Hall while he recovers.
Chief Dick said there is an infrastructure issue with TELUS and said there was a recent outage that
affected paging for both Jamieson and Exshaw fire halls. He said it took a day to contact Telus and
another day before any action was taken. Chief Dick said the system is an antiquated loop carrier.
He said TELUS did not call him to tell him when the issue was fixed.
Chief McFadden said the majority of calls the Ghost Fire Hall has been called to attend have been
turned back. He said there is an ongoing issue with dispatch being unaware of territory.

6.

NEW BUSINESS
a) i) Draft Summary Report – MD Bighorn Emergency Management Policy/Bylaw Review July
2020, S. Walkinshaw
Mr. Walkinshaw said this is the first deliverable of the project and gave an overview of the report.
Mr. Walkinshaw said the overall recommendation is that the policies and bylaw need updated.
P. Clark said he was pleased to see evacuation planning, as it is a concern for rural residents.
K. Hebb asked if the C.A.O. and Director of Emergency Management would update the policies
and bylaw. The C.A.O. said yes.
P. Clark asked when the Local Authority Emergency Management Regulation came into effect.
The C.A.O. said it came into effect January 1, 2020 and the M.D. is catching up now with this
project.
ii) MD of Bighorn No. 8 Municipal Emergency Management Plan (MEMP) Hazard & Risk
Vulnerability Analysis
Mr. Walkinshaw gave a brief overview of the report.
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Chief Lyster said he worked with Mr. Walkinshaw and five administrative staff for 4 hours on the
analysis.
The EMS Committee discussed the analysis.
Chief Dick asked that the wording for Oil & Gas spill be changed to release. Mr. Walkinshaw said
he would make that change.
P. Clark expressed concern about a prevention plan for forest fires and invited the three fire chiefs
to have a discussion and next steps. The C.A.O. said most of the forest reserve is crown land and
noted that the M.D. cannot work on crown land. The C.A.O. also said that FireSmart work has been
done in most of the M.D.’s hamlets and added that FireSmart is meant to give residents time to
evacuate and to let first responders arrive safely to the scene. P. Clark said once a fire starts, there
would be no way to stop it and said he would like to work on prevention.
Mr. Walkinshaw said there is a valley-wide fuel break in Banff National Park at the eastern
boundary with Harvie Heights. He said that was done about 15 years ago. He said Banff National
Park and Alberta Forestry spent a significant amount of money to create that fire break.
Mr. Walkinshaw said there are many FireSmart programs being done, but there are a few areas in
Benchlands that require treatments.
Mr. Walkinshaw told the Committee that the M.D. has wildfire mitigation strategy for hamlets, but
not rural areas. He said the M.D. worked with I.D. #5 (Kananaskis) and Banff National Park and
has done significant work over the past 15 – 20 years.
Mr. Walkinshaw told the Committee that rural areas such as Jamieson Road are held in private title
and the M.D. and Alberta government cannot work on private land.
The C.A.O. asked if the Hazard & Risk Vulnerability Analysis would be a stand-alone document.
Mr. Walkinshaw said it would become part of the MEMP and would allow the Director of
Emergency Management to have specific plans for the top five or six hazards, in Section 4.
Chief Dick asked why the plan would not specify all mitigations and controls. Mr. Walkinshaw
said if there are too many plans, they get lost. He said all mitigations may not be necessary for an
event that may happen once in one hundred years. He said most municipalities pick their top five
or six hazards.
K. Hebb said that until 2013, overland flooding and a pandemic may not have made the list.
Mr. Walkinshaw said he discussed over-ranking items like flooding and a pandemic with the
Director of Emergency Management and thanked Mr. Hebb for his comment.
N. Dreger said there will be some events where the M.D. will have a direct response and some
events where other agencies like the federal or provincial governments would be providing
direction. He said consideration should be taken for what events the M.D. would be taking a lead
role.
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7.

INFORMATION
a) Government of Alberta – Local Authority Emergency Management Regulation Summary
The Director of Emergency Management told the EMS that this document came into effect January
1, 2020 and is good information to go along with the reports from Montane Forest Management.
K. Hebb said he appreciated the information.
P. Clark asked if there was a timeline for incorporating the recommendations into the MEMP. The
Director of Emergency Services said he would be working with the C.A.O. to recommend
amendments to council and to rescind some bylaws and revamp policies to meet the Regulation.
He said it would take about two months to prepare and review before going to Council.

8.

INCAMERA
There were no items to discuss.

9.

NEXT MEETING
The next meeting date will be at the call of the Chair.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 2:55 p.m.

______________
CHAIRMAN
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MEMORANDUM
DATE:

November 4, 2020

TO:

Emergency Services Committee

FROM:

Robert Ellis

RE:

Municipal Emergency Management Plan (MEMP)
Revision November/2020
_______________________________________________________________
The update to the 2019 Emergency Management Plan (EMP) is for the express purpose of
modernizing the EMP to conform to the Incident Command System.. The ICS model will be used
by the MD to deal with emergency incidents and events that may occur within or outside the
municipality. All aspects of the ICS model has been incorporated in into the new emergency plan.
Our consultant, Montane Forest Management (Stew Walkinshaw) prepared a draft Municipal
Emergency Management Plan (MEMP) document in September. Chief Lyster and I reviewed
Draft Plan and met with Mr. Walkinshaw for five hours over October 22 and 26 to provide
feedback/revisions/questions on the document. Based on those discussions, the MEMP was
revised and a new draft prepared. This draft, referenced as MEMP Revision November/20 is
attached to this memorandum.
The draft MEMP has been previously sent to Wayne Dick and Tom McFadden for a further review
in advance of the November 19th ES meeting. My initial review of the first draft took me four
hours to complete before meeting with Rick and Stew in October. I would suggest to the members,
who have not seen or read the document that a deep dive review will take some hours to
accomplish. A general overview of the draft may be a more efficient use of the members time,
especially with the consultant providing an overview of the document at the November 19th
meeting. To save some time, you can probably skip the All Positions descriptions on pages 3-7 to
3-83. The MD does not have the staff numbers to fill the 38 positions noted in this section. Some
of these positions can be assumed by the same individual working in the EOC and depending on
the type of incident/event, some positions may not be filled at all. The beauty of the ISC model is
that it provides a flexible system that can expand or contract to meet different emergency
situations.
I would like the Committee to be in a position to make a recommendation to support the MEMP
that will be provided to Council for consideration on December 8th. I look forward to the
conversation on November 19, 2020.
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1 Overview
1.1 Introduction
This Plan is intended for use by all members of the Municipal District of Bighorn Emergency
Management Program in the event of a major emergency. The Plan provides best practices for
local authorities, provincial and federal governments, and private sector partners to follow during
an emergency and guides the operations, organization, responsibilities, and coordination
necessary to provide effective response and recovery from major emergencies or disasters.
This Plan does not address emergencies that are normally handled at the scene by the
appropriate first responding agencies.
Review and maintenance of the Plan is the responsibility of the Director of Emergency
Management and the Emergency Management Agency. The Plan will be reviewed and updated
annually or sooner if the need is identified from an emergency, disaster, or exercise.

1.2 Authority
The Municipal District of Bighorn Municipal Emergency Management Plan is issued by Council
under the authority of:


The Emergency Management Act, Revised Statutes of Alberta 2000, Chapter E-6.8.



Municipal Government Act, Revised Statutes of Alberta 2000, Chapter M-26, April 1,
2018.



Municipal District of Bighorn Emergency Management Bylaw 08/14.
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1.3 Plan Activation and Termination
This Plan may be activated, in whole or in part, by the following:




Any member of the ECC Management Team.
Any Incident Commander from the MD of Bighorn No.8.
The Minister of Municipal Affairs (Sec 19, Emergency Management Act).

A declaration of a State of Local Emergency (SOLE) or State of Emergency is not required to:




Implement the Plan;
Activate the ECC;
Access Disaster Recovery funding.

The ECC Director will terminate the Plan for the current incident, in consultation with the
Incident Commander and when appropriate, and notify all participants.

1.4 Emergency Response Organization
The MD of Bighorn Emergency Management Program utilizes the Incident Command System as
its organizational structure for both the Site (Incident Command Post - ICP) and
Support/Coordination (Emergency Coordination Centre - ECC) (Figure 1).
An Incident Commander must always be present to oversee site activities, and the ECC is
activated only if required to support and coordinate all off-site activities. The first
individual to enter the ECC upon activation is automatically deemed to be the ECC Director and
must be prepared to establish ECC Management. If the individual is not qualified to fill the ECC
Director position, they must prepare to transfer ECC management to the first qualified person to
arrive.
The Alberta Emergency Management Agency (AEMA) Provincial Operations Centre (POC)
coordinates and manages information, policy direction, and provincial resources to support local
authorities and provincial agencies responding to an emergency. The AEMA Field Officer may
attend the local authority ECC as the AEMA Agency Representative.
1-2
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Figure 1: Site (ICP) and Site Support (ECC) Organization

ECC Function Roles
Function/Position
Agency Executive
ECC Director
ECC Management Staff

Role

Responsible to provide overall policy direction and expenditure
limits to the ECC Director. This group is not a functional component
of the ECC therefore it is not located within the ECC.
Responsible for overall emergency policy and coordination of site
support activities, public information and media relations, agency
liaison, and proper risk management procedures, through the joint
efforts of government agencies and private organizations.

ECC Operations Section

Responsible for providing a communications link with the Site and
coordinating all jurisdictional operations in support of the
emergency response through implementation of the ECC Action Plan.

ECC Planning Section

Responsible for anticipating the long-range planning needs of the
ECC, collecting, evaluating, and disseminating information,
developing the ECC Action Plan and Situational Status in
coordination with other functions, and maintaining all ECC
documentation.

ECC Logistics Section

Responsible for ensuring the ECC is operational and providing
facilities, services, personnel, equipment, and materials.

ECC Finance/Admin Section

Responsible for financial and administrative activities of the ECC.

1-3
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1.5 Emergency Management Training &
Exercises
The MD of Bighorn will provide emergency management training and exercises to personnel as
per the requirements in the Local Authority Emergency Management Regulation (AR 203/2018).

1.5.1

Training

Staff assigned with responsibilities under this Municipal Emergency Management Plan will be
trained to the following minimum levels.
Position
Agency Executive (Elected
Officials)
Director of Emergency Management

Minimum Training
Municipal Elected Officials

ECC Director
ECC Management and General Staff
ECC Branch Coordinators
ECC Unit Leads

Basic Emergency Management
Introduction to Incident Command System (I-100)

1.5.2

Basic Emergency Management
Intermediate Incident Command System (I-300)
Director of Emergency Management Course

Exercises

The following minimum exercise schedule will be followed.
Exercise Type
Table-Top
Functional

Frequency
One per year.
One every four (4) years.

1-4
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2 Emergency Response Guidelines
2.1 Response Priorities
Response actions are carried out immediately before, during, and after an incident for the
purpose of saving lives, preventing further impact to the affected area, and protecting property
and the environment. In order to determine objectives and resource allocation during a response,
critical municipal services are provided according to the following priorities:
1. Protect all lives while ensuring the safety of responders;
2. Protect critical infrastructure;
3. Protect property;
4. Protect the environment, and;
5. Reduce economic and social losses.

2.2 Emergency Coordination Centre Activation
In order to respond effectively to all occurring or anticipated emergencies, the Director of
Emergency Management (DEM) or designate will activate the Emergency Management
Response Procedures (Figure 2) as soon as possible.
The ECC may be activated at the request of the Incident Commander from the key
responding agency (Fire Department, RCMP, EMS, etc.) or by Agency Executive.
Emergency Coordination Centre (ECC) Locations
Function
Location

Address

Primary ECC

MD Bighorn Council Chambers

2 Heart Mountain Drive, Exshaw, AB.

Secondary ECC

Ghost River Fire Hall

64095 AB-40, Benchlands, AB.

2-1
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Figure 2: Emergency Management Response Procedures
STEP 1 - FIRST RESPONDER DECISION TO NOTIFY MUNICIPALITY OF EVENT?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Is there a need or potential to evacuate residents beyond the site?
Is environment/property/utility damage or potential damage critical?
Does the incident require more resources than are available locally or through mutual-aid?
Will this event likely attract media beyond local media or require public information?
Are regulatory, government and/or industry agencies required?

If YES to any one question

If NO to all questions

NOTIFY MUNICIPALITY BY CALLING
MD of Bighorn DEM or alternate (Appendix 2)
If no contact, call AEMA Provincial Ops Centre (Appendix 2)

Proceed with
Standard First Responder Procedures
And call mutual-aid if necessary

STEP 2 - DEM DECISION TO ACTIVATE EMERGENCY COORDINATION CENTRE (ECC)?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Is public safety at risk?
Immediate or potential threat to life, environment, or
property beyond the ability of first responders?
Immediate or potential evacuation of residents beyond the
site?
Prolonged or potentially prolonged disruption of key
services and/or utilities?
Is public information required or is media interest likely
beyond local media?

If NO to all
questions

Proceed with Standard First
Responder procedures and call
mutual-aid if necessary

If YES to any one

STEP 3 - DEM ACTIVATES EMERGENCY COORDINATION CENTRE (ECC)
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Immediately assemble the ECC Management Team (Appendix 2) and personnel as required.
Get ECC facility operational.
Start coordination and support procedures.
Further immediate actions:
•
Identify and assign job responsibilities to ECC Team members as they check-in.
•
Discuss and choose site perimeter with the Incident Commander.
•
Determine the need for State of Local Emergency (SOLE) and initiate process to declare if needed.
•
Consider activating Alberta Emergency Alert System by calling authorized user(s) (Appendix 2).
Contact the following as required (Appendix 2):
•
Provincial Operations Centre (POC) and/or AEMA District Officer (Appendix 2).
•
Utility providers and/or industry (Appendix 2).
•
Other Government agencies as required (Appendix 2).
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Initial ECC Priorities and Actions Checklist
The ECC priorities and initial actions are:
Establish communications with the incident site.
Activate required ECC personnel.
Notify Agency Executive as required.
Setup the ECC.
Begin documentation.
Review individual position roles and responsibilities (Section 3).
Begin ECC Action Plan (ECC 502) development.

The following key actions should be considered:
Activate ECC Management team.
Move ECC Kits into ECC.
Complete other required notifications.
Establish ECC Check-In (ECC 511) at ECC entrance.
Arrange for ECC Security to restrict access.
Setup ECC (ECC Activation Plan):
Verify radios, telephones and other communications equipment are turned on and
functioning properly.
Setup Status Boards and maps.
Distribute phone lists and vests/name plates/tags for ECC members.
Ensure adequate quantities of Municipal Emergency Management Plans are present.
Provide a quick update for the staff as they arrive and assign them positions as needed.

2-3
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2.3 Declaration of a State of Local Emergency
The AB Emergency Management Act (Section 21) authorizes Local Authorities to declare a State
of Local Emergency (SOLE) to create a legal state of affairs of a temporary nature so that the
local authority may take extraordinary actions to deal with the emergency.

Procedures:
1. Declaration of a State of Local Emergency.





Complete the Declaration of a State of Local Emergency form (Appendix 3 - ECC
400A) including date and time of declaration.
Have the form signed by the authorized individual(s) as per the MD of Bighorn
Emergency Management Bylaw.
Send form to Alberta Emergency Management Agency (AEMA) immediately using
email address or fax number located on the bottom of the form.
Provide SOLE Declaration to ECC Planning Section/Documentation Unit as soon as
feasible and ensure it is recorded in the Event Log.

2. Make Public Announcement of Declaration.


Complete the Public Announcement following the Declaration of a State of Local
Emergency form (Appendix 3 - Form ECC 400B) and publish the announcement by
such means considered most likely to make the Declaration known to the population
of the affected area.

3. Renewal of the State of Local Emergency.



A declaration of a State of Local Emergency lapses seven (7) days after its making
unless terminated earlier.
If the SOLE is still required, follow the procedures from Procedure Step 2 above Declaration of a State of Local Emergency.

4. Terminate the State of Local Emergency.



Complete the Termination of Declaration of a State of Local Emergency form
(Appendix 3 - Form ECC 400C) and send to Alberta Emergency Management
Agency (AEMA) at the email address or fax number located on bottom of the form.
Communicate the termination of the State of Local Emergency to the population.

2-4
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2.4 Evacuation Procedures
The following three-stage process will be used upon identification by the Incident Commander(s)
of the need for evacuation of all or any portion of the MD of Bighorn.
The Incident Commander will notify the Director of Emergency Management (DEM) of
the need for evacuation as soon as possible.
Three-Stage Evacuation Process
Stage
Explanation
 Issued by the Director of Emergency Management to advise
residents of the potential for loss of life and/or property.
 Recommend to Elected Officials to declare a State of Local
Emergency.
 Notify residents and public (Alberta Emergency Alert, social
media, radio, other).
Evacuation Alert
 Residents should be advised to prepare to leave their properties
(ECC 420A)
with minimal notification when advised.
 Movement of at-risk, transient, and school populations should be
considered.
 Alert MD of Bighorn Emergency Social Services for possible
Reception Centre(s) activation.

Evacuation Order
(ECC 420O)







Evacuation Rescind
(ECC 420R)



Issued by the Director of Emergency Management in response to
imminent danger to the involved area.
Confirm that a State of Local Emergency has been declared.
Notify residents and public (Alberta Emergency Alert, social
media, radio, other).
Residents must leave the area immediately.
Activate the Reception Centre(s).
Issued by the Director of Emergency Management to retract the
Evacuation Order to allow residents back into the area.
Residents are advised that Evacuation Alert and/or Orders may be
re-issued should the threat re-occur.

NOTE: Send a copy of the Evacuation ALERT, ORDER, and RESCIND to AEMA POC.

Refer to the MD of Bighorn Evacuation Plan and Emergency Social Services Plan for
details.

2-5
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Reception Centres (RC)
Primary RC Location

Address

Exshaw Community Hall
Deb Grady

24 Heart Mountain Dr.
Exshaw, AB.

Ghost River Fire Hall
Tom McFadden

64095 AB-40
Benchlands, AB.

Secondary RC Location

Address

Capacity
120
60

Capacity

Exshaw School
Deb Grady

27 Mount Allen Drive
Exshaw, AB.

Harvie Heights Community Hall
Joseph Wells

100 Birch Ave.
Harvie Heights, AB.

50

Beaupre Hall (Benchlands)
Trish Drews

264257 Beaupre Creek Rd
Rocky View County, AB.

100

Jumping Pound Hall
Holly Nichol

44208 Township Rd 250
Rocky View County, AB.

130

2-6
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2.5 Information Release Procedures
The MD of Bighorn ECC Director and/or ECC Information Officer are responsible for
information management during an emergency. Provision of accurate and timely information to
the public and media during emergencies is necessary.

Responsibilities:


The ECC Director is responsible for ensuring the accuracy and approval of all information
released from the ECC.



The ECC Planning Section is responsible for development of State of Local Emergency and
Evacuation ALERT/ORDER/RESCIND releases.



The ECC Information Officer, if activated, is responsible for development of the information
releases and media/public relations.



The ECC may use elected officials, ECC Director, ECC Information Officer, or any other
specialized personnel to provide the media release.

Procedures:


Anticipate and prepare for information releases early in the emergency.



Release only the facts, DO NOT speculate. Be prepared to provide answers related to these
basic questions:
o What happened?
o Where did it happen?
o When did it happen?
o Why did it happen?
o How is it being dealt with?
o Who is involved in the response?
o How much will it cost?



DO NOT release names of injured/deceased or the nature of injuries.



Ensure that media representatives are provided with the name and contact number of the
ECC contact spokesperson.



Coordinate information releases with other involved agencies to ensure that information
releases are consistent.

2-7
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Information/ALERT/ORDER Release Tools
Tool

Notify Me
(Alert Center)

Details





CivicReady





Alberta Emergency
Alert (AEA)





Contact Centre




Information Stations





Door-to-Door




Subscription service that provides alert information and updates (Fire,
Flooding, Public Health, Travel Advisories etc.) to MD residents that
have an MD website account and choose to be notified.
Residents would receive information/updates via email and text
message when & as they are posted.
Can be pushed out to our Social Media platforms (Facebook/Twitter)
Information updates only – not Emergency ALERTS & ORDERS.
CivicReady is a mass notification communication service available to
all MD residents that have signed-up to receive emergency notifications
(hazard threats, evacuations, etc.).
Communication can be received through email, text and/or phone call
according to the MD resident’s choices.
Emergency ALERTS & ORDERS.
Alberta Emergency Alerts are distributed to the public through various
outlets (radio, television, internet, AB. Emergency Alert App,
Facebook/Twitter) to provide critical information about an immediate
disaster, where it is occurring and what actions publics need to take.
Critical or Information Alerts.
Refer to Figure 3 for AEA Activation Quick Steps and Appendix 2 for
MD staff that can activate AEA.
Establish a contact centre and advertise/release phone number(s) for
residents/publics to call for additional information.
Information updates only – not Emergency ALERTS & ORDERS.
Information stations/poster boards located in the hazard area and at
reception centres provide residents with information.
MD and/or Agency personnel attending these stations can answer
resident questions.
Information updates only – not Emergency ALERTS & ORDERS.
Delivery of public information/alerts/orders may need to be delivered
door-to-door to ensure that all residents have been contacted.
Emergency ALERTS & ORDERS and Information updates.
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Figure 3 – Alberta Emergency Alert Activation Quick Steps
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2.6 Post-Incident Actions
Post-incident actions required may include:



After-Action Review.
Post-Incident Counselling.

2.6.1

After-Action Review (AAR)

The format of the After-Action Review will depend on the complexity of the incident; some may
be held immediately upon ECC and/or ICP de-activation while others may be more formal and
involve preparation prior to the session.

Recommended After-Action Review Agenda
1. Introduction
 Welcome all participants.
 Round-table introduction including name and role.
 Housekeeping.
 Assign an individual to capture recommendations throughout the meeting.
2. Rules
 Establish meeting rules (e.g. Objective and factual data, no names, no derogatory comments).
 Encourage all participants to speak out on the issues and provide their perspective and input.
3. Purpose
 Explain the purpose of the meeting.
4. Review of event
 Provide an outline of the incident including all data and main organization involved.
5. Key Questions
 What did we set out to do?
o Purpose/goals of the mission.
 What actually happened?
o Establish the facts for both positive and negative.
 Why did it happen?
o Analysis of cause and effect for both positive and negative.
 What are we going to do next time?
o Solutions that are within your scope of control
6. Recommendations
 Review and gain consensus on all recommendations.
7. Conclusion
 Thank all participants.
 Follow up by providing the list of recommendations to participants.
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2.6.2

Post-Incident Counselling

Proper and timely critical incident stress debriefing to all personnel impacted by the incident by
counselling services have proven very effective in helping people to overcome the effects of
being involved in an emergency. Failing to provide these post event services has, in many cases,
delayed or prevented people from returning to normal lives. Responders and victims need to be
offered post-incident stress debriefing and counselling services, especially if the event caused
death or severe injury, considerable loss of property or severe environmental impact.
Post-incident stress debriefing (PISD) and counselling services should be offered every time the
municipal emergency management procedures are activated, to actively promote counselling to
all impacted people, including volunteers.
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3 ECC Position Checklists
This Section provides checklists for all ECC Functions required to staff the ECC in a major
emergency (Figure 4).

Not all positions are required for all emergencies.


Only those functions/positions that are needed to effectively handle the emergency
should be staffed.



In some cases, one person may carry out the responsibilities of more than one position.

Position Checklists have been provided to guide staff who may not be familiar or practiced in
their ECC roles and provide useful reminders of items that should be done during an emergency.
It is important that the entire Checklist be read through once before initiating action items.
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Figure 4: Emergency Coordination Centre (ECC) Organization Chart
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3.1 Generic Checklist for All Positions
Activation Phase:

Check in with the Resources Unit (ECC Planning Section) upon arrival at the ECC.
Obtain an identification card and vest, if available.
Complete ECC Check-In List (ECC 511).
If you are a representative from an outside (non-jurisdictional) agency, register with the Liaison
Officer.
Report to ECC Director, Section Head, or other assigned supervisor, to obtain current situation
status and specific job responsibilities expected of you.
Set up your workstation and review your Position Checklist, forms and flowcharts.
Establish and maintain a Position Log (ECC 414) that chronologically describes the actions you
take during your shift.
Determine your resource needs, such as a computer, phone, fax, stationary, plan copies, and other
reference documents.
Participate in any facility/safety orientations as required.

Demobilization Phase:

Deactivate your assigned position and close out logs when authorized by the ECC Director or
designate.
Complete all required forms, reports, and other documentation. All forms and paperwork should
be submitted through your supervisor to the Planning Section (Documentation Unit), as
appropriate, prior to your departure.
If another person is relieving you, ensure they are thoroughly briefed before you leave your
workstation.
Clean up your work area before you leave. Return any communications equipment or other
materials specifically issued for your use.
Leave a forwarding phone number where you can be reached.
Follow ECC checkout procedures - Return to Personnel Unit (in Logistics) to sign out.
Be prepared to provide input to the After-Action Report.
Upon request, participate in formal post-operational debriefs.
Access critical incident stress debriefings, as needed.
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3.2 Agency Executive
Composition could include:
• Mayor/Reeve and Elected Officials, and/or;
• Senior Executive/Administration.

Responsibilities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Provides overall emergency policy and direction to the ECC Director.
Sets expenditure limits.
Formally requests outside support/resources (e.g., Provincial and Federal support).
Authorizes declaration and termination of “State of Local Emergency.”
Provides direction for emergency public information activities.
Acts as a spokesperson for the jurisdiction.

Activation Phase:

Convene as Agency Executive at a designated site as recommended by the Director of Emergency
Management and/or ECC Director.
Obtain current situation status and a briefing on priority actions taken and outstanding, from the
ECC Director.
Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).

Operational Phase:

Examine need for new or temporary policies, as required to support response operations.
Consult with ECC Director to determine appropriate expenditure limits.
As requested, prepare for and participate in any media or public briefings.
Ensure adequate public information materials are being issued from the ECC.
Consult with ECC Director and/or Legal Advisors regarding any potential legal issues and
recommended courses of action.
Consult with ECC Director to determine need for extraordinary resources and/or outside
assistance.
Consult with ECC Director to determine need for Declaration and Termination of “State of Local
Emergency.”
Keep appraised as to the status of the emergency event by reviewing ECC Situation Reports.

Demobilization Phase:

Proclaim termination of the emergency response and have ECC proceed with recovery efforts.
Ensure all paperwork has been forwarded to the Documentation Unit in Planning.
Provide input to the after-action report.
Participate in formal post-operational debriefs.
Recognize ECC staff members and response personnel for their efforts.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.3

ECC Director

Responsibilities:

1. Exercise overall management responsibility for the activation, coordination, and demobilization
of site support activities in the ECC.
2. Set ECC priorities in consultation with ECC Management Team and monitor continuously to
ensure appropriate actions are taken and modified as necessary.
3. Ensure sufficient support, policy advice, and resources are made available to accomplish
priorities.
4. Ensure appropriate staffing levels for the ECC are established and maintained to support
organizational effectiveness.
5. Ensure appropriate emergency public information actions are taken in consultation with the ECC
Information Officer.
6. Ensure appropriate risk management measures, including worker care strategies, are instituted in
consultation with ECC Risk Management Officer.
7. Ensure communications are established with appropriate assisting and cooperating agencies.
8. Maintain a communication link with Agency Executive.

Reports to:
•

Agency Executive

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Obtain briefing from whatever sources are available.
Confirm the Incident Commander(s) for the incident(s).
Determine appropriate level of activation based on situation as known.
Mobilize appropriate personnel for the initial activation of the ECC.
Respond immediately to ECC location and determine operational status.
Determine which Sections are needed, assign ECC Section Heads as appropriate and ensure they
are staffing their Sections as required.
• ECC Operations Section Head
• ECC Planning Section Head
• ECC Logistics Section Head
• ECC Finance/Admin Head
• ECC Emergency Social Services Head
Determine which Management Staff positions are required and ensure they are filled as soon as
possible.
• ECC Risk Management Officer
• ECC Information Officer
• ECC Liaison Officer
Ensure ECC organization and staffing chart is posted and arriving team members are assigned
appropriate roles.
Establish initial priorities for the ECC based on current status and information from Incident
Commander(s).
Schedule the initial ECC Action Planning meeting and have the ECC Planning Section Head
prepare the agenda.
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Assign the ECC Liaison Officer to coordinate outside agency response to the ECC, and to assist
as necessary.
Consult with ECC Liaison Officer and General Staff to determine what representation is needed
at the ECC from other emergency response agencies.

Operational Phase:

Monitor general staff activities to ensure that all appropriate actions are being taken.
Ensure that Operational Periods are established and that initial ECC response priorities and
objectives are decided and communicated to all involved parties.
In conjunction with the ECC Information Officer, conduct news conferences and review media
releases for final approval, following the established procedure for information releases and
media briefings.
Ensure that the ECC Liaison Officer is providing for and maintaining effective interagency
coordination.
In coordination with ECC Management Staff, identify priorities and management function
objectives for the initial ECC Action Planning meeting.
Convene the initial ECC Action Planning meeting. Ensure that all ECC Section Heads,
Management Staff, and other key agency representatives are in attendance.
Ensure that appropriate planning procedures are followed. Ensure the ECC Planning Section
facilitates the meeting appropriately.
Once the ECC Action Plan is completed by the ECC Planning Section, review, approve and
authorize its implementation.
Conduct periodic briefings with the ECC Management Team to ensure response priorities and
objectives are current and appropriate.
Establish and maintain contacts with adjacent jurisdictions/agencies and other levels as
appropriate.
Conduct periodic briefings for Agency Executive, elected officials or their representatives.
Document all decisions/approvals.
Approve resource requests not included in ECC Action Plan, as required.
Ensure Agency Executive and/or elected officials are informed of need for State of Local
Emergency or declaration of State of Provincial Emergency.
Assign in writing, delegated powers allowed under declaration if any are given.
Assign special projects to ECC Deputy Director, as needed.
Brief your relief at shift change, ensuring that ongoing activities are identified and follow-up
requirements are known.

Demobilization Phase:

Authorize demobilization of Sections, Branches and Units when they are no longer required.
Ensure that any open actions not yet completed will be handled after demobilization.
Ensure that all required forms or reports are completed prior to demobilization.
Ensure that an ECC After-Action Report is prepared in consultation with the ECC Planning
Section and Management Team.
Terminate emergency response and proceed with recovery operations as proclaimed by Agency
Executive.
Deactivate ECC when emergency event no longer requires the ECC activated. Ensure all other
facilities are notified of deactivation.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.3.1

ECC Deputy Director

Responsibilities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Assume the role of an ECC Director in his/her absence.
Undertake special assignments at the request of the ECC Director.
Ensure the efficient and effective flow of information within the ECC.
Ensure resource requests are prioritized and tracked.
Support ECC management by communicating policy direction and action priorities to all staff.
Coordinate internal functions of ECC for effective operational capability.
Monitor the health and welfare of ECC staff. Mediate and resolve any personnel conflicts.
Facilitate shift change briefings and operational debriefings.

Reports to:
•

ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Respond as requested to ECC location and assist ECC Director in determining operational status.
Obtain briefing from whatever sources are available.
Supervise the set-up of the ECC for the most effective and efficient operations.
Ensure ECC Management staff’s working area is set-up properly and that appropriate personnel,
equipment and supplies are in place.
Obtain personal telecommunications equipment if required.

Operational Phase:

Maintain a position log and any other relevant forms.
Support management staff activities to ensure that all appropriate actions are being taken.
Assist ECC Director in determining and communicating priorities, objectives and decisions to all
ECC staff.
Assist with preparations for ECC Action Planning meeting.
Ensure ECC management staff has sufficient administrative support.
Coordinate additional staffing needs with ECC Logistics Personnel Unit Lead.
Ensure all positions use a Position Log (Form ECC 414).
Participate in ECC Action Planning meeting and Management Team briefings.
Report significant events and any issues of concern to ECC Director and advise of your activities
on a regular basis.
Undertake special projects and assignments as directed by the ECC Director.
Check with the General Staff on the health and welfare of all ECC staff. Authorize and coordinate
additional support needs as required.
Mediate and resolve any personnel conflicts.
Consult with ECC Director on appointing additional staff to ensure 24-hour shift scheduling for
both ECC Director and ECC Deputy Director positions.
Arrange for and facilitate operational debriefs and critical incident stress debriefs for ECC staff,
as required.
Brief your relief at shift change, ensuring that ongoing activities are identified and follow-up
requirements are known.
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Demobilization Phase:

Assist ECC Director with demobilization procedures.
Ensure that any operations not yet completed are handled and assigned after demobilization.
Complete all required forms and reports prior to demobilization and forward to Documentation
Unit.
Assist with the deactivation of the ECC at the designated time, as appropriate.
Assist with the preparation of the ECC After-Action Report.
Organize and facilitate staff debriefings and critical incident stress debriefs.
Organize and coordinate staff recognition initiatives for time and expertise staff contributed
towards ECC operations.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.3.2

ECC Information Officer

Responsibilities:

1. Serve as the coordination point for all public information, media relations, and internal
information sources for the ECC.
2. Coordinate and supervise all staff assigned as Assistant ECC Information Officers.
3. Ensure that the public within the affected area receives complete, accurate, and consistent
information about life safety procedures, public health advisories, assistance and recovery
programs, and other vital information.
4. Coordinate media releases with officials representing other affected emergency response agencies
and other levels of authority.
5. Develop the format for news conferences and briefings in conjunction with the ECC Director.
6. Monitor all broadcasts and print material for accuracy.
7. In consultation with the ECC Director and Liaison Officer, coordinate VIP/visitor tours of the
ECC facility.
8. Liaise with Information Officer(s) at sites, relevant operation/coordination centres, and with
external agencies.

Reports to:
•

ECC Director/Deputy ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Determine staffing requirements and make required personnel assignments for ECC Information.
Assess information skill areas required in the ECC such as: writing, issues management, media
relations, etc.

Operational Phase:

Obtain policy guidance and approval from the ECC Director with regard to all information to be
released to the media and public.
Refer to the jurisdiction’s Emergency Information Plan and ECC Information Officer operational
guidelines, sample forms, templates and other information materials, as appropriate.
Keep the ECC Director advised of all unusual requests for information and of all major critical or
unfavorable media comments. Recommend procedures or measures to improve media relations.
Coordinate with the ECC Planning Situation Unit and identify method for obtaining and verifying
significant information as it develops.
Develop and publish a media briefing schedule, to include location, format, and preparation and
distribution of handout materials.
Implement and maintain an overall information release program.
In cooperation with the ECC Logistics Information Technology Branch, establish a Media
Information Centre, as required, providing necessary space, materials, telephones and electrical
power.
Maintain up-to-date status boards and other references at the media information centre. Provide
adequate staff to answer questions from members of the media.
Establish a toll-free Public Information Service and/or call centre to handle public inquiries and
provide emergency support information. Consult with ECC Logistics Information Technology
Branch Coordinator for communication equipment needs and set-up.
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Interact with other ECCs as well as the POC and obtain information relative to public information
operations.
Establish distribution lists for recipients of all public information releases. Include Site
Information Officers, POC Information, other ECCs' Information Officers, Local Authorities,
Mayors and elected officials), local MLAs’ and MPs’ constituency offices, First Nations Groups,
Emergency Social Service Groups, the toll-free Public Information Service (hotline or call
centre), etc.
In coordination with other ECC Sections and as approved by the ECC Director, issue timely and
consistent advisories and instructions for life safety, health, and assistance for the public. Liaise
with ECC Risk Management Officer to check for any potential liability or safety concerns.
At the request of the ECC Director, prepare media briefings for elected officials and/or Agency
Executive members and provide other assistance as necessary to facilitate their participation in
media briefings and press conferences.
Ensure that adequate staff is available at incident sites to coordinate and conduct tours of the
incident areas when safe.
Arrange through Logistics appropriate staffing and telephones to efficiently handle incoming
media and public calls.
In addition to identifying help sources contained within press releases, PSA’s and bulletins,
maintain a Disaster Assistance Information Directory, with numbers and locations for affected
public to obtain food, shelter, supplies, health services, etc.
Develop message statements for ECC Staff and the call-takers of the toll-free hotline.
Ensure that announcements, emergency information and materials are translated and prepared for
special populations (non-English speaking, hearing impaired etc.).
Monitor all media, using information to develop follow-up news releases and rumor control,
consult with ECC Risk Management Officer on appropriate wording and actions to take on
correcting false or erroneous information.
Ensure that file copies are maintained of all information released.
Promptly provide copies of all media releases to the ECC Director.
Conduct shift change briefings in detail, ensuring that in-progress activities are identified and
follow-up requirements are known.

Demobilization Phase:

Prepare final news releases and advise media representatives of points-of-contact for follow-up
stories.
Assist ECC Director with demobilization procedures and contribute items of interest to the ECC
After-Action Report.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.3.3

ECC Risk Management Officer

Responsibilities:

Risk Management:
1. Ensures that good risk management practices are applied throughout the ECC and that every
function contributes to the management of risk.
2. Protect the interests of all ECC participants, agencies, and organizations by ensuring due
diligence in information collection, decision-making, and implementation.
3. Monitor situations for risk exposures and ascertain probabilities and potential consequences of
future events.
Safety:
4. Provide advice on safety issues.
5. Ensure the implementation of appropriate safety measures and worker care practices in the ECC.
6. Exercise authority to halt or modify any and all unsafe operations within or outside the scope of
the ECC Action Plan and notify the ECC Director of actions taken.
Security:
7. Ensure that appropriate security measures have been established to allow for only authorized
access to the ECC facility and documentation.

Reports to:
•

ECC Director/Deputy ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Perform a risk identification and analysis of the ECC site and operations.
Tour the entire facility area and determine the scope of ongoing and future operations.
Monitor set-up procedures for the ECC ensuring that proper safety regulations are adhered to.
Oversee that security checkpoints have been established by Logistics-ECC Support at all ECC
entrances to allow only authorized personnel access to the ECC, including staff sign-in and
identification procedures.

Operational Phase:
Risk Management

Establish and maintain position log and other necessary files.
Assess damage and loss, working with ECC Planning’s Situation Unit and the ECC
Finance/Admin Section’s Compensation and Claims Unit.
Identify and document risk and liability issues; keep ECC Planning Section Head advised at all
times.
Gather and organize evidence that may assist all ECC organizations in legal defense that may be
more difficult to obtain later.
Conduct interviews and take statements to investigate major risk management issues.
Advise ECC members on safety and risk management issues.
Assist the ECC Director in reviewing press releases, public alerts and warnings and public
information materials from a risk management perspective.
Evaluate situations and advise the ECC Director of any conditions and actions that might result in
liability (e.g., oversights, improper response actions, etc.).
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Identify potential claimants and the scope of their needs and concerns.
Advise members of response organizations regarding options for risk control, during operational
briefings and upon request.
Advise on actions to reduce loss and suffering and, where appropriate, proactively support
response and recovery objectives.
Ensure Documentation Unit is secure and operating effectively. Advise Documentation Unit on
the types of information to collect, flow of information, and confidentiality concerns.
Organize and prepare records for final audit.

Safety:

Work with the Facilities Unit Lead to become familiar with any hazardous conditions in the
facility. Conduct regular inspections of the facility.
Provide guidance to ECC staff regarding actions to protect themselves from the emergency event.
Coordinate with ECC Finance/Administration on any ECC personnel injury claims or records
preparation as necessary for proper case evaluation and closure.

Security:

Monitor security checkpoints and ECC facility access.
Address any security issues with the ECC Director and Logistics, recommending improvements
where necessary.

Demobilization Phase:

Assist the ECC Director in de-activation activities including:
o Collection of all relevant papers and electronic records to the Documentation Unit.
o Collection of all material necessary for post-operation reporting procedures.
Assist with the deactivation of the ECC at designated time, as appropriate.
Assist ECC Director in preparing the After-Action Report.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.3.4

ECC Liaison Officer

Responsibilities:

1. In consultation with the ECC Management Team, ensure procedures are in place for working and
communicating with agency representatives.
2. Request agency representatives for the ECC, as required by the ECC Management Team, to
ensure all necessary roles and responsibilities are addressed, enabling the ECC to function
effectively and efficiently.
3. Maintain a point of contact for, and interact with, representatives from other agencies arriving at
the ECC.
4. Liaise with relevant coordination/operation centres and agencies/departments not represented in
the ECC.
5. Assist and advise the ECC Director and Management Team as needed and provide information
and guidance related to the external agencies and organizations.
6. In coordination with the ECC Information Officer, assist the ECC Director in ensuring proper
procedures are in place for communicating with elected officials and conducting VIP/visitor tours
of the ECC facility.
7. Liaise with local authorities, other ECCs, and Provincial and Federal organizations and share
information in accordance with ECC and organizational policies.

Reports to:
•

ECC Director/Deputy ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to ECC and obtain situation status and response priorities from ECC Director or Deputy
ECC Director.
Ensure that an ECC staff check-in procedure is established immediately (Form ECC 511).
Ensure registration procedures are established for outside agencies working within the ECC.
Assist the ECC Director in determining appropriate staffing for the ECC.
Ensure that an ECC organization and staffing chart is posted and updated.
Provide assistance and information to ECC General Staff regarding staffing ECC Sections.
Ensure that Agency Representatives’ telephone and/or radio communications are established and
functioning.
Obtain personal telecommunications equipment.

Operational Phase:

Assist the ECC Director and Management Team in developing overall ECC priorities as well as
priorities for the initial ECC Action Plan.
Provide external and non-represented agencies information to the ECC Planning Section to assist
in the development, continuous updating and implementation of ECC Action Plans.
Provide general advice and guidance to agencies and ECC staff as required.
Ensure that all notifications are made to agencies not represented in the ECC.
Ensure that communications with appropriate external non-represented agencies (e.g. Utilities,
Transportation, Volunteer Organizations, Private Sector, etc.) is established and maintained.
Assist ECC Director in preparing for and conducting briefings with ECC Management Team
members, elected officials, the media, and the general public.
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Prepare external non-represented agency information for briefings with the ECC Management
Team.
Ensure that operational priorities and objectives identified in ECC Action Plans are
communicated to external non-represented agencies.
Facilitate completion of situation reports with external non-represented agencies and forward to
the ECC Planning Section.
Advise the ECC Director of critical information and requests contained within agency situation
reports.
Forward approved ECC Situation Reports to non-represented agencies as requested.
Assist the ECC Director in establishing and maintaining an Inter-Agency Coordination Group
comprised of outside agency representatives and executives not assigned to specific Sections
within the ECC, as required.
In consultation with the ECC Information Officer, conduct tours of ECC facility as requested.
Provide assistance with shift change activity as required.

Demobilization Phase:

Notify external non-represented agencies in the ECC of the planned demobilization, as
appropriate.
Assist with the deactivation of the ECC at the designated time, as appropriate.
Assist the ECC Director with recovery operations and assist with preparation of the After-Action
Report.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.4 ECC Operations Section Head
Responsibilities

1. Exercise overall responsibility for coordination and supervision of all required functions within
the ECC Operations Section.
2. Establish the appropriate level of Branch and/or Unit staffing within the Section, continuously
monitoring the effectiveness and modifying accordingly.
3. Ensure that Section objectives and assignments identified in the ECC Action Plan are carried out
effectively.
4. Maintain a communications link between Incident Commanders (Sites), other ECC Operations
Sections, and the ECC for the purpose of coordinating the overall site support response, resource
requests, and event status information.
5. Provide timely situational and resource information to the ECC Planning Section.
6. Keep the ECC Director informed of significant issues relating to the Section.
7. Conduct periodic briefings for the ECC Director and Management team as required or requested.

Reports to:
•

ECC Director/Deputy ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Ensure that the ECC Operations Section is set up properly and that appropriate personnel,
equipment, and supplies are in place, including telecommunications, maps and status boards.
Obtain a preliminary situation briefing from ECC Director, Planning Section Head or other ECC
Management Staff as appropriate.
Based on the situation, activate appropriate Branch Coordinators based on functions or
geographical assignments within the Section.
Establish radio or cell-phone communications with Incident Commander(s), other ECC’s
operating in the region, or the POC and coordinate accordingly.
Request additional personnel for the Section from the Personnel Unit as necessary to maintain 24hour staffing capabilities, as necessary.
Confer with the ECC Director to ensure that the ECC Planning and Logistics Sections are staffed
at levels necessary to provide adequate information and support for operations.
Coordinate with the ECC Liaison Officer regarding the need for Agency Representatives in the
Operations Section.
Obtain a current communications status briefing from the Information Technology Branch
Coordinator in ECC Logistics. Ensure that there is adequate equipment and frequencies available
for the Section.
Based on the situation known or forecasted, determine likely future needs of the ECC Operations
Section.
Identify key issues currently affecting the ECC Operations Section; meet with Section personnel
and determine appropriate Section objectives for the first operational period.
Review responsibilities of Branches operating within the Section; develop a plan/process,
detailing strategies, for carrying out ECC Operations objectives.
Adopt a proactive attitude. Think ahead and anticipate situations and problems before they occur.
Obtain personal telecommunications equipment.
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Operational Phase:

Ensure that all Section personnel are maintaining their individual position logs and other
paperwork as required.
Conduct periodic briefings and work to reach consensus among ECC Operations staff on
objectives for each operational period.
Ensure that all media contacts are referred to the ECC Information Officer.
Prepare for and participate in ECC Management Team briefings and meetings.
Provide the ECC Planning Section Head with the Operations Section's ECC objectives prior to
each ECC Action Planning meeting.
Work closely with each Branch Coordinator to ensure that the ECC Operations Section
objectives, as defined in the current ECC Action Plan, are being addressed.
Ensure that situation and resources information is provided to the appropriate Units in the ECC
Planning Section on a regular basis or as the situation requires, including Branch Status Reports
and new incoming incident reports.
Ensure that intelligence information from Branch Coordinators is made available to the ECC
Planning Section (Situation Unit) in a timely manner.
Ensure that the Branches coordinate all resource needs through the ECC Logistics Section.
Authorize resource requests and forward extraordinary and/or critical resource requests to the
ECC Director for approval (Form ECC 514).
Ensure that fiscal and administrative requirements are coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Admin Section (e.g., notification of emergency expenditures and daily time sheets).
Brief the ECC Director and other Management Team members on all major incidents.
Brief Branch Coordinators and Section staff periodically on any updated information you may
have received.
Share status information with other Sections as appropriate.

Demobilization Phase:

Deactivate Branches and any organizational elements, when no longer required. Ensure that all
paperwork is complete and logs are closed and sent to Documentation Unit.
Ensure that any open actions are assigned to appropriate agency and/or ECC staff as appropriate.
Deactivate the Section and close out logs when authorized by the ECC Director.
Ensure that any required forms or reports are completed prior to your release and departure.
Be prepared to provide input to the ECC After-Action Report.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.4.1

Fire Branch Coordinator

Responsibilities:

1. Arrange and coordinate for urban and wildland fire suppression, rescue, and hazardous materials
support operations.
2. Acquire mutual-aid resources, as necessary.
3. Coordinate the mobilization and transportation of all resources through the ECC Logistics
Section.
4. Complete and maintain Branch status reports for major incidents requiring or potentially
requiring regional and provincial response support, and maintain status of unassigned fire and
hazardous materials resources in the area in conjunction with the Resources Unit.
5. Implement the objectives of the ECC Action Plan assigned to the Fire Branch.
6. Liaise with the Fire Branch at the POC.
7. Overall supervision of the Fire Branch.

Report to:
•
•

ECC Operations Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Obtain briefing of the situation from the ECC Operations Section Head.
Based on the situation, activate the necessary Units within the Fire Branch and coordinate their
activities:
• Fire/Rescue Unit
• HazMat Unit
If local authority mutual-aid system is activated, coordinate use of area fire suppression resources
with respective Dispatch Centres and/or ECC’s.
Prepare and submit a preliminary Branch status report and major incident reports, as appropriate,
to the ECC Operations Section Head.
Prepare objectives for the Fire Branch and forward them to the ECC Operations Section Head
prior to ECC Action Planning meetings.

Operational Phase:

Ensure that Branch and Unit position logs and other files are maintained.
Ensure that all interface fire operations are being managed utilizing, when required, Unified
Command with the appropriate agencies.
Confirm and resolve through the ECC Director, any response boundary issues that may restrict
mutual-aid.
Liaise with Provincial Fire Commissioner as required.
Liaise with Alberta Wildfire Management personnel as required.
Maintain current status on fire suppression missions being conducted in the area.
Provide the ECC Operations Section Head and the Planning Section with an overall summary of
Fire Branch operations periodically or as requested during the operational period.
Refer all contacts with the media to the ECC Information Officer but be prepared to speak on
technical matters when requested.
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Ensure that all fiscal and administrative requirements are coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section (notification of any emergency expenditures and daily time
sheets).
Prepare objectives for the Fire Branch for the subsequent operational period; provide them to the
ECC Operations Section Head prior to the end of the shift and the next ECC Action Planning
meeting.
Implement those objectives of the ECC Action Plan assigned to the Fire Branch.
Provide your relief with a briefing at shift change; inform him/her of all on going activities,
Branch objectives for the next operational period, and any other pertinent information.

Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of Branch units and fire operations in the area and advise ECC
Operations Section Head.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate staff or other ECC Sections to follow up
Ensure all expenditures and financial claims have been coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
Forward any input towards the After-Action Report to the ECC Operations Section Head.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.4.2

Police Branch Coordinator

Responsibilities:

1. Coordinate movement and evacuation operations with other ECC Operations Section Branches.
2. Alert and notify the public of impending or existing emergency situations, public safety orders,
requests and information within the jurisdiction, as required.
3. Coordinate law enforcement and traffic control operations, including evacuation, during a major
emergency.
4. Coordinate all ground and inland water search and rescue operations and resource for the
jurisdiction.
5. Coordinate Police mutual-aid requests.
6. Liaise with the Police Branch at the POC.
7. Supervise the Police Branch.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Operations Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Obtain a briefing of the situation from ECC Operations Section Head and Site personnel.
Based on the situation, activate the necessary Units within the Police Branch:
• Police Operations Unit
• Medical Examiner Unit
• Search and Rescue Unit
• Evacuation Unit
Coordinate mutual-aid resources with other ECC Police Branch Coordinator(s) as required.
Contact POC Police Branch Coordinator, if established, for the coordination of mutual-aid
resources.
Provide an initial Police Services situation report to the ECC Operations Section Head.
Based on initial ECC priorities, prepares objectives for the Police Branch and provide them to the
ECC Operations Section Head prior to the first ECC Action Planning meeting.

Operational Phase:

Ensure that Branch and Unit position logs and other appropriate files are maintained.
Maintain current status on Police activities and Search and Rescue missions being conducted in
the area.
Provide the ECC Operations Section Head and the Planning Section with an overall summary of
Police Branch operations periodically or as requested during the operational period.
On a regular basis, complete and maintain the Police Branch Status Report.
Refer all contacts with the media to the ECC Information Officer but be prepared to speak on
technical matters when requested by the ECC Information Officer.
Determine need for Police and/or Search and Rescue mutual-aid.
Determine need for Medical Examiner’s services.
Ensure all resource requests are coordinated through the ECC Logistics Section.
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Ensure that all fiscal and administrative requirements are coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Admin Section (notification of any emergency expenditures and daily time sheets).
Prepare objectives for the Police Branch for the subsequent Operations period; provide them to
the ECC Operations Section Head prior to the end of the shift and the next ECC Action Planning
Meeting.
Implement those objectives of the ECC Action Plan assigned to the Police Branch.
Provide your relief with a briefing at shift change, informing him/her of all ongoing activities,
Branch objectives for the next operational period, and any other pertinent information.

Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of Branch Units and police operations in the area and advise
ECC Operations Section Head.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate staff or other ECC Sections to follow-up on.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
Forward any input towards the ECC After-Action Report to the ECC Operations Section Head.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.4.3

Health Branch Coordinator

Responsibilities:

1. Ensure coordination of acute & long-term care facilities, EMS units, health units, and
environment and public health within the area.
2. Coordinate the transportation of people injured in the incident and health care personnel to
appropriate medical facilities as required.
3. Ensure that casualties are evenly distributed to receiving facilities.
4. Coordinate provision of public health measures including epidemic control and immunization
programs, in consultation with Medical Health Officer.
5. Ensure that potable water supplies are inspected and monitored.
6. Ensure that food quality is regulated and inspected.
7. Ensure that sewage systems are operating at acceptable levels.
8. Coordinate and support health services for physically challenged or medically disabled persons.
9. Coordinate the activation of emergency hospitals and advanced treatment centres supplied by
Health Canada.
10. Assist in identifying and mobilizing available ambulance and auxiliary ambulance resources as
required.
11. Coordinate health care needs at Reception Centres with ESS Branch Coordinator.
12. Determine the status of medical and care facilities within the affected area and availability of
facilities in surrounding area.
13. Assist with the coordination of the transportation of people injured in the incident and health care
personnel to appropriate medical facilities as required.
14. Assist with the coordination of pharmaceuticals as required.
15. Assist with the coordination of other health care resources as required.
16. Liaise with Health Branches activated in other ECC’s and at POC.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Operations Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to ECC facility, as advised.
Obtain a briefing from the ECC Operations Section Head.
Assess and anticipate health services required to support the situation.
Based on the situation, activate the necessary Units within the Health Branch:
• Acute/Long-Term Care Unit
• EMS Unit
• Environment & Public Health Unit
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Operational Phase:

Establish and maintain position logs and other necessary files.
Establish communication with Alberta Health Services (AHS) Regional Dispatch Centre.
Determine the status and availability of ambulance resources and medical transport needs.
Determine the status and availability of medical facilities within and outside the affected area.
Determine status and availability of various environment and public health services.
Prioritize health issues.
Prepare initial briefing for ECC Operations Section Head.
Liaise with ESS Branch Coordinator to assist with sheltering of displaced home care clients if
needed.
Coordinate with ECC Logistics Section assistance to move and establish advanced treatment
centre and/or emergency hospital if needed.
Liaise with POC Health Branch, if established.
If local facilities are, or soon will be overwhelmed, contact other unaffected areas to receive
patients.
If mass feeding areas are established, ensure food quality and other public health issues are
addressed.
Coordinate with the ECC Logistics Section, Transportation Unit, to acquire suitable nonambulance transportation such as buses for people injured in the incident as required or requested.
Coordinate with AHS Air Dispatch and the Air Operations Branch, if activated, for air
transportation needs.
Coordinate with the ECC Logistics Section to obtain necessary supplies and equipment to support
incident medical operations in the field.
Advise ECC Operations Section Head and Branch Coordinators of all significant events.
Prepare Health Branch objectives for the ECC Action Plan for each operational period and submit
to ECC Operations Section Head prior to ECC Action Planning meetings.
Reinforce the use of proper procedures for media contacts. This is particularly critical in
emergency medical situations where statistical information is requested by the media.
Consider need for critical incident stress debriefings for responders and people impacted by the
incident.
Ensure proper documentation of plans, actions and decisions.

Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of Health Services in the area and advise ECC Operations
Section Head.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate staff or other ECC Sections to follow up on.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
Forward any input towards the ECC After-Action Report to the ECC Operations Section Head.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.4.4

Emergency Social Services Branch Coordinator

Responsibilities:

1. Manages the Emergency Social Services (ESS) Branch of the ECC.
2. Coordinates the delivery of Emergency Social Services (i.e., food, clothing, lodging and other
essential services) as required for those impacted by the incident.
3. Provides direction and support to all activated ESS facilities (i.e., Reception Centres, Group
Lodging facilities).
4. Provides routine situation reports to the ECC Operations Section Head, Situation Unit and ESS
Branch at the POC, if activated.
5. Requests mutual-aid assistance and/or provincial ESS resources from the POC, if activated,
through the ECC Operations Section Head, when local and/or regional ESS resources are
exhausted.
6. Liaise with other agencies involved in the ESS response and the ESS Branch at the POC.
7. Confers with ECC Operations Section Head and ECC Director to ensure that ESS response is
appropriate and that expenditures for ESS are authorized.

Reports to:
•

ECC Operations Section Head.

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to ECC facility as requested.
Ensure alternates are identified for your position to allow for 24-hour extended operations.
Obtain briefing from ECC Operations Section Head.
Assess level of ESS services needed and initiate call-out of ESS staff and volunteers as required.
Establish telephone and/or radio communications with Reception Centres, Group Lodging
facilities and other ESS organizations.
Ensure communication is established with ESS in ECCs in other affected communities and/or the
POC.

Operational Phase:

Establish and maintain a position log or other necessary files.
Maintain communications with, and provide direction to, the Reception Centres and Group
Lodging facilities, if activated, pertaining to the level of services required and duration of
services.
Prioritize requests for ESS services.
Coordinate activities with other volunteer agencies as required, (e.g., Red Cross, The Salvation
Army, etc.)
Prepare objectives for the ESS Branch for each operational period and provide them to the ECC
Operations Section Head prior to the ECC Action Planning meetings.
Maintain ESS resource status board, keeping track of number and type of ESS resources deployed
and still available and share this information with ECC Operations Section Head, POC and other
ECCs upon request.
Request and arrange for acquisition of provincial ESS resources (via POC) when local and
regional ESS resources are insufficient to meet needs.
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Refer all contacts with the media to the ECC Information Officer and ensure that critical ESS
information (e.g., location of activated reception centres) is included in media releases.
Prepare and forward ESS situation reports to ECC Operations Section Head and ESS in the POC.
Actively share ESS information with other Branches and Sections in the ECC.
Maintain adequate records of financial expenditures.
Ensure emergency expenses and extensions for ESS are pre-authorized through the ECC Director.
Provide your relief with a briefing at shift change, informing him/her of all ongoing activities,
Section objectives for the next operational period, and any other pertinent information.

Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of ESS services (e.g., closing of Reception Centres, Group
Lodging facilities, etc.) and advise the ECC Operations Section Head.
Collect and store all completed ESS forms and paperwork from all the ESS facilities. Consult
with Documentation Unit for appropriate storage location.
Complete personal logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate staff or other ECC Sections to follow up on.
Coordinate the transition from ESS to the local recovery organization to ensure follow up and/or
continued services are provided to those impacted by the emergency.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
Provide input towards the ECC After-Action Report.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.4.5

Engineering Branch Coordinator

Responsibilities:

1. Survey all local facilities, assessing the damage to such facilities, and coordinating the repair of
damage.
2. Survey all other infrastructure systems, such as local roads, bridges, sewer and water systems
within the area.
3. Assist other ECC Sections, Branches, and Units as needed.
4. Supervise the Engineering Branch.
5. Liaise with other Engineering Branches in ECC’s and POC.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Operations Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to the ECC facility and obtain a briefing on the situation from the ECC Operations Section
Head and site personnel.
Based on the situation, activate the necessary Units within the Engineering Branch:
• Roads and Bridges Unit
• Damage Assessment Unit
• Public Works Unit
Provide an initial situation report to the ECC Operations Section Head.
Based on initial ECC priorities, prepare objectives for the Engineering Branch and provide them
to the ECC Operations Section Head prior to the first ECC Action Planning meeting.

Operational Phase:

Ensure that Branch and Unit position logs and other necessary files are maintained.
Maintain current status on all engineering activities being conducted in the area.
Ensure that damage and safety assessments are being carried out for both public and private
facilities.
Determine and document the status of transportation routes into and within affected areas.
Determine and document the status of public works (water and sewer systems) within affected
areas.
Coordinate debris removal services as required.
Provide the ECC Operations Section Head and the Planning Section with an overall summary of
Engineering Branch activities periodically during the operational period or as requested.
Ensure that all Damage Assessment Summaries are completed and forwarded to the ECC
Operations Section Head and Situation Unit.
Refer all contacts with the media to the ECC Information Officer. Be prepared to act as a
spokesperson and offer technical information as requested.
Ensure that all fiscal and administrative requirements are coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
Prepare objectives for the Engineering Branch for each Operational Period; provide them to the
ECC Operations Section Head prior to the ECC Action Planning meeting.
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Implement ECC Action Plan assignments for Engineering Branch and Units.
Provide your relief with a briefing at shift change, informing him / her of all ongoing activities,
Branch objectives for the next operational period, and any other pertinent information.

Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of Branch units and engineering operations in the area and
advise ECC Operations Section Head.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate staff or other ECC Sections to follow up on.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
Forward any input towards the ECC After-Action Report to the ECC Operations Section Head.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.4.6

Environmental Branch Coordinator

Responsibilities:

1. Assist and/or coordinate local response to hazardous spills, waste disposal and dam failure.
2. Liaise with regional, provincial, and federal environment officials and the private sector.

Report to:
•
•

ECC Operations Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to ECC facility as directed.
Obtain a briefing from the ECC Operations Section Head.
Assess and anticipate environmental concerns and recommended responses in support of the
emergency situation.

Operational Phase:

Establish and maintain position logs and other necessary files.
Determine the scope of environmental assistance required in consultation with ECC Operations
Section Head and other Branch Coordinators.
Determine the status and availability of waste storage and disposal facilities in the area.
Liaise with Health Branch to assist and consult with exposure to hazardous materials and impacts
on water and air resources.
Develop intelligence of environmental issues, damage and threats. Forward to Situation Unit.
Prioritize environmental issues.
Liaise with Engineering and Utilities Branch Coordinators to assist with dam safety issues as
required.
Coordinate hazardous materials response and support in cooperation with Fire Branch
Coordinator, for situations involving hazardous materials.
Liaise with Environmental Branches in other ECCs and POC if established.

Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of environmental services in the area and advise ECC
Operations Section Head.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate staff or other ECC Sections to follow up on.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
Forward any input towards the ECC After-Action Report to the ECC Operations Section Head.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.3).
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3.4.7

Utilities Branch Coordinator

Responsibilities:

1. Survey all utility systems, and provide restoration priorities to providers.
2. Assist other ECC Sections, Branches, and Units as needed.
3. Liaise with other utility representatives not present in ECC.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Operations Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to the ECC facility and obtain a briefing from the ECC Operations Section Head.
Provide an initial Utilities Situation Report to the ECC Operations Section Head.
Based on initial ECC priorities, prepare objectives for the Utilities Branch and provide them to
the ECC Operations Section Head prior to the first ECC Action Planning meeting.

Operational Phase:

Establish and maintain communications with the utility providers in the affected area.
Determine the extent of damage to utility systems in the affected area.
Coordinate with the ECC Liaison Officer to establish whether Agency Representatives from
affected utilities are available to attend the ECC.
Ensure that support to utility providers is available as necessary to facilitate restoration of
damaged systems.
Keep the Health Branch Coordinator informed of any threats (real or potential) regarding water
contamination issues.
Keep the Engineering Branch Coordinator informed of the restoration status.
Complete and maintain Utilities Status Reports, and share with ECC Operations Section Head,
Branch Coordinators and Situation Unit.
Refer all contacts with the media to the ECC Information Officer, and be prepared to speak to
technical issues as requested.
Provide your relief with a briefing at shift change, informing him / her of all the ongoing
activities, Branch objectives for the operational period, and any other pertinent information.

Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of the Utilities Branch and utility operations in the area and
advise ECC Operations Section Head.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate staff or other ECC Sections to follow up on.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
Forward any input towards the ECC After-Action Report to the ECC Operations Section Head.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.4.8

Air Operations Branch Coordinator

Responsibilities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Organize aviation resources at the local level to support Site operations.
As appropriate, initiate requests for Notice to Airmen (NOTAM).
Establish procedures for emergency re-assignment of aircraft if required.
Coordinate with any provincial or regional authority’s Air Operations in the operational area.
Liaise with Air Operations at the POC.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Operations Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Assess current level of local regional and provincial air operations in the operational area.
Determine activation status of POC aviation resources and establish communication links with
their Air Operations if necessary.
Identify key issues currently affecting air operations; prepare initial report for ECC Operations
Section Head.

Operational Phase:

Establish and maintain individual position log.
Obtain briefing from ECC Operations Section Head.
Liaise with POC Air Operations.
Receive resource requests and pass on to ECC Operations Section Head.
Liaise with Logistics to coordinate air transport of personnel, material and evacuees, as required.
Organize preliminary air operations.
Initiate request for NOTAM if required.
Schedule flights of non-emergency aircraft into the operational area if approved.
Evaluate requests for non-tactical use of emergency aircraft assigned to the ECC.
Ensure proper safety and risk management measures are being taken in regards to aircraft.
Pass critical status information to ECC Operations Section Head, Situation Unit and Resources
Unit.
Provide reports on air operations issues to ECC Operations Section Head.
Forward daily air operations costs to ECC Finance/Administration Section.

Demobilization Phase:

Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
Determine demobilization status of aviation resources in the operational area and advise ECC
Operations Section Head and Situation Unit.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure that all air expenditures and financial claims have been coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
Forward input for the ECC After-Action Report to ECC Operations Section Head.
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3.4.9

Special Operations Branch Coordinator

Responsibilities:

1. Organize specialized resources at the site support (ECC) level to support Site activities.
2. Establish procedures for emergency reassignment of specialized resources such as Heavy Urban
Search and Rescue if required.
3. Coordinate with any regional or provincial special operations in the operational area.
4. Liaise with Special Operations at the POC.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Operations Section Head or,
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Assess current level of local, regional and provincial special operations in the operational area.
Determine activation status of provincial authority specialized resources and establish
communication links with their Special Operations Branch, if necessary.
Identify key issues currently affecting special operations; prepare initial report for ECC
Operations Section Head.

Operational Phase:

Establish and maintain individual position log.
Obtain briefing from ECC Operations Section Head.
Evaluate requests for tactical and non-tactical use of specialized resources assigned to the ECC.
Receive resource and operational requests and forward to ECC Operations Section Head.
Organize preliminary special operations.
Ensure proper safety and risk management measures are being taken in regards to special
operations.
Pass critical status information to ECC Operations Section Head, Situation Unit and Resources
Unit.
Provide reports on special operations issues to ECC Operations Section Head.

Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of any specialized resources in operational area and advise ECC
Operations Section Head and Situation Unit.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
Forward input for the ECC After-Action Report to ECC Operations Section Head.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.5

ECC Planning Section Head

Responsibilities:

1. Ensures that the following responsibilities of the ECC Planning Section are addressed as required:
• Collect, analyze, and display situation information
• Prepare periodic Situation Reports
• Prepare and distribute ECC Action Plan and facilitate the action planning process
• Track resources
• Conduct Advance Planning activities and report
• Document and maintain files on all ECC activities
• Provide technical support services to the various ECC Sections and Branches.
2. Establish the appropriate level of organization for the ECC Planning Section.
3. Exercise overall responsibility for the coordination of Unit activities within the Section.
4. Keep the ECC Director informed of significant issues affecting the ECC Planning Section.
5. In coordination with the other ECC Section Heads, ensure that Status Reports are completed and
utilized as a basis for ECC Situation Reports and ECC Action Plans.

Reports to:
•

ECC Director / Deputy ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to the ECC facility and obtain a briefing from the ECC Director.
Ensure that the ECC Planning Section is set up properly and that appropriate personnel,
equipment, and supplies are in place, including maps and status boards.
Based on the situation, activate Units within the ECC Planning Section as needed and designate
Coordinators for each Unit:
• Situation Unit
• Resources Unit
• Documentation Unit
• Demobilization Unit
• Advance Planning Unit
• Recovery Unit
• Technical Specialists Unit
Request additional personnel for the Section from Logistics as necessary to maintain a 24-hour
operation.
Meet with ECC Operations Section Head; obtain and review any major incident reports.
Review responsibilities of Units in ECC Planning Section; develop plans for carrying out all
responsibilities.
Make a list of key issues to be addressed by ECC Planning; in consultation with Section staff,
identify objectives to be accomplished during the initial Operational Period.
Keep the ECC Director and ECC Management Team informed of significant events.
Adopt a proactive attitude, thinking ahead and anticipating situations and problems before they
occur.
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Operational Phase:

Ensure that position logs and other necessary files are maintained.
Ensure that the Situation Unit is maintaining current information for the ECC Situation Report.
Ensure that major incident reports and Branch Status Reports are completed by the ECC
Operations Section and are accessible by ECC Planning Section.
Ensure that an ECC Situation report is produced, approved and distributed to ECC Sections,
AEMA or POC at least once, prior to the end of the Operational Period (others may be produced
as directed by ECC Director).
Ensure that all status boards and other displays are kept current and that posted information is
neat and legible.
Ensure that the ECC Information Officer has immediate and unlimited access to all status reports
and displays.
Conduct periodic briefings with Section staff and work to reach consensus among staff on Section
objectives for forthcoming operational periods.
Ensure that objectives for each Section are completed, collected and posted in preparation for the
next ECC Action Planning meeting.
Chair the ECC Action Planning meetings approximately two hours before the end of each
Operational Period.
Ensure that the ECC Action Plan is completed and distributed prior to the start of the next
Operational Period.
Work closely with each Unit within the ECC Planning Section to ensure the Section objectives, as
defined in the current ECC Action Plan are being addressed.
Ensure that the Advance Planning Unit develops and distributes a report which highlights
forecasted events or conditions likely to occur beyond the forthcoming operational period;
particularly those situations which may influence the overall priorities of the ECC.
Ensure that the Documentation Unit maintains files on all ECC activities and provides
reproduction and archiving services for the ECC, as required.
Provide technical services, such as environmental advisors and other technical specialists to all
ECC Sections as required.
Ensure that fiscal and administrative requirements are coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
Ensure ECC Risk Management Officer is involved in ECC Action Planning process.

Demobilization Phase:

Ensure Demobilization Plan for the ECC is complete, approved by the ECC Director and
distributed to all ECC Sections.
Oversee preparation of the ECC After-Action Report, by the Recovery Unit.
Determine demobilization status of all ECC Planning Units and advise the ECC Director.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate ECC Planning staff or other ECC Sections to
follow-up on.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
Review ECC After-Action Report prior to submitting to ECC Director and Management Team
for approval.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.5.1

Situation Unit Lead

Responsibilities:

1. Oversee the collection, organization, and analysis of incident situation information, including
damage assessments.
2. Ensure that information collected from all sources is validated.
3. Ensure that Situation Reports are developed for dissemination to ECC staff and to the POC.
4. Ensure that an ECC Action Plan is developed for each Operational Period based on objectives
developed by each ECC Section (Form ECC 502).
5. Ensure that an ongoing link is established with the ECC Operations Section for the purpose of
collecting accurate situation information in a timely manner.
6. Ensure that all maps, status boards and other displays contain current and accurate information.
7. Supervise the Situation Unit.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Planning Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to the ECC facility and obtain a briefing from the ECC Planning Section Head.
Ensure there is adequate staff, including Observers if needed, available to collect and analyze
information and facilitate the ECC Action Planning Process.
Prepare Situation Unit objectives for the initial ECC Action Planning meeting.

Operational Phase:

Ensure position logs and other necessary files are maintained.
Assign a Situation Staff member to observe the ECC Operations Section and collect situation
status information on a regular basis.
Ensure each ECC Section & Branch provides the Situation Unit with status updates on a regular
basis.
Oversee the collection and analysis of all incident related information.
Oversee the preparation and distribution of the ECC Situation Report (Form ECC 501).
Coordinate with the Documentation Unit for the reproduction of relevant plans and distribution as
required.
Meet with the ECC Information Officer to coordinate access to current information.
Ensure each ECC Section provides their objectives at least 30 minutes prior to each ECC Action
Planning meeting.
Convene the ECC Action Planning meeting and assist ECC Planning Section Head in facilitating
the meeting.
In preparation for the ECC Action Planning meeting, ensure that all ECC priorities and objectives
are posted or distributed, and that the meeting room is set up with appropriate equipment and
materials (easels, markers, Sit Reports, etc.).
Following the meeting, send approved ECC Action Plan (Form ECC 502) to the Documentation
Unit for distribution prior to the next Operational Period.
Ensure that adequate staff members are assigned to maintain all maps, status boards and other
displays.
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Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of the Situation Unit and advise the ECC Planning Section Head.
Complete all logs and forms and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate ECC Planning staff or other ECC Sections to
follow-up on.
Provide input toward the ECC After-Action Report.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.5.2

Resources Unit Lead

Responsibilities:

1. Coordinate with the Branches and Units in the ECC Operations and Logistics Sections to capture
and centralize resource status information. Note: This position tracks resources, it does not
obtain or supply them.
2. Setup and maintain ECC Check-In/Check-Out and ECC organization chart.
3. Develop and maintain resource status boards, and/or other tracking and display systems.
4. Supervise the Resources Unit.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Planning Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to the ECC facility and obtain a briefing from the ECC Planning Section Head.
Ensure there is adequate staff to fill the Resources Unit responsibilities.

Operational Phase:

Establish and maintain a position log and other necessary files.
Check-In and Check-Out all incoming and outgoing ECC personnel (Form ECC 511).
Develop a large poster-size ECC organization chart depicting each activated position. Upon
Check-In, indicate the name of the person occupying each position on the chart. The chart should
be posted in a conspicuous place, accessible to all ECC personnel.
Coordinate closely with the ECC Operations Section Branches and Logistics Section Units,
particularly Supply, Personnel, and Transportation.
Obtain from ECC Planning Section Head or ECC Director, a list of known critical resources.
Obtain copies of critical resource requests from the ECC Logistics Section, post the request on a
status board and track the progress of the request until filled.
Status boards should track requests by providing at a minimum, the following information: date
and time of the request, items requested, priority designation, time the request was processed and
estimated time of arrival or delivery to the requesting party.
Work closely with ECC Operations and Logistics and assist in notifying requesting parties of the
status of their resource request. This is particularly critical in situations where there will be delays
in filling the request.
An additional status board may be developed to track resource use by the requesting party.
Information categories might include the following: actual arrival time of the resource, location of
use, and an estimate of how long the resource will be needed.
It is generally not necessary to track mutual-aid resources unless they are ordered through the
ECC Logistics Section.
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Demobilization Phase:

Keep Demobilization Unit informed of committed resources.
Determine demobilization status of the Resources Unit and advise the Planning Section Head.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate ECC Planning staff or other ECC Sections to
follow-up on.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Admin Section.
Provide input towards the ECC After-Action Report.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1)
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3.5.3

Documentation Unit Lead

Responsibilities:

1. Collect, organize and file all completed event or incident related forms, including: all ECC
position logs, Situation Reports, ECC Action Plans and any other related information, just prior to
the end of each Operational Period.
2. Provide document reproduction services to ECC staff.
3. Distribute the ECC Situation Reports, ECC Action Plan, and other documents, as requested.
4. Maintain a permanent archive of all Situation Reports and ECC Action Plans associated with the
incident or event.
5. Assist Recovery Unit with preparation and distribution of the ECC After-Action Report.
6. Supervise the Documentation Unit.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Planning Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to ECC facility and obtain a situation briefing from the ECC Planning Section Head.

Operational Phase:

Maintain a position log and other relevant documentation.
Meet with the ECC Planning Section Head and Risk Management Officer to determine what ECC
materials should be maintained as official records.
Initiate and maintain a roster and organization chart of all activated ECC positions to ensure that
position logs are accounted for and submitted to the Documentation Unit.
Meet with the Recovery Unit Lead to determine what ECC materials and documents are
necessary to provide accurate records and documentation for recovery purposes.
Reproduce and distribute approved Situation Reports and ECC Action Plans. Ensure distribution
includes the POC.
Keep extra copies of reports and plans available for special distribution as required.
Set up and maintain document reproduction services for the ECC.
Assist the Recovery Unit in preparing the ECC After-Action Report.

Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of the Documentation Unit and advise the ECC Planning Section
Head.
Complete all logs and documentation.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate ECC Planning staff or other ECC Sections to
follow-up on.
Assist with distribution of the ECC After-Action Report.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.5.4

Demobilization Unit Lead

Responsibilities:

1. Develop a Demobilization Plan for the ECC based on a review of all pertinent ECC Planning
Section documents, and Situation Reports, and status of ECC priorities and objectives.
2. Supervise personnel assigned to the Demobilization Unit.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Planning Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to ECC facility and obtain a current situation report from the ECC Planning Section Head.

Operational Phase:

Monitor current ECC Action Plans, Situation Reports, and resource assignment lists.
Consult with ECC Section Heads, Branch Coordinators, Liaison Officer and ECC Director for
demobilization policies and procedures.
Draft ECC Demobilization Plan and circulate to the ECC Planning Section Head, ECC Director
and ECC Management Team for review.
Finalize the ECC Demobilization Plan for approval by the ECC Director.
ECC Demobilization Planning must occur at least once during the Operational Period for as long
as ECC Sections are formally staffed.
Advise all ECC Section Heads to ensure that demobilized staff complete and forward to
Documentation Unit all reports, time sheets, and exit surveys prior to leaving the ECC.

Demobilization Phase:

Initiate the Demobilization Plan for the ECC as approved by the ECC Director.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure all equipment and materials are returned to their proper places.
Provide input towards the ECC After-Action Report.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.5.5

Advance Planning Unit Lead

Responsibilities:

1. Develop an Advance Plan consisting of potential response and recovery related issues likely to
occur beyond the next operational period, generally within 36 to 72 hours.
2. Review all available Situation Reports, Action Plans, and other significant documents.
Determine potential future impacts of the event or incident, particularly issues that might modify
the overall ECC priorities and objectives.
3. Provide periodic briefings for the ECC Director and Management Team addressing Advance
Planning issues.
4. Supervise the Advance Planning Unit.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Planning Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to ECC facility and obtain situation briefing from the ECC Planning Section Head.
Ensure adequate staffing level for the Advanced Planning Unit.

Operational Phase:

Maintain a position log, and other relevant documentation.
Review the current Situation Report and include recent updates.
Meet individually with the ECC Management Team and determine best estimates of the future
direction and outcomes of the incident or event.
Develop an Advance Plan identifying future policy related issues, social and economic impacts,
significant response or recovery resource needs, and any other key issues likely to affect ECC
operations within a 36 to 72-hour time frame.
Submit the Advance Plan to the ECC Planning Section Head for review and approval prior to
implementation via briefings with the ECC Director and Management Team.
Review ECC Action Planning objectives submitted by each ECC Section for the forthcoming
Operational Period. In conjunction with the Management Team, recommend a transition strategy
to the ECC Director when ECC activity shifts predominately to recovery operations.
Assist Recovery Unit Lead in developing initial relief plans.

Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of the Advance Planning Unit and advise ECC Planning Section
Head.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate ECC Planning staff or other ECC Sections to
follow-up on.
Provide input towards the ECC After-Action Report.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.5.6

Recovery Unit Lead

Responsibilities:

1. Assess the requirements for assistance for community and individual recovery from a major
incident.
2. Identify immediate steps (short-term relief efforts) that can be taken to initiate and speed recovery
within the area.
3. Anticipate actions required over the long term to restore local services and return the area to preemergency conditions.
4. Supervise the Recovery Unit and all recovery operations unless otherwise directed by the ECC
Planning Section Head and/or ECC Director.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Planning Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to ECC facility and obtain current situation briefing from ECC Planning Section Head.

Operational Phase:

Establish and maintain position log and other necessary files.
Act as the liaison for the ECC and other disaster assistance agencies to coordinate the recovery
process.
Ensure that short-term relief efforts such as: interim housing, counseling, utility restoration,
debris removal, building safety inspections, etc. have been planned for and initiated.
Prepare the Re-Entry Plan to ensure safe and efficient resident re-entry to the area.
Prepare Recovery Plan, including actions required by priority, for recovery of public and private
infrastructure, public and private property, mental health, public health, and the social economic
fabric.
Obtain ECC Director’s approval of plan and disseminate to ECC Management Team.
Coordinate recovery plans and Disaster Recovery Program (DRP) with Cost Unit.
In consultation with the other ECC Planning Section Units and ECC Management Team prepare
the ECC After-Action Report.
Submit After-Action Report to ECC Planning Section Head for review and approval prior to
conducting briefings with the ECC Director and Management Team.

Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of the Recovery Unit and advise the ECC Planning Section
Head.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate ECC Planning staff or other ECC Sections to
follow up on.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.5.7

Technical Specialists Unit Lead

Responsibilities:

1. Provide technical observations and recommendations to the ECC in specialized areas, as required.
2. Ensure that qualified specialists are available in the areas required by the particular event or
incident.
3. Supervise the Technical Specialists Unit.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Planning Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to the ECC facility and obtain a situation briefing from the ECC Planning Section Head.

Operational Phase:

Maintain a position log and other necessary files.
Coordinate with the ECC Logistics Section to ensure that technical staff are located and
mobilized.
Assign technical staff to assist other ECC Sections in coordinating specialized areas of response
or recovery.
Assign technical staff to assist the ECC Logistics Section with interpreting specialized resource
capability and requests.
Maintain an inventory of technical specialists.
On request, prepare to provide centralized technical specialties such as meteorological, fire
behavior or engineering expertise for multiple incident sites.

Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of the Technical Specialists Unit and advise the ECC Planning
Section Head.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate Technical Staff or other ECC Sections to
follow up on.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
Provide input towards the ECC After-Action Report.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.6

ECC Logistics Section Head

Responsibilities:

1. Exercise overall responsibility for coordination of all required functions within the ECC Logistics
Section including telecommunication services and information technology, locating and/or
acquiring equipment, supplies, personnel, facilities, and transportation, and arranging for food,
lodging, and other support services for the ECC and Site.
2. Establish the appropriate organizational elements with the ECC Logistics Section, continuously
monitoring the effectiveness of the organization and modifying as required.
3. Ensure Section objectives/assignments in the ECC Action Plan are carried out.
4. Keep the ECC Director informed of all significant issues relating to the ECC Logistics Section.
5. Coordinate closely with the ECC Operations Section Head to establish priorities for resource
allocation within the operational area.
6. Ensure critical resources are allocated according to approved plans.
7. Ensure necessary food and lodging is provided for ECC and Site personnel.
8. Supervise ECC Logistics Section personnel.

Reports to:
•

ECC Director / Deputy ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Ensure the ECC Logistics Section is set up properly and that appropriate personnel, equipment
and supplies are in place, including maps, status boards, vendor references, and other resource
directories.
Based on the situation, activate Branches/Units within the Section as needed and designate
Branch Coordinators and Unit Leads for each element:
• Information Technology Branch (Communications Unit, Computer Systems Unit)
• ECC Support Branch (Facilities Unit, Clerical Unit)
• Supply Unit
• Personnel Unit
• Transportation Unit
Mobilize sufficient Section staffing for 24-hour operations.
Establish communications with the Logistics Section at the POC if activated.
Advise Units within the Section to coordinate with appropriate Branches in the ECC Operations
Section to prioritize and validate resource requests from Incident Commanders. This should be
done prior to acting on a request.
Meet with the ECC Director and Management Team to identify immediate resource needs.
Meet with the ECC Finance/Administration Section Head and determine level of purchasing
authority for the ECC Logistics Section.
Assist Branch Coordinators/Unit Leads in developing objectives for the ECC Logistics Section as
well as plans to accomplish their objectives within the first Operational Period, or in accordance
with the ECC Action Plan.
Adopt a proactive attitude, thinking ahead and anticipating situations and problems before they
occur.
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Operational Phase:

Ensure that ECC Logistic Section position logs and other necessary files are maintained.
Meet regularly with Section staff and work to develop ECC Logistics Section objectives for
forthcoming operational periods.
Provide the ECC Planning Section Head with the Logistics Section objectives at least 30 minutes
prior to each ECC Action Planning meeting.
Attend and participate in ECC Action Planning meetings.
Provide periodic Section Status Reports to the ECC Director and Situation Unit.
Ensure that the Supply Unit coordinates closely with the Purchasing Unit in the ECC
Finance/Administration Section and that all required documents and procedures are completed
and followed.
Ensure Supply and Personnel Units coordinate relevant activities with appropriate functional
Branch Coordinators in the various ECC Sections.
Ensure that transportation requirements, in support of response operations, are met.
Ensure that all requests for facilities and facility support are addressed.
Ensure that all resources are tracked and accounted for in cooperation with the ECC Planning
Section Resources Unit, as well as resources ordered through mutual-aid.
Provide Section Staff with information updates via Section briefings, as required.
Provide your relief with a briefing at shift change, informing him / her of all ongoing activities,
Branch objectives for the next operational period, and any other pertinent information.

Demobilization Phase:

Identify high cost resources that could be demobilized early and advise other ECC Section Heads.
Ensure coordination with ECC Operations before commencing demobilization.
Determine demobilization status of the ECC Logistics Section and advise the ECC Director.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate ECC Logistics staff or other ECC Sections to
follow up on.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
Provide input towards the ECC After-Action Report.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.6.1

Information Technology Branch Coordinator

Responsibilities:

1. Ensure radio, telephone, and computer resources and services are provided to ECC staff as
required.
2. Oversee the installation of communications resources within the ECC. Ensure that a
communications link is established with Incident Commander(s), other ECCs, and POC, if
established.
3. Determine specific computer requirements for all ECC positions.
4. Implement available computer systems for internal information management and include message
and e-mail systems, as available.
5. Ensure that the ECC Communications Centre is established to include sufficient frequencies to
facilitate operations, and that adequate communications operators are available for 24-hour
coverage.
6. Develop and distribute a Communications Plan which identifies all systems in use and lists
specific frequencies allotted for the event or incident.
7. Supervise the Communications and Computer Systems Units.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Logistics Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to ECC facility and obtain a situation briefing from ECC Logistics Section Head.
Based on the situation, activate the necessary Units within the Information Technology Branch:
• Communications Unit
• Computer Systems Unit
Prepare objectives for the Information Technology Branch; provide them to the ECC Logistics
Section Head as directed.

Operational Phase:

Ensure that Information Technology Branch position logs and other necessary files are
maintained.
Keep all Sections informed of the status of communications systems, particularly those that are
being restored.
Coordinate with all ECC Sections/Branches/Units regarding the use of all communication
systems.
Ensure that the ECC Communications Centre is activated to receive and direct all event or
incident related communications to appropriate destinations within the ECC.
Provide necessary telecommunications when ECC Information Officer establishes a Media
Information Centre.
Provide necessary telecommunications when ECC Information Officer establishes a toll-free
Public Information Line or Call Centre.
Ensure that adequate communications operators and call-takers are mobilized to accommodate
each discipline, on a 24-hour basis or as required.
Ensure that a communications link is established with the POC if activated.
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Continually monitor the operational effectiveness of ECC communication systems. Provide
additional equipment as required.
Ensure that technical personnel are available for communication equipment maintenance and
repair.
Mobilize and coordinate amateur radio resources to augment primary communication systems as
required.
Keep the ECC Logistics Section Head informed of the status of communication systems.
Prepare objectives for the Communications Unit; provide them to the ECC Logistics Section
Head as directed.
Refer all contacts with the media to the ECC Information Officer.

Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of the Information Technology Branch and advise the ECC
Logistics Section Head.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate Logistics staff or other ECC Sections to
follow-up on.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.6.1.1

Communications Unit Lead

Responsibilities:

1. Install, activate, and maintain telephone and radio systems for the ECC.
2. Assist ECC positions in determining appropriate numbers of telephones and other
communications equipment required to facilitate operations.
3. Acquire radio frequencies as necessary to facilitate operations.
4. Assign Amateur Radio Operators as needed to augment primary communications networks.
5. Supervise the ECC Communications Center and the Communications Unit.

Reports to:
•
•

Information Technology Branch Coordinator, or
ECC Logistics Section Head

Activation Phase:

Follow generic Activation Phase Checklist.

Operational Phase:

Establish and maintain a position log and other necessary files.
Continually monitor and test the activated radio and telephone systems. Keep the Information
Technology Branch Coordinator informed of system failures and restoration activities.
Develop instructional guidance for use of radios and telephones and conduct training sessions for
ECC staff as necessary.
Meet periodically with the Operations Section Branches to ensure that their radio frequencies are
adequate. Make modifications as necessary to maintain their operational capability.
Refer all contacts with the media to the ECC Information Officer.

Demobilization Phase:

Follow the generic Demobilization Phase Checklist.
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3.6.1.2

Computer Systems Unit Lead

Responsibilities:

1. Install, activate, and maintain information systems for the ECC.
2. Assist ECC positions in determining appropriate types and numbers of computers and computer
applications required to facilitate operations.
3. Ensure all computers for internal information management include message and e-mail systems.
4. Conduct training as required on use of information management systems.
5. Supervise the Computer Systems Unit.

Reports to:
•
•

Information Technology Branch Coordinator, or
ECC Logistics Section Head

Activation Phase:

Follow generic Activation Phase Checklist.

Operational Phase:

Establish and maintain a position log and other necessary files.
Ensure automated information links with the ECC are maintained.
Keep the Information Technology Branch Coordinator informed of system failures and
restoration activities.
Develop instructional guidance for use of computers and computer programs. Be prepared to
conduct training sessions for ECC staff as necessary.
Request additional computer equipment as required through the Information Systems Branch
Coordinator.

Demobilization Phase:

Follow the generic Demobilization Phase Checklist.
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3.6.2

ECC Support Branch Coordinator

Responsibilities:

1. Ensure that facilities are provided for the response effort, including securing access to the
facilities and providing staff, furniture, supplies, and materials necessary to configure the
facilities in a manner adequate to accomplish the mission.
2. Ensure food and refreshments are provided to ECC staff.
3. Ensure security measures are taken to secure all facilities from access by unauthorized people.
4. Ensure acquired buildings, building floors, and or workspaces are returned to their original state
when no longer needed.
5. Supervise the ECC Support Branch.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Logistics Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to ECC facility and obtain situation briefing from ECC Logistics Section Head.
Ensure adequate staffing levels to meet needs of the ECC Support Branch.

Operational Phase:

Establish and maintain a position log and other necessary files.
Based on the situation, activate the necessary Units within the ECC Support Branch:
• Facilities Unit
• Clerical Unit
Work closely with the Deputy ECC Director, Info Tech Branch Coordinator, and other Sections
in determining facilities and furnishings required for effective operation of the ECC.
Coordinate with Branches and Units in the ECC Operations Section to determine if assistance
with facility acquisition and support is needed at the site level.
Arrange for continuous maintenance of acquired facilities, ensuring that utilities and restrooms
are operating properly.
Keep inventory lists.
If facilities are acquired away from the ECC, coordinate with assigned personnel and designate a
Facility Manager.
Develop and maintain a status board or other reference which depicts the location of each facility,
a general description of furnishings, supplies and equipment at the site, hours of operation, and
the name and phone number of the Facility Manager.
Ensure all structures are safe for occupancy and that they comply with appropriate regulations &
bylaws.
Arrange for and supervise food and lodging services for ECC staff (Form ECC508). Coordinate
activities with ESS Branch Coordinator and Supply Unit Lead.
Arrange for and supervise security staff for ECC facilities.
Arrange for and supervise clerical staff for the ECC.
Keep the ECC Logistics Section Head informed of significant issues affecting the ECC Support
Branch.
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Demobilization Phase:

As facilities are vacated, coordinate with the Facility Manager and Info Tech Branch Coordinator
to return the location to its original state. This includes removing and returning furnishings and
equipment, arranging for janitorial services, and locking or otherwise securing the facility.
Determine demobilization status of the ECC Support Branch and advise the ECC Logistics
Section Head.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate ECC Logistics staff or other ECC Sections to
follow up on.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
Provide input towards the ECC After-Action Report.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.6.2.1

Facilities Unit Lead

Responsibilities:

1. Ensure that adequate essential facilities are provided for the response effort, including securing
access to the ECC facilities and providing staff, furniture, supplies, and materials necessary to
configure the facilities in a manner adequate to accomplish the mission.
2. Ensure security measures are taken to secure all facilities from access by unauthorized people.
3. Ensure acquired buildings, building floors, and or workspaces are returned to their original state
when no longer needed.
4. Supervise the Facilities Unit.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Support Branch Coordinator, or
ECC Logistics Section Head

Activation Phase:
Follow the generic Activation Phase Checklist.
Report to ECC facility and obtain situation briefing from ECC Support Branch Coordinator or
Logistics Section Head.
Ensure adequate staffing levels for Facilities Unit.

Operational Phase:

Establish and maintain a position log and other necessary files.
Work closely with the ECC Support Branch Coordinator and other Sections in determining
facilities and furnishings required for effective operation of the ECC.
Ensure adequate 24/7 security measures are provided to control access to all ECC facilities.
Designate a Security Manager if required.
Coordinate with Branches and Units in the Operations Section to determine if assistance with
facility acquisition and support is needed at the Site level.
Arrange for continuous maintenance of acquired facilities, to include ensuring that utilities and
restrooms are operating properly.
If facilities are acquired away from the ECC, coordinate with assigned personnel and designate a
Facility Manager.
Develop and maintain a status board or other reference which depicts the location of each facility;
a general description of furnishings, supplies and equipment at the site; hours of operation, and
the name and phone number of the Facility Manager.
Ensure all structures are safe for occupancy.
As facilities are vacated, coordinate with the facility manager to return the location to its original
state. This includes removing and returning furnishings and equipment, arranging for janitorial
services, and locking or otherwise securing the facility.
Keep the ECC Support Branch Coordinator or Logistics Section Head informed of significant
issues affecting the Facilities Unit.

Demobilization Phase:

Follow the generic Demobilization Phase Checklist.
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3.6.2.2

Clerical Unit Lead

Responsibilities:

1) Under the direction of the ECC Support Branch Coordinator arrange for clerical assistance for the
ECC.
2) Informs ECC Support Branch Coordinator of staffing shortages and arranges for additional
personnel.
3) Assign an individual to record and maintain the major event log and take minutes during the ECC
Operational Period briefings.
4) Assign an individual to assist Section Heads or Branch Coordinators in documenting actions and
events.
5) Arrange for photocopying and distribution of logs and documents.
6) Works with administrative assistants of representatives from the various departments, divisions,
and outside agencies.
7) Supervise individuals designated working in the Clerical Unit.
8) Maintains a detailed log of all actions taken and provide to the ECC Support Branch Coordinator
for post-emergency debriefing and reports.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Support Branch Coordinator, or
ECC Logistics Section Head

Activation Phase:

Follow the generic Activation Phase Checklist.
Report to ECC facility and obtain situation briefing from ECC Support Branch Coordinator or
Logistics Section Head.
Ensure adequate staffing levels for Clerical Unit.

Operational Phase:

Establish and maintain a position log and other necessary files.
Work closely with the ECC Support Branch Coordinator and other Sections in determining clerical
assistance required for effective operation of the ECC.
Assign personnel and ensure that a major event log is maintained throughout ECC activation.
Assign personnel and ensure that minutes are recorded for all ECC Operational Period briefings.
Assign Recorders/Scribes to Section Heads and/or Branch Coordinators as required to document
actions and events.
Provide clerical support for photocopying and distribution of logs and documents.
Keep the ECC Support Branch Coordinator or Logistics Section Head informed of significant
issues affecting the Clerical Unit.
Supervise all Clerical Unit personnel.

Demobilization Phase:

Follow the generic Demobilization Phase Checklist.
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3.6.3

Supply Unit Lead

Responsibilities:

1. Oversee the acquisition and allocation of supplies and materials not normally provided through
mutual-aid or normal agency channels.
2. Coordinate actions with the ECC Finance/Administration Section.
3. Coordinate delivery of supplies and materials as required.
4. Allocate critical resources as required and directed.
5. Supervise the Supply Unit.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Logistics Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to ECC facility and obtain situation briefing from ECC Logistics Section Head.
Ensure adequate staffing levels for Supply Unit.

Operational Phase:

Establish and maintain a position log and other necessary files.
Determine if requested types and quantities of supplies and materials are available in inventory or
from the area.
Determine spending limits with the Purchasing Unit in ECC Finance/Administration. Obtain a
list of pre-designated emergency purchase orders as required.
Whenever possible, meet personally with the requesting party to clarify types and amount of
supplies and materials, and also verify that the request has not been previously filled through
another source.
In conjunction with the Resources Unit, maintain a status board or other reference (Form ECC
515) depicting supply actions in progress and their current status.
Determine if the item can be provided without cost from another jurisdiction or through the POC.
Determine unit costs of supplies and materials from suppliers and vendors and if they will accept
purchase orders as payment, prior to completing the order.
Orders exceeding the purchase order limit must be approved by the ECC Finance/Administration
Section before the order can be completed.
If vendor contracts are required for specific resources or services, refer the request to the ECC
Finance/Administration Section for development of necessary agreements.
In coordination with the Personnel Unit, provide food and lodging for ECC staff and volunteers
as required. Assist field level with food services at camp locations as requested.
Determine if the vendor or provider will deliver the ordered items. If delivery services are not
available, coordinate pick-up and delivery through the Transportation Unit.
Coordinate donated goods and services from community groups and private organizations.
Consult with ESS Branch Coordinator on procedures for collecting, inventorying, and distributing
usable donations.
Keep the ESS Logistics Section Head informed of significant issues affecting the Supply Unit.
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Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of the Supply Unit and advise the ECC Logistics Section Head.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to the Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate ECC Logistics staff or other ECC Sections to
follow-up on.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
Provide input towards the ECC After-Action Report.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.6.4

Personnel Unit Lead

Responsibilities:

1. Provide personnel resources as requested in support of the ECC and Site Operations.
2. Identify, recruit and register staff and volunteers as required.
3. Supervise the Personnel Unit.

Report to:
•
•

ECC Logistics Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to ECC facility and obtain situation briefing from ECC Logistics Section Head.
Ensure adequate staffing levels for Personnel Unit.

Operational Phase:

Establish and maintain position log and other necessary files.
Coordinate with the Deputy ECC Director and Risk Management Officer to ensure that all ECC
staff and volunteers receive a current situation and safety briefing upon check-in.
Establish communications with volunteer agencies and other organizations that can provide
personnel resources.
Process all incoming requests for personnel. Identify the number of personnel, special
qualifications or training, where they are needed and the person or Unit they should report to
upon arrival. Determine the estimated time of arrival of responding personnel and advise the
requesting parties accordingly.
Maintain a status board or other reference to keep track of incoming personnel resources.
Coordinate with the Deputy ECC Director and Risk Management Officer to ensure access,
badging or identification, and proper direction for responding personnel upon arrival at the ECC.
Develop shift schedules for longer-term ECC activations.
Assist the ECC Operations Section with ordering of mutual-aid personnel resources as required.
Coordinate all requests for personnel resources from the functional Branches with the ECC
Operations Section prior to acting on request.
In coordination with the ECC Deputy Director, determine the need for counseling and critical
incident stress debriefing for ECC staff and emergency workers; acquire mental health specialists
as needed.
Arrange for childcare services for ECC personnel as required.
Establish and staff registration locations to register volunteers and issue disaster service worker
identification cards.
Ensure that accommodation is arranged for out-of-town personnel. Coordinate with ESS Branch
and Supply Unit.
Coordinate transportation requirements with Transportation Unit.
Keep the ECC Logistics Section Head informed of significant issues affecting the Personnel Unit.
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Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of the Personnel Unit and advise the ECC Logistics Section
Head.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate ECC Logistics staff or other ECC Sections to
follow-up on.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
Provide input towards the ECC After-Action Report.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.6.5

Transportation Unit Lead

Responsibilities:

1. In coordination with the Engineering Branch Coordinator, and the Situation Unit, develop a
Transportation Plan to support the ECC Action Plan.
2. Arrange for the acquisition or use of required transportation resources.
3. Coordinate air transportation needs with Air Operations Branch.
4. Supervise the Transportation Unit.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Logistics Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to ECC facility and obtain a situation briefing from the ECC Logistics Section Head.
Ensure adequate staffing levels for Transportation Unit.

Operational Phase:

Establish and maintain a position log and other necessary files.
Routinely coordinate with the Situation Unit to determine the status of transportation routes in
and around the area.
Routinely coordinate with the Engineering Branch Coordinator to determine progress of route
recovery operations.
Develop a Transportation Plan which identifies routes of ingress and egress, facilitating the
movement of response personnel, the affected population, and movement of resources and
materials.
Establish contact with local transportation agencies and schools to establish availability of
equipment and transportation resources for use in evacuations and other operations as needed.
Coordinate transportation activities and needs with Supply and Personnel Units, Branches, ECC
Information and Liaison Officers.
Keep the ECC Logistics Section Head informed of significant issues affecting the Transportation
Unit.

Demobilization Phase:

Coordinate return of all transportation resources, no longer required.
Determine demobilization status of the Transportation Unit and advise the ECC Logistics Section
Head.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate ECC Logistics staff or other ECC Sections to
follow up on.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been coordinated through the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
Provide input towards the ECC After-Action Report.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.7

ECC Finance/Administration Section Head

Responsibilities:

1. Exercise overall responsibility for coordination of all required functions within the ECC
Finance/Administration Section.
2. Establish the appropriate organizational elements with the ECC Finance/Admin Section,
continuously monitoring the effectiveness of the organization and modifying as required.
3. Ensure Section objectives/assignments in the ECC Action Plan are carried out.
4. Keep the ECC Director informed of all significant issues relating to the ECC Finance/Admin
Section.
5. Supervise the ECC Finance/Administration Section personnel.

Reports to:
•

ECC Director/Deputy ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Ensure that the ECC Finance/Administration Section is set up properly and that appropriate
personnel, equipment, and supplies are in place.
Based on the situation, activate Units within Section, as needed, and designate Unit Leads for
each element:
• Time Unit
• Purchasing Unit
• Compensation and Claims Unit
• Cost Unit.
Ensure that sufficient staff is available for a 24-hour schedule, or as required.
Consult with ECC Director for spending limits.
Meet with the ECC Logistics and Operations Section Heads and review financial and
administrative requirements and procedures; determine the level of purchasing authority to be
delegated to each.
Meet with all Unit Leads and ensure that responsibilities and procedures are clearly understood.
In conjunction with Unit Leads, determine the initial ECC Finance/Administration Action
Planning objectives for the first Operational Period.
Notify the ECC Director when the ECC Finance/Administration Section is operational.
Adopt a proactive attitude, thinking ahead and anticipating situations and problems before they
occur.
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Operational Phase:

Ensure that ECC Finance/Administration position logs and other necessary files are maintained.
Note: Jurisdiction should use the same financial, cost accounting and time sheet forms used
in non-emergency times.
Ensure that displays associated with the ECC Finance/Administration Section are current, and
that information is posted in a legible and concise manner.
Participate in all ECC Action Planning meetings.
Provide cost estimates to ECC Action Planning Process.
Brief all Unit Leads and ensure they are aware of the ECC priorities particularly those affecting
the ECC Finance/Administration Section, as defined in the ECC Action Plan.
Keep the ECC Director, Management Team, and Elected Officials aware of the current fiscal
situation and other related matters, on an ongoing basis.
Ensure that the Cost Unit maintains all financial records throughout the event or incident.
Ensure that the Time Unit tracks and records all agency staff time.
In coordination with the ECC Logistics and Operations Sections, ensure that the Purchasing Unit
processes purchase orders and develops contracts in a timely manner.
Ensure that the Compensation and Claims Unit processes all workers’ compensation claims,
resulting from the incident, in a reasonable timeframe, given the nature of the situation.
Ensure that the Time Unit processes all time sheets and travel expense claims promptly.
Ensure that all cost documentation and Disaster Recovery Program (DRP) costs are accurately
maintained by the Cost Unit during the response, and submitted on the appropriate forms to
AEMA.

Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of the ECC Finance/Administration Section and advise the ECC
Director.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been processed and documented.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate ECC Finance/Administration staff or other
ECC sections to follow-up on.
Provide input towards the ECC After-Action Report.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.7.1

Time Unit Lead

Responsibilities:

1. Track, record, and report all on-duty time for personnel, including hired and contracted, working
during the event or incident.
2. Ensure that hired and contracted personnel time records, travel expense claims and other related
forms are prepared and submitted to budget and payroll office.
3. Supervise the Time Unit.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Finance/Administration Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to ECC facility and obtain situation briefing from ECC Finance/Administration Section
Head.

Operational Phase:

Establish and maintain position logs and other necessary files.
Initiate, gather, or update time reports (use jurisdictions regular payroll time sheets) from all
personnel, including volunteers assigned to each shift; ensure that time records are accurate and
prepared according to policy.
Obtain completed personnel Check-In Lists (Form ECC 511) from the Personnel Unit. Must
include all ECC personnel as well as personnel assigned to the Site level.
Provide instructions for all supervisors to ensure that time sheets and travel expense claims are
completed properly and signed by each employee prior to submitting them.
Establish a file for each employee or volunteer within the first Operational Period to maintain a
fiscal record for as long as the employee is assigned to the response.
Keep the ECC Finance/Administration Section Head informed of significant issues affecting the
Time Unit.

Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of the Time Unit and advise the ECC Finance/Administration
Section Head.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been processed and documented.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate ECC Finance/Administration Section staff or
other ECC Sections to follow-up on.
Provide input towards the ECC After-Action Report.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.7.2

Procurement Unit Lead

Responsibilities:

1. Coordinate vendor contracts not previously addressed by existing approved vendor lists.
2. Coordinate with Supply Unit and ECC Operations Section on all matters involving the purchase,
hire, contract, rental and leases.
3. Supervise the Procurement Unit.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Finance/Administration Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to ECC facility and obtain situation briefing from ECC Finance/Administration Section
Head.

Operational Phase:

Establish and maintain position logs and other necessary files.
Review emergency procurement procedures.
Prepare and sign contracts as needed; obtain concurrence from the ECC Finance/Administration
Section Head.
Ensure that all ECC personnel know financial processes.
Ensure that all contracts identify the scope of work and specific site locations.
Negotiate rental and lease rates not already established, or purchase price with vendors as
required.
Identify and report vendors as necessary, regarding unethical business practices, such as inflating
prices or rental rates for their merchandise or equipment during incidents.
Finalize all agreements and contracts, as required.
Verify costs data in the pre-established vendor contracts and/or agreements.
In coordination with the ECC Logistics and Operations Sections, ensure that Purchase Orders and
contracts are developed in a timely manner.
Keep the ECC Finance/Administration Section Head informed of all significant issues involving
the Procurement Unit.

Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of the Procurement Unit and advise the ECC
Finance/Administration Section Head.
Ensure all expenditures and financial claims have been processed and documented.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate staff or other ECC Sections to follow-up on.
Provide input towards the ECC After-Action Report.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.7.3

Compensation and Claims Unit Lead

Responsibilities:

1. Oversee the investigation of injuries and property/equipment damage claims arising out of the
emergency.
2. Complete all forms required by Worker's Compensation Act.
3. Maintain a file of injuries and illnesses associated with the event or incident including results of
investigations.
4. Liaise and consult with the ECC Risk Management Officer on all injury claims.
5. Supervise the Compensation and Claims Unit.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Finance/Administration Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to ECC facility and obtain a situation briefing from ECC Finance/Administration Section
Head.

Operational Phase:

Establish and maintain a position log and other necessary files.
Maintain a chronological log of injuries and illnesses, and property damage reported during the
event or incident.
Ensure all injury and damage claims are investigated as soon as possible.
Prepare appropriate forms for all verifiable injury claims and forward them to WCB within the
required timeframe consistent with the jurisdiction’s policies and procedures.
Coordinate with the ECC Risk Management Officer regarding loss control and the mitigation of
hazards.
Forward copies of equipment or property damage claims to the Recovery Unit, Cost Unit and
ECC Risk Management Officer.
Keep the ECC Finance/Administration Section Head informed of significant issues affecting the
Compensation and Claims Unit.

Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of the Compensation and Claims Unit and advise the ECC
Finance/Administration Section Head.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been processed and documented.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate staff or other ECC Sections to follow-up on.
Provide input towards the ECC After-Action Report.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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3.7.4

Cost Unit Lead

Responsibilities:

1. Collect and maintain documentation of all incident information for reimbursement through
AEMA.
2. Gather fiscal recovery information from agencies providing emergency response, support and
assistance.
3. Prepare and maintain a cumulative cost report for the event or incident.
4. Prepare and coordinate Disaster Recovery Program (DRP) documents and claims with AEMA
and/or POC.
5. Supervise the Cost Unit and all financial assistance operations.

Reports to:
•
•

ECC Finance/Administration Section Head, or
ECC Director

Activation Phase:

Follow the Generic Activation Phase Checklist (3.1).
Report to ECC facility and obtain a situation briefing from the ECC Finance/Administration
Section Head.

Operational Phase:

Establish and maintain a position log and other necessary files.
Compute costs for use of equipment owned, rented, donated or obtained through mutual-aid.
Obtain information from the Resources Unit regarding equipment use times.
Ensure that each ECC Section is documenting cost recovery information from the onset of the
event or incident; collect required cost recovery documentation daily at the end of each shift.
Advise staff of Disaster Recovery Program rules and procedures.
Meet with the Documentation Unit Lead and review ECC position logs, journals, all status reports
and ECC Action Plans to determine additional cost recovery items that may have been
overlooked.
Prepare Disaster Recovery Program (DRP) documentation necessary to recover all allowable
emergency response funds and financial assistance from AEMA. Contact AEMA DRP
Coordinator for assistance and guidance.
Act as the liaison with AEMA’s DRP Adjusters and Coordinator.
Contact and assist Incident Commander(s) and ECC Branch Coordinators in obtaining their
response agencies cumulative cost totals for the event or incident, on a daily basis.
Prepare and maintain a cost report for the ECC Finance/Administration Section Head, ECC
Director, and Situation Unit. The report should provide cumulative analyses, summaries, and
total emergency related expenditures for the local authority/jurisdiction.
In coordination with Documentation Unit organize and prepare records for AEMA.
Organize and prepare records for final audit.
Assist ECC Planning Section with preparation of the ECC After-Action Report.
Keep the ECC Finance/Administration Section Head informed of all significant issues involving
the Cost Unit.
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Demobilization Phase:

Determine demobilization status of the Cost Unit and advise the ECC Finance/Administration
Section Head.
Ensure that all expenditures and financial claims have been processed and documented.
Complete all logs and documentation and forward to Documentation Unit.
Ensure any open actions are assigned to appropriate ECC Finance/Administration Section staff or
other ECC Sections to follow-up on.
Follow the Generic Demobilization Phase Checklist (3.1).
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4 Hazard-Specific Action Plans
The following hazard-specific action plans are included in this Section:
4.1

Dam Release

4.2

Fire – Wildland or Interface

4.3

Flooding – Overland or Groundwater

4.4

HazMat Incident (Rail/Road/Pipeline)

4.5

Pandemic

4.6

Weather Events
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4.1 Dam Release
Procedures.



The dam owner is responsible under Provincial legislation to provide warning and
notification of potential and actual dam failure to downstream persons at risk.
Municipality to provide support to the Provincial and Federal Authorities as requested.

Function-Specific Checklists.
ECC Director
Activate the ECC and staff the necessary ECC Management Team positions.
Notify POC that ECC is activated.
Ensure safety of all responders.
Notify POC that ECC is activated.
Make contact with dam owner and request attendance at ECC.
ECC Operations
Ensure warnings to evacuate are provided to all downstream persons.
Activate Emergency Social Services Branch for registration and care of affected persons
(ESS Branch).
Coordinate routes for emergency vehicles.
Coordinate traffic control.
Notify hospitals of casualties, including number and type.
Coordinate the elimination of hazards from damaged utilities.
ECC Planning
Ensure appropriate Technical Specialists are contacted and available (Technical
Specialists Unit).
Define the area of risk and communicate to ECC Management Team.
Commence evacuation planning, if required, and warn adjacent areas.
ECC Logistics
Consider equipment needs and sources (Supply Unit).
ECC Finance/Administration
Establish Compensation and Claims Unit and Cost Unit.
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4.2 Fire – Wildland or Interface
Procedures.





Wildfires are the sole jurisdiction of AB. Wildfire Management and will be managed by
that agency using Single-command.
Interface wildfires are the jurisdiction of AB. Wildfire Management and the MD of
Bighorn and may be managed using Unified Command between both jurisdictions.
Request an AB. Wildfire Management Agency Representative to attend in-person or
remotely to provide regular scheduled briefings to the MD Emergency Coordination
Centre.
Refer to the MD of Bighorn No.8 Community Wildfire Pre-Plan for strategic and
tactical direction on interface wildfire threatening MD structures.

Function-Specific Checklists.
ECC Director
Activate the ECC if necessary and staff the necessary ECC Management Team positions.
Notify POC that ECC is activated.
Establish link with any activated ECC’s.
Ensure that Site Incident Command is Unified if overlapping jurisdiction exists.
Establish news release system (ECC Information Officer) with other involved agencies.
Establish public inquiry system (ECC Information Officer) with other involved agencies.
ECC Operations
Consider the need for evacuation through consultation with Unified Commanders (Fire
Branch).
Request additional structure protection resources through mutual-aid and/or POC (Fire
Branch).
Ensure MD Bighorn Public Works/Utilities are advised of incident (Fire Branch).
Monitor potential spread of fire (Fire Branch).
Coordinate the evacuation of residents and public (Police Branch).
Secure incident scene for subsequent investigation (Police Branch).
Activate Emergency Social Services Branch for registration and care of affected persons
(ESS Branch).
Coordinate traffic control and routes for emergency vehicles (Police Branch).
Coordinate the security of evacuated property (Police Branch).
Coordinate the elimination of hazards from damaged utilities (Utilities Branch).
Notify Health Centre of casualties (Health Branch).
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ECC Planning
Supervise damage assessment.
Consider possible major effects (Advance Planning Unit):
o Injuries and fatalities.
o Fire.
o Explosions of propane tanks and other hazards.
o Damage to property.
o Collapse of buildings and other structures.
o Release of toxic smoke/fumes.
o Disruption of traffic and communications.
o Disruption of utilities.
o Convergence of media, photographers, and others.
ECC Logistics
Anticipate requests for additional resources and supplies.
Anticipate requests for food and accommodation.
Consider equipment needs and sources (Supply Unit).
ECC Finance/Administration
Establish Compensation and Claims Unit and Cost Unit.
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4.3 Flooding – Overland or Groundwater
Procedures.






Initiate Evacuation and/or Shelter-in-Place protocols as required.
Contact Alberta’s River Forecast Centre (Appendix 2) for current and forecasted
water level advisories.
Private property owners are responsible for the development of their own preparedness
plans and protective works on their property.
The ECC will keep the public informed by releasing all confirmed flood warning
information through local information sources.
Alberta Flood Warning Levels:
o

o
o
o

High Stream Flow Advisory – water levels in a stream is rising or expected to rise
rapidly but no major flooding is expected.
Flood Watch – water level in a stream is rising and flooding of areas adjacent to the
stream is likely, no major infrastructure impacts are expected.
Flood Warning – flooding of areas adjacent to the stream is occurring or is imminent
and the flooding of property or infrastructure is likely.
Spring Runoff Advisory – stream levels are rising or expected to rise across a large
portion of the province due to the snowmelt caused by an increase in air temperature in
the spring.

Function-Specific Checklists.
ECC Director
Activate the ECC and staff the necessary ECC Management Team positions.
Notify POC that ECC is activated.
Establish adequate communications and news release systems (Information Officer).
Establish public inquiry system (Information Officer).
ECC Operations
Coordinate & support traffic control and the evacuation of affected people (Police
Branch).
Activate Emergency Social Services Branch for registration and care of affected persons
(ESS Branch).
Ensure that vulnerable population centres are identified and their emergency plans are
implemented (ESS Branch).
Identify the need and amounts for equipment and resources for the establishment of dikes
as required (Engineering Branch).
Establish sandbag distribution site(s) for residents (Engineering Branch)
Coordinate the elimination of hazards from damaged utilities (Utilities Branch).
Establish emergency public health facilities (Health Branch).
Provide emergency medical care to civilians and responders (Health Branch).
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ECC Planning
Obtain and disseminate current meteorological data and flood forecasts by working with
Alberta’s River Forecast Centre and Atmospheric Environment Services.
Deploy field observers to gather flood intelligence as soon as possible.
Consider possible major effects (Advance Planning Unit):
o Disruption of community.
o Damage to property.
o Contamination of normal water supplies.
o Casualties.
o Evacuation of population.
o Dangers to public health.
o Losses to local economy.
ECC Logistics
Identify and locate additional sandbags / heavy equipment resources in anticipation of
field requests (Supply Unit).
Anticipate long-term feeding / accommodation support of field workers (Supply Unit).
Consider equipment needs and sources (Supply Unit).
ECC Finance/Administration
Establish Compensation and Claims Unit and Cost Unit.
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4.4 HazMat Incident – Rail/Road/Pipeline
Procedures.




Initiate Evacuation and/or Shelter-in-Place protocols as required.
Responders should take a defensive role by isolating, identifying and evacuating (if
deemed appropriate) until product and actions are identified by the spiller/carrier/owner.
Spiller is responsible for:
o Provision of chemical identity/MSDS and emergency medical and response
information to emergency services personnel.
o Implementing their Emergency Response Plan and taking action.
o Control of the incident and clean-up and restoration of the site including disposal
of contaminants.
o Provision of suitable representative(s) to the Emergency Coordination Centre.
o Coordination of media releases with the ECC Director.
o All costs associated with the response.

Function-Specific Checklists.
ECC Director
Activate the ECC and staff the necessary ECC Management Team positions.
Notify POC that ECC is activated.
Ensure Safety Officer appointed at Incident Site.
Ensure appropriate agencies notified.
Establish adequate communications and news release systems (ECC Information
Officer).
Establish public inquiry system (ECC Information Officer).
Request representative from spiller/carrier/owner attend the ECC.
ECC Operations
Ensure Public Health Officer is notified.
Provide support to the Incident Commander.
Confirm Hot / Warm / Cold zones established and communicate to all agencies.
Coordinate traffic control (Police Branch).
Coordinate evacuation routes (Police Branch).
Activate Emergency Social Services Branch for registration and care of affected persons
(ESS Branch).
Coordinate evacuation of high-hazard zones, considering responder safety (Police
Branch).
Notify Health Centre of casualties (Health Branch).
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ECC Planning
Ensure appropriate technical specialists are activated (Technical Specialists Unit).
Determine nature of substance spilled, weather conditions and possible effects and inform
ECC Operations Section Head, ECC Director and Site Incident Commander (Situation
Unit).
Define the area of risk (Situation Unit).
Commence evacuation planning, if required, and warn adjacent areas.
Consider possible major effects (Advance Planning Unit):
o Injuries and fatalities.
o Damage to property.
o Disruption of traffic.
o Subsequent explosions and fire.
o Need to decontaminate site responders, equipment, and vehicles.
o Contamination of normal water supplies.
o Need to evacuate population.
o Dangers to public health and livestock.
o Disruption of business and industrial activities.
o Convergence of media, photographers, and others.
ECC Logistics
Consider equipment needs and sources (Supply Unit).
Check on availability of specialized hazardous materials supplies and consultants (Supply
Unit).
ECC Finance/Administration
Ensure cost accounting is taking place for charge-back to responsible party (Cost Unit).
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4.5 Pandemic
Procedures.




Pandemics are the jurisdiction of Alberta Health Services.
Activities such as declaring a State of Local Emergency, providing Emergency Social
Services, and providing municipal support to Provincial agencies will be carried out as
deemed appropriate.
In the face of a pandemic influenza outbreak, the MD of Bighorn in consultation with
Alberta Health Services will activate the necessary contingency plans and set priorities
for:
o Refer to the Alberta Health Services Municipal Response to Pandemic
Influenza Action Plan on the following pages.
o Activating the MD of Bighorn ECC Management Team to assist in maintaining a
level of service to the community, particularly those services involving access to
pharmaceuticals, retail food purchases, gasoline and other commerce deemed
necessary;
o Continuing local government and maintaining administrative support;
o Maintaining public safety services (Fire, Ambulance, Police);
o Maintaining the integrity of essential public works and municipal services such as
water treatment and delivery, waste management, garbage disposal and utilities;
o Working with Alberta Health Services in providing information and advice to the
public via regular announcements and prepared information guidelines;
o Closing public buildings where it is deemed to be in the best interests of public
safety and minimizing the spread of infection;
o Establishing alternative care facilities, triage centres, and morgue facilities as
requested by Alberta Health Services to facilitate provision of health services to
the public;
o Coordinating and directing of Emergency Social Services and local NGO support
to the municipal response;
o Coordinating travel restrictions as mandated provincially or required locally.
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Function-Specific Checklists.
ECC Director
Activate the ECC and staff the necessary ECC Management Team positions.
Notify POC that ECC is activated.
Establish link with any activated ECC’s (ECC Liaison Officer).
Working with AB. Health Services, establish an information release system (ECC
Information Officer).
Establish public inquiry system (ECC Information Officer).
ECC Operations
Ensure that Fire, Police, and Ambulance services are adequately protected and prepared
for response (Fire, Police, and Health Branches).
Coordinate travel restrictions as mandated provincially or required locally (Police
Branch).
Activate Emergency Social Services Branch for registration and care of affected persons
(ESS Branch).
Maintain the integrity of essential public works and municipal services including water
treatment and delivery, waste management, garbage disposal and utilities (Utilities
Branch).
ECC Planning
Monitor and report confirmed cases to ECC Mgt Team.
Determine pandemic protocols for ECC and municipal administration personnel.
Determine and implement a municipal staffing plan to ensure safety of personnel.
Consider possible major effects (Advance Planning Unit):
o Injuries and fatalities.
o Disruption of utilities.
o Economic impacts to municipality, local businesses, and residents.
o Upcoming community events.
ECC Logistics
Anticipate and implement pandemic protocols for meals and accommodations provided
to ECC personnel.
Anticipate requests for additional resources (PPE, equipment) and supplies and order as
required (Supply Unit).
ECC Finance/Administration
Ensure proper cost accounting for possible Disaster Relief Funding.
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Municipal Response to Pandemic Influenza
Pandemic Alert - Confirmation of Onset of Pandemic in
Canada

Alberta Health Services (AHS) will advise the MD of Bighorn Director of Emergency
Management (DEM) of the impending situation and the onset of an influenza pandemic. The
DEM shall review and implement municipal procedures as needed to respond to such an alert.
The DEM shall ensure that the following steps are carried out:
Step 1
1. The Reeve and Council will be informed immediately.
2. All Emergency Management Agency (EMA) personnel identified in the Municipal
Emergency Management Plan (MEMP) will be advised to report to the Emergency
Coordination Center (ECC) for a briefing of the situation.
3. The DEM will brief the ECC designates and local authority of the situation as it has
been communicated by AHS.
4. The ECC designates will be provided an information video and briefing update on the
nature of Pandemic Influenza and precautions that must be taken by all staff.
5. The DEM will provide for review, by the EMA, self-help guidelines on influenza
precautions for schools, workplaces and all essential services.
6. The DEM, the “local authority” and the ECC Information Officer will review the
process for declaring a “state of local emergency” and notification of the public.
7. The ECC Liaison Officer will establish and maintain communications with AHS until
Pandemic response operations have been concluded.
Step 2
1.
Emergency Services and municipal services supervisors, administrators, and
department heads will be provided self-help guidelines to distribute to their staff and
families. They will also be requested to review their list of back-up support staff and
additional personnel that may be needed and be prepared to provide an update of
their status within 48 hours.
2.
Key representatives of local service organizations, Family and Community Support
Services (FCSS) and local non-government organizations (NGO’s) will be briefed on
the situation and asked to assist in the distribution of these information packages to
the community at large.
3.
Administrative staff, expected to be handling telephone inquiries, will be provided
fact sheets containing information to respond to inquiries from the public. They will
be asked to familiarize themselves with the information.
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Step 3
1.
The ECC Director will confirm contact information and the availability of predesignated facilities and arrangements for alternative care facilities, triage areas
secure storage areas and morgue facilities and arrange for those facilities to be
reviewed by AHS.
2.
Arrangements for transportation of personnel, equipment and supplies will be
reviewed. A list of suitable vehicles will be confirmed.
3.
Security arrangements for potential storage locations for supplies required by AHS
will be reviewed with the Police representative of the EMA.
4.
The DEM will facilitate a meeting of representatives of local essential businesses to
discuss possible collective emergency mutual-aid arrangements to provide the loan of
staff support in the event of a major shortfall in staff, the object being assurance that
the forced closure of understaffed businesses will not occur. Arrangements will be
made for these businesses to be provided information on the magnitude and scope of
a pandemic and precautions that they must take to protect themselves and their
families.
Step 4 (48 hours after pandemic alert notification)
1. Members of the EMA will be requested to meet at the ECC to report their Pandemic
response status. A review of procedures will be carried out.
2. A representative from AHS will be at the ECC for the EMA briefing on the status of
the municipality to assist the Regional Health Authority in its response to Pandemic.
If this cannot be managed, then following the briefing by EMA representatives, a
formal status report will be faxed to AHS.
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Pandemic Imminent - Regional and Multi-Regional Epidemics
Alberta Health Services (AHS) shall inform the municipal Director of Emergency Management
(DEM) that a pandemic is spreading. The DEM shall carry out a review of municipal
arrangements to assist AHS response. The DEM shall ensure that the following steps are carried
out:

Step 1
1. The Reeve and members of Council will be advised of the situation immediately.
2. Emergency services managers [Fire, Ambulance, and Police], essential services
managers and department heads will be contacted and advised to report to the
Emergency Coordination Centre (ECC).
3. Administrative staff will begin a call-out of all other Emergency Management
Agency (EMA) members, key designates of local service organizations and locally
based NGO’s, advising them to report to the ECC.
4. The DEM will provide a briefing of information received from AHS and advise all
managers and EMA members to now be prepared to implement their contingency
plans and arrangements to provide for continued services in the face of possible staff
shortfalls due to illness.
5. All personnel will be reminded to review the precautions necessary to protect
themselves and their families.
6. The ECC will be formally activated to commence support operations of AHS,
responding EMA and NGO organizations.
7. EMA members will be notified that they will be called in as required to direct
municipal operations.
 The ECC Information Officer will communicate with AHS communications to
facilitate the development of information hand-out material to be printed and/or
distributed locally.
 Public Works will arrange access and control of designated facilities to be used by
AHS. Administrative staff and volunteers will be expected to handle telephone
lines/inquiries.
8. As the situation escalates, more EMA members will be called in as needed to
coordinate their specific resources.
9. Each EMA and NGO representative will be advised to make arrangements for
continued contact, followed by an active, continued presence/communication with the
ECC to coordinate service delivery and to provide status updates to their operations.
10. The Emergency Advisory Committee (EAC) will review the need to make a
“declaration of a state of local emergency”. If and when, extraordinary powers will be
required to implement the municipal response, a “declaration” will be made as
described in the Municipal Emergency Management Plan. A copy of the
“declaration” will be faxed to the Alberta Emergency Management Agency of
Alberta Municipal Affairs.
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Step 2
1. Public Works staff will implement arrangements to access designated facilities
prioritized as alternate care facilities, triage centers, storage facilities and morgue.
2. Security arrangements for designated locations for alternate care, triage, storage,
morgue and other sites will be discussed with the Police.
3. Public works staff will, under the direction of the ECC Director, pick the most
suitable location for a Victim Assistance Centre (VAC) to provide for service
delivery of government departments and NGO’s at a time to be announced by the
ECC Director.
4. The ECC Information Officer will communicate with AHS to coordinate
arrangements for the distribution of self-help information to the general public.
5. The ECC Information Officer will arrange for the distribution of self-help
information in print and electronic format as required ensuring the broadest possible
coverage of information to the public.
6. The ECC Director will advise all EMA members, and representatives of local service
organizations and NGO’s to be prepared to report their status within 72 hours. A
suitable meeting place in the community will be arranged for by the Chief
Administrative Officer.
Step 3
1. The ECC Liaison Officer will arrange a meeting with representatives of local
business to advise them of the steps being taken by the community and any necessary
steps which may affect local businesses. Self-help information will be made available
for distribution to all worksites in the community.
2. Administration staff and volunteers will be briefed on how to communicate
information to the inquiring public. Staff will be provided “fact sheets” with
information on the municipal response, telephone contact numbers, alternate care
locations etc.
Step 4
1. As and if the situation dictates the necessity for such action, the DEM will, in
consultation with AHS, order the closure of certain public buildings in the interests of
public safety.
2. As and if the situation dictates the necessity for such action, the DEM will, in
consultation AHS, order constraint and control of the movement of personnel in to
and out of the community. The necessary arrangements will be implemented by the
Police. If needed, the Public Works department will provide barriers and other means
of facilitating the control of access to the community.
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Pandemic Recovery

During the municipal response to pandemic, it is not expected that all residents will become ill at
the same time. While some are becoming ill, others will have recovered and may be in need of
assistance from a variety of municipal, provincial, federal support systems. These support
systems shall be organized to provide service delivery at a centralized Victim Assistance Centre
location. This facility shall be activated following consultation and counsel with Alberta Health
Services and the Alberta Emergency Management Agency (AEMA).
1. When deemed appropriate and necessary, a Victim Assistance Centre will be
established to provide short-term and long-term support to families and individuals
who need to access federal, provincial and municipal support programs. Government
departments will be provided workspace, communications and security arrangements
to facilitate service delivery.
2. Arrangements for health information, social services and mental health counseling
will be made to provide this support from the Victim Assistance Center once it has
been established.

Second (or subsequent) Wave(s)

Following the notification of a Pandemic Second (or subsequent) Wave(s), the DEM shall inform
the Reeve and Council of the situation and arrange for a call-in of EMA members.
The operational status of the membership shall be reviewed and as required, steps taken during
Pandemic Alert and Pandemic Imminent will be followed as required by the escalating situation.
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4.6 Weather Events
Environment Canada issues alerts to Canadians about weather conditions that are occurring or
expected to occur and that could have an impact on their safety and/or cause damage to property
or the environment. Alerts can take the following forms:
 Special weather statements - are issued for weather events that are unusual, cause
general inconvenience or public concern, and cannot be adequately described in a
weather forecast.
 Severe weather watches - provide a "heads-up" that conditions are favourable for a
possible summer or winter storm. They may be issued up to 6 hours before summer
events and at least 12 to 24 hours before winter events.
 Severe weather warnings - alert the public that severe weather is occurring or will
occur. They are issued when severe weather is expected to affect land-based communities
within 6 to 24 hours.

Procedures.






Warn citizens of impending severe weather (Refer to Section 2.5 – Information Release
Procedures).
Notify:
o MD emergency responders;
o MD Operations department;
o Local health care facilities;
o Local utility providers.
First priority is debris/snow removal for Emergency Services and transportation of
essential staff.
Consider activating Reception Centres that have been designated as cold-weather
sheltering locations.

Function-Specific Checklists.
ECC Director
Activate the ECC and staff the necessary ECC Management Team positions.
Notify POC that ECC is activated.
Ensure debris/snow removal activities are coordinated throughout the area (ECC
Operations/Engineering Branch, Planning, Logistics).
Advise public of status and what self-help measures they can take (ECC Information
Officer).
Establish news release system (ECC Information Officer).
Establish public inquiry system (ECC Information Officer).
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ECC Operations
Coordinate working area and establish control perimeter (Police Branch).
Coordinate routes for emergency vehicles (Police Branch & Planning Section).
Coordinate SAR and checks for stranded motorists (Police Branch).
Notify Health Centre(s) and EMS of casualties, including type and number (Health
Branch).
Activate Emergency Social Services Branch for registration and care of affected persons
(ESS Branch).
Ensure that vulnerable population centres are identified and their emergency plans are
implemented (ESS Branch).
Coordinate the elimination of hazards from damaged utilities (Utilities Branch).
Coordinate provision of auxiliary power (Utilities Branch).
Coordinate clearing and disposal of debris (Utilities/Engineering Branches).
ECC Planning
Provide ECC Operations Section with updated meteorological data (Situation Unit or
Meteorological Technical Specialist if available).
Provide ECC Operations Section with updated transportation route information (Situation
Unit).
Track and relay road condition reports and closures (Situation Unit).
Consider possible major effects (Advance Planning Unit):
 Injuries and fatalities;
 Disruption of community;
 Disruption of utilities;
 Closure of traffic routes;
 Damage to property, e.g., roof collapse from weight of snow, ice, trees;
 Disruption of communications.
ECC Logistics
Contact all debris/snow clearing apparatus available (Supply Unit).
Assist emergency agencies with special transport problems (Transportation Unit).
Contact all off-road and ATV vehicle owners as required (Supply Unit).
Contact food suppliers and determine on-hand supplies (Supply Unit).
Consider equipment needs and sources (Supply Unit).
ECC Finance/Administration
Prepare equipment contracts for debris/snow removal (Procurement Unit).
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5 Recovery Roles and Procedures
Recovery operations in the ECC utilize the same functional positions as in response but may
involve different tasks. This section summarizes the core functions in recovery to assist the
effort.

Note that the functions may be de-centralized due to the duration of the recovery process.

5.1 ECC Director
Responsibilities
The ECC Director is responsible for leading the overall recovery effort. If the response actions
are substantially completed, the person filling the function of ECC Director may transfer
management to a more appropriate agency or department. During prolonged recovery efforts,
consideration should be given to staffing this position with a dedicated employee or
contractor.
Recovery Phase
 Inform and brief elected officials.
 Provide leadership for policy decisions.
 Issue public information releases.
 Ensure safety of recovery activities.
 Ensure Action Plans are prepared as required.

5.2 ECC Operations Section
Responsibilities
The ECC Operations Section is responsible for restoring community services and utilities to
normal pre-emergency/disaster day-to-day operations.
Recovery Phase
 Provide building and public safety inspections.
 Remove debris.
 Restore government facility functions.
 Demolish buildings.
 Restore utilities.
 Provide emergency housing.
 Initiate the process for Critical Incident Stress Debriefing of personnel.
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5.3 ECC Planning Section
Responsibilities
The ECC Planning Section documents and provides management with direction for recovery
activities. Planning involves consideration of long-term hazard mitigation as part of the recovery
process.
Recovery Phase
 Provide documentation of response and recovery for disaster assistance.
 Provide after-action reports.
 Provide direction in land use and zoning issues.
 Issue building permits.
 Develop alternative building regulations and code enforcement.
 Provide an Action Plan for recovery operations.
 Prepare redevelopment plans.
 Prepare recovery situation reports.
 Document recovery operations.
 Recommend mitigation plans.

5.4 ECC Logistics Section
Responsibilities
The ECC Logistics Section is responsible for obtaining resources necessary to carry out recovery
operations. This includes coordination of volunteers and staging areas for heavy equipment.
Recovery Phase
 Allocate office space.
 Provide recovery supplies and equipment.
 Provide vehicles and personnel.
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5.5 ECC Finance/Administration Section
Responsibilities
Finance/Administration handles the community’s recovery financial transactions, including the
recovery of funds associated with assisting other agencies.
Recovery Phase
 Facilitate application process for Emergency Response funding and Disaster Recovery
Program assistance.
 Manage public finances.
 Prepare and maintain the recovery budget.
 Develop and maintain contracts.
 Process accounting and claims.
 Manage insurance settlements.
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Minister
Local authority
Search and rescue organization

HER MAJESTY, by and with the advice and consent
of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta, enacts as
follows:
Definitions

1

In this Act,
(a)

“Agency” means the Alberta Emergency
Management Agency referred to in section
3.1(1);

(a.1) “Cabinet Committee” means the committee of
the Executive Council appointed under section
4;
(b)

“declaration of a state of emergency” means an
order of the Lieutenant Governor in Council
under section 18;

(c)

“declaration of a state of local emergency”
means a resolution or order of a local
authority under section 21;

(d)

repealed 2007 c12 s3;

(e)

“disaster” means an event that results in serious
harm to the safety, health or welfare of people or
in widespread damage to property or the
environment;
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(f)

“emergency” means an event that requires
prompt co-ordination of action or special
regulation of persons or property to protect the
safety, health or welfare of people or to limit
damage to property or the environment;

(f.1) “evacuation order” means an evacuation order
made under section 19(1)(g) or section
24(1)(b);

(g)

“local authority” means
(i)

where a municipality has a council within the
meaning of the Municipal Government Act,
that council,

(ii)

in the case of an improvement district, the
Minister responsible for the Municipal
Government Act,

(iii)

in the case of a special area, the Minister
responsible for the Special Areas Act,

(iv)

the settlement council of a settlement under
the Metis Settlements Act,

(v)

the park superintendent of a national park or
the superintendent’s delegate where an
agreement is entered into with the
Government of Canada under section 9(b) in
which it is agreed that the park superintendent
is a local authority for the purposes of this
Act, or
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(vi)

the band council of an Indian band where an
agreement is entered into with the Government
of Canada under section 9(b) in which it is
agreed that the band council is a local
authority for the purposes of this Act;

(g.1) “Managing Director” means the person
designated under section 3.1(2), and includes
any person acting in the capacity of the
Managing Director;
(h)

“Minister” means the Minister determined under
section 16 of the Government Organization Act
as the Minister responsible for this Act;

“municipality” means the area comprising a
municipality within the meaning of the
Municipal Government Act or an improvement
district or special area and includes
(i) the settlement area of a settlement under
the Metis Settlements Act,
(ii) the area comprising a national park where an
agreement is entered into with the
Government of Canada under section 9(b) in
which it is agreed that the park superintendent
is a local authority for the purposes of this
Act, and
(iii) the area comprising an Indian reserve where
an agreement is entered into with the
Government of Canada under section 9(b) in
which it is agreed that the band council is a
local authority for the purposes of this Act.

(i)

RSA 2000 cD-13 s1;2002 c32 s5;2004 c30 s2;

Crown bound

2

This Act binds the
Crown.
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Proof of authorization

3(1) If the Minister authorizes a person to carry out a
power or duty of the Minister under this Act as the
Minister responsible for this Act or as a local authority
and the authorization
is made in writing,
purports to be signed by the Minister responsible
for the Municipal Government Act or the
Minister responsible for the Special Areas Act,
and
(c) states that the person named in it is authorized
under this section to carry out the power or duty
set out in the written authorization,

(a)
(b)

that written authorization or a copy of it shall be
admitted in evidence as proof, in the absence of
evidence to the contrary, of that person’s authorization
to carry out the power or duty without proof of the
signature or official character of the Minister.
(2) In a proceeding under this Act in which proof is
required as to the existence and contents of a
declaration or order made under this Act, a certified or
notarized copy of the declaration or order is admissible
in evidence as proof of the statements contained in the
declaration or order, and proof of the signature of the
Minister or members of the local authority is not
required.
RSA 2000 cD-13 s3;2007 c12 s4;2010 c5 s2;2018 c14 s3
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Part 1 Administration
Alberta Emergency Management Agency

3.1(1) There shall be a part of the public service of
Alberta known as the “Alberta Emergency
Management Agency”.
The Minister shall designate a person employed
in the Minister’s department as the Managing
Director of the Agency.
(3) In accordance with the Public Service Act, there
may be appointed such officers and employees that the
Minister considers are required for the administration
of the business and affairs of the Agency.
(2)

2007 c12 s5;2018 c14 s4

Cabinet Committee

4 T h e Lieutenant Governor in Council may appoint a
committee consisting of those members of the
Executive Council whom the Lieutenant Governor in
Council designates to advise on matters relating to
emergencies and disasters.
RSA 1980 cD-36 s3

Advisory committees

5(1) The Minister may appoint committees as the
Minister considers necessary or desirable to advise or
assist the Minister, the Cabinet Committee or the
Managing Director.
(2) The members of committees appointed under
subsection (1) who are not officers or employees of the
Crown, or officers or employees of an agency of the
Crown, may be paid remuneration for their services
and expenses at a rate or rates fixed by the Minister.
RSA 2000 cD-13 s5;2007 c12 s6
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Regulations

6 T h e Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regulations
assigning responsibility to departments, boards,
commissions or Crown agencies for the
preparation or implementation of plans or
arrangements or parts of plans or arrangements to
deal with emergencies;
(b) repealed 2018 c14 s5;
(c) governing the assessment of damage or loss
caused by a disaster and the payment of
compensation for the damage or loss;
(c.1) respecting the providing of funding for the
reimbursement of costs incurred by local authorities
and individuals in connection with measures taken to
reduce or mitigate potential flood hazards, including,
without limitation, regulations
(i) prescribing or describing the measures to be
taken to reduce or mitigate potential flood
hazards that are eligible for the
reimbursement of costs, and
(ii) governing the procedures applicable to and
the proof required for the reimbursement of
costs;
(a)

(c.2) respecting the filing and removal of caveats
against titles to land in a flood fringe or
floodway, as those terms are defined in the
regulations, for which funding has been
provided pursuant to a disaster recovery
program administered under the regulations;
governing the sharing of costs incurred by the
Government of Alberta or by a local authority in
conducting emergency operations;
(e) requiring persons
(i) who are engaged or may be engaged in any operation,
(ii) who are utilizing or may be utilizing any process,
(iii) who are using any property in any manner, or

(d)
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(iv)

on whose real property there exists or may
exist any condition,

that may be or may create a hazard to persons or property, whether
independently or as a result of some other event, to develop plans and programs
in conjunction with local authorities to remedy or alleviate the hazard and to
meet any emergency that might arise from the hazard;
(f)
(g)

governing the administration of the Disaster Relief Fund;
concerning any other matter or thing
necessary for the administration of this Act
and for which no specific provision is made
in this Act.
RSA 2000 cD-13 s6;2002 c32 s5;2007 c12 s7;
2010 c5 s3;2013 c21 s1;2018 c14 s5

Subrogation regulations

7(1) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make
regulations establishing that Her Majesty in right of
Alberta has a right of subrogation with respect to
payments of compensation made by Her Majesty
in right of Alberta for damage or loss caused by a
disaster, or
(b) payments made by Her Majesty in right of
Alberta for the purpose of sharing costs
incurred by a local authority in conducting
emergency operations.
(a)

The regulations under this section may define and
describe the right of subrogation and may deal with
any matter respecting the enforcement of or procedures
relating to the right of subrogation.
(2)

The regulations under this section may provide that
the right of subrogation applies to payments made
before November 15, 1993.

(3)

1993 c23 s3
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Local authority emergency management regulations

The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regulations

7.1
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)

(g)

respecting the powers, duties and functions
of local authorities under this Act;
respecting the establishment of emergency
advisory committees referred to in section 11.1,
including the duties and functions of the
committees;
respecting the establishment of emergency
management agencies referred to in section 11.2,
including the duties and functions of the
agencies;
respecting the delegation of a local authority’s
powers or duties under this Act and the
regulations;
respecting training requirements for persons
designated by the regulations;
respecting the preparation, approval,
maintenance and co-ordination of local
authority emergency plans and programs;
respecting the conduct of exercises relating to
emergency plans.

2018 c14 s6

8

Repealed 2011 c13 s3.

Powers of Minister

9

The Minister may
review and approve or require the modification of
provincial and municipal emergency plans and
programs;
(b) enter into agreements with the Government of
Canada or of any other province or territory or
any agency of such a government, dealing with
emergency plans and programs;
(a)
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

make surveys and studies of resources and
facilities to maintain and provide information
necessary for the effective preparation of
emergency plans and programs;
make surveys and studies to identify and record
actual and potential hazards that may cause
emergencies;
make payments and grants, subject to any terms
or conditions that the Minister may prescribe, to
local authorities for the purposes of assisting in
emergency preparedness and the provision of
public safety programs;
enter into agreements with and make payments or
grants, or both, to persons or organizations for
the provision of services in the development or
implementation of emergency plans or programs;
conduct public information programs relating to
emergency preparedness for and the mitigation
of disasters.

RSA 1980 cD-36 s6;1985 c22 s7;1992 c31 s5;1995 c34 s13

Ministerial orders

10(1) The Minister may, by order,
divide Alberta into various subdivisions for the
purpose of organizing integrated emergency
planning, training, assistance and emergency
operations programs;
(b) require local authorities of those municipalities
located within a subdivision referred to in clause
(a) to prepare integrated plans, procedures and
mutual assistance programs to deal with
emergencies and to submit them to the Managing
Director for review;
(c) establish procedures required for the prompt and
efficient implementation of plans and programs to
meet emergencies;
(d) require a person to whom the order is directed and
(i) who is engaged or may be engaged in any operation,
(ii) who is utilizing or may be utilizing any process,
(iii) who is using any property in any manner, or
(a)
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(iv)

on whose real property there exists or may
exist any condition,

that may be or may create a hazard to persons or property, whether
independently or as a result of some other event, to develop plans and programs
in conjunction with one or more local authorities to remedy or alleviate the
hazard and to meet any emergency that might arise from the hazard.
(2) The Regulations Act does not apply to an order
made under subsection (1).
Municipal emergency organization

11 A local authority
shall, at all times, be responsible for the direction
and control of the local authority’s emergency
response unless the Government assumes
direction and control under section 18;
(b) shall approve emergency plans and programs,
subject to the regulations;
(c) may enter into agreements with and make
payments or grants, or both, to persons or
organizations for the provision of services in the
development or implementation of emergency
plans or programs.
(a)

Emergency advisory committee

11.1(1) A local authority shall appoint, subject to the
regulations, an emergency advisory committee
consisting of a member or members of the local
authority or, in the case of an improvement district, a
special area or a national park, a person or persons the
local authority designates, to advise on the
development of emergency plans and programs, and to
exercise any powers delegated to the committee under
section 11.3(1)(a).
(2) The local authority shall provide for the payment
of expenses of the members of the committee.
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Emergency management agency

11.2(1) A local authority shall establish and maintain,
subject to the regulations, an emergency management
agency to act as the agent of the local authority in
exercising the local authority’s powers and duties
under this Act.
There shall be a director of the emergency
management agency, who shall
(2)

prepare and co-ordinate emergency plans and
programs for the municipality,
(b) act as director of emergency operations on
behalf of the emergency management agency,
(c) co-ordinate all emergency services and other
resources used in an emergency, and
(d) perform other duties as prescribed by the local authority.
(a)

A local authority, except an improvement district,
special area, national park or Indian reserve, may by
bylaw that is not advertised borrow, levy, appropriate
and expend all sums required for the operation of the
emergency management agency.
(3)

For greater certainty, an emergency management
agency may be maintained by and may act as the agent
of more than one local authority.
(4)

2010 c5 s4;2018 c14 s9

Delegation by local authority

11.3(1) A local authority may delegate some or all of
the local authority’s powers or duties under this Act to
a committee composed of a member or members
of the local authority, including an emergency
advisory committee appointed under section
11.1(1), and
(b) subject to the regulations, one or more of the following:
(i) a regional services commission established
(a)
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under the Municipal Government Act
representing 2 or more local authorities if the
regional services commission is authorized in
its establishing regulation to exercise that
power or duty;
(ii) if authorized by order of the Minister, a joint
committee representing 2 or more local
authorities that is composed of one or more
members appointed by each of the local
authorities;
(iii) in the case of a summer village and if
authorized by order of the Minister,
another local authority.
(1.1) Where, under subsection (1)(b)(iii), a summer
village has delegated its powers or duties under this
Act to a local authority, the local authority may
subdelegate those powers or duties to a committee
composed of a member or members of that local
authority, including an emergency advisory committee
appointed under section 11.1(1).
(2) Despite sections 21(1) and 23(1), a delegate of a
local authority under subsection (1) that declares or
terminates a local state of emergency shall do so by
resolution.
Disaster Relief Fund

12(1) There is hereby established a Disaster Relief
Fund into which may be deposited public donations for
disaster relief in areas inside or outside Alberta.
The Disaster Relief Fund shall be administered in
accordance with the regulations by a committee called
the “Disaster Relief Committee” consisting of those
persons who are appointed to the committee by the
Lieutenant Governor in Council.

(2)

Members of the Disaster Relief Committee who are
not officers or employees of the Crown, or officers or

(3)
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employees of an agency of the Crown, may be paid
remuneration for their services and expense allowances
at the rate fixed by the Lieutenant Governor in
Council.

RSA 1980 cD-36 s10

Recovery of expenditures

13 When an expenditure with respect to a disaster is
made by the Government within or for the benefit of a
municipality, the local authority, other than a park
superintendent or an Indian band council, shall, if so
required by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, pay to
the Minister the amount of the expenditure or the
portion of it as may be specified in the order, at the
times and on the terms as to the payment of interest
and otherwise that the order may require.

RSA 2000 cD-13 s13;2006 c23 s23

Fees

The Minister may charge fees for any services or
materials that are provided and any research that is
carried out in respect of matters to which this Act
pertains.

14

1985 c22 s12

15 and

16 Repealed 2010 c5 s5.

Offence

17 Any person who
contravenes this Act or the regulations,
fails to comply with an evacuation order, or
(c) interferes with or obstructs any person in the
carrying out of a power or duty under this Act or
the regulations

(a)
(b)

is guilty of an offence and liable to imprisonment for a
term of not more than one year or to a fine of not more
than $10 000 or to both imprisonment and a fine.
RSA 2000 cD-13 s17;2010 c5 s6;2018 c14 s11
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Confidentiality

17.1(1) Terms used in this section have the same
meaning as is assigned to them in the Freedom of
Information and Protection of Privacy Act.
The Freedom of Information and Protection of
Privacy Act does not apply in respect of information
in a record that is in the possession of a public body
where the information
(a) is used or to be used for the purpose of preparing
or administering a consequence management
plan for human-induced intentional threats under
a regulation under this Act, or
(b) forms part of a consequence management plan
for human-induced intentional threats under a
regulation under this Act.
(2)
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Part 2
State of Emergency
Declaration of state of emergency

18(1) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may, at any
time when the Lieutenant Governor in Council is
satisfied that an emergency exists or may exist, make
an order for a declaration of a state of emergency
relating to all or any part of Alberta.
(2)

A declaration of a state of emergency under subsection
must identify the nature of the emergency and the area
of Alberta in which it exists.

Immediately after the making of an order for a
declaration of a state of emergency, the Minister shall
cause the details of the declaration to be published by
any means of communication that the Minister
considers is most likely to make known to the majority
of the population of the area affected the contents of the
declaration.
(4) Unless continued by a resolution of the Legislative
Assembly, an order under subsection (1) expires at the
earlier of the following:
(3)

at the end of 28 days, but if the order is in
respect of a pandemic influenza, at the end
of 90 days;
(b) when the order is terminated by the Lieutenant
Governor in Council.
(5) Repealed 2010 c5 s7.
(a)

(5.1) Unless otherwise provided for in the order for a
declaration of a state of emergency, where
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an order for a declaration of a state of
emergency is made, and
(b) there is a conflict between this Act or a
regulation made under this Act and any other
Act or regulation, other than the Alberta Bill of
Rights or the Alberta Human Rights Act or a
regulation made under either of those Acts,
(a)

during the time that the order is in effect, this Act and
the regulations made under this Act shall prevail in
Alberta or that part of Alberta in respect of which the
order was made.
The Regulations Act does not apply to an order
made under subsection (1).

(6)

RSA 2000 cD-13 s18;2007 c23 s1;2009 c26 s34;2010 c5 s7;
2011 c13 s3;2013 c21 s1

Powers of Minister in emergency

19(1) On the making of the declaration and for the
duration of the state of emergency, the Minister may
do all acts and take all necessary proceedings including
the following:
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)

(g)

put into operation an emergency plan or program;
authorize or require a local authority to put into
effect an emergency plan or program for the
municipality;
acquire or utilize any real or personal property
considered necessary to prevent, combat or
alleviate the effects of an emergency or disaster;
authorize or require any qualified person to
render aid of a type the person is qualified to
provide;
control or prohibit travel to or from any area of Alberta;
provide for the restoration of essential facilities
and the distribution of essential supplies and
provide, maintain and co-ordinate emergency
medical, welfare and other essential services in
any part of Alberta;
order the evacuation of persons and the removal of
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livestock and personal property from any area of
Alberta that is or may be affected by a disaster
and make arrangements for the adequate care and
protection of those persons or livestock and of the
personal property;
authorize the entry into any building or on any
land, without warrant, by any person in the
course of implementing an emergency plan or
program;
(i) cause the demolition or removal of any trees,
structures or crops if the demolition or removal is
necessary or appropriate in order to reach the
scene of a disaster, or to attempt to forestall its
occurrence or to combat its progress;
(j) procure or fix prices for food, clothing, fuel,
equipment, medical supplies, or other essential
supplies and the use of any property, services,
resources or equipment within any part of
Alberta for the duration of the state of
emergency;
(k) authorize the conscription of persons needed
to meet an emergency.
(h)

As it relates to the acquisition of real property,
subsection (1)(c) does not apply to real property located
within a national park or an Indian reserve.
(2)

If the Minister acquires or utilizes real or personal
property under subsection (1) or if any real or personal
property is damaged or destroyed due to an action of
the Minister in preventing, combating or alleviating the
effects of an emergency or disaster, the Minister shall
cause compensation to be paid for it.
(3)

The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make
regulations in respect of any matter mentioned in
subsection (1).
(4)
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On the making of an order under section 18(1), the
Managing Director is, unless the Minister authorizes
another person under subsection (6), responsible for
the co-ordination and implementation of the necessary
plans or programs prepared pursuant to this Act and
all persons and agencies involved in the
implementation are subject to the control and direction
of the Managing Director.

(5)

The Minister may, by order, authorize another
person to be responsible for the co-ordination and
implementation of the necessary plans or programs
prepared pursuant to this Act and all persons and
agencies involved in the implementation are subject to
the control and direction of that person.
(7) On the making of an order under section 18(1), the
Minister may, by order, authorize the Managing
Director or any other person to exercise some or all of
the powers given to the Minister under subsection (1).
(8) The Regulations Act does not apply to an order
made under subsection (1)(g).
(6)

RSA 2000 cD-13 s19;2007 c12 s11;2010 c5 s8;2018 c14 s13

Compliance with evacuation order

19.1(1) If an evacuation order is made, every person
within the area that is the subject of the evacuation
order must leave the area
(a)
(b)

immediately, or
if a deadline for evacuation is specified in the
evacuation order, by that deadline.

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to a person acting
under the direction of a person exercising powers
under section 19(1) or 24(1)(b), as the case may be, so
long as there is a plan for safely evacuating that person
in a timely manner and the means available to carry
out the plan.
2018 c14 s14
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Termination of state of emergency

20(1) When, in the opinion of the Lieutenant Governor
in Council, an emergency no longer exists in an area in
relation to which a declaration of a state of emergency
was made, the Lieutenant Governor in Council shall
make an order terminating the declaration of a state of
emergency in respect of that area.
(2) Immediately after an order is made under
subsection (1), the Minister shall cause the details of
the termination to be published by any means of
communication that the Minister considers is most
likely to make known to the majority of the population
of the area affected the contents of the termination
order.
Declaration of state of local emergency

21(1) A local authority may, at any time when it is
satisfied that an emergency exists or may exist in its
municipality, by resolution or, in the case of the
Minister responsible for the Municipal Government Act,
the Minister responsible for the Special Areas Act or a
park superintendent of a national park, by order, make a
declaration of a state of local emergency relating to all
or any part of the municipality.
(2) A declaration of a state of local emergency under subsection
must identify the nature of the emergency and the area of the
municipality in which it exists.
Immediately after the making of a resolution for a
declaration of a state of local emergency, the local
authority shall cause the details of the declaration to be
published by any means of communication that it
considers is most likely to make known to the
population of the area of the municipality affected the
contents of the declaration.
(3)

(4)

Repealed 2010 c5
s9.
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Cancellation of declaration of state of local emergency

RSA 2000

22(1) The local authority shall forthwith on making a
declaration of a state of local emergency forward a copy
of the declaration to the Minister.
(2) The Minister may cancel the declaration of a state
of local emergency at any time the Minister
considers appropriate in the circumstances.

A declaration of a state of local emergency ceases
to be of any force or effect on the making of an order
for a state of emergency by the Lieutenant Governor in
Council relating to the same area of the municipality.

(3)

A declaration of a state of local emergency lapses 7
days after its making by the local authority unless it is
earlier cancelled by the Minister or terminated by the
local authority or unless it is renewed by the local
authority.
(4)

This section and section 21(3) apply to any
renewal of a state of local emergency.
(5)

Termination of declaration of state of local emergency

23(1) When, in the opinion of the local authority, an emergency no
longer exists in an area of the municipality in relation to which a
declaration of a state of local emergency was made, it shall by
resolution or, in the case of the Minister responsible for the
Municipal Government Act, the Minister responsible for the Special
Areas Act or a park superintendent of a national park, by order,
terminate the declaration of a state of local emergency in respect of
that area.
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(2) Immediately after
(a) the passage of a resolution or order terminating a declaration

under subsection (1),
the cancellation by the Minister of a declaration of a state of
local emergency, or
(c) the termination by lapse of time of a declaration of a state of
local emergency, the local authority shall cause the details of the
declaration or cancellation or the fact of the termination by lapse
of time to be published by any means of communication that it
considers is most likely to make known to the majority of the
population of the area affected the contents of the declaration or
cancellation or the fact of the termination.

(b)

RSA 1980 cD-36 s20;1985 c22 s18

Notice provisions do not apply

Where the sole purpose of a meeting of a local authority is to
pass a resolution referred to in section 21(1) or 23(1), the notice
requirements in sections 194 to 196 of the Municipal Government Act
do not apply.
23.1

2002 c32 s5

Powers of local authority

24(1) On the making of a declaration of a state of local emergency
and for the duration of the state of local emergency, the local
authority may do all acts and take all necessary proceedings including
the following:
cause any emergency plan or program to be put into
operation;
(b) exercise any power given to the Minister under section 19(1)
in relation to the part of the municipality affected by the
declaration;
(c) authorize any persons at any time to exercise, in the operation
of an emergency plan or program, any power given to the
Minister under section 19(1) in relation to any part of the
municipality affected by a declaration of a state of local
emergency.
(a)

(1.1) If the local authority acquires or utilizes real or personal
property under subsection (1) or if any real or personal property is
damaged or destroyed due to an action of the local authority in
preventing, combating or alleviating the effects of an emergency or
disaster, the local authority shall cause compensation to be paid for it.
A local authority, except the local authority of an improvement
district, special area, national park or Indian reserve, may, during or
within 60 days after the state of local emergency, by bylaw that is not
advertised but is approved by the Minister responsible for the
Municipal Government Act, borrow any money necessary to pay
(2)
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expenses caused by the emergency including payment for services
provided by the Government of Alberta or by the Government of
Canada when the services were provided at the request of the local
authority.
In the case of an improvement district, the Minister responsible
for the Municipal Government Act and in the case of a special area,
the Minister responsible for the Special Areas Act may, during or
within 60 days after the state of local emergency, borrow any money
necessary to pay expenses caused by the emergency including
payment for services provided by the Government of Alberta or by
the Government of Canada when the services were provided at the
request of the Minister responsible for the Municipal Government Act
or the Minister responsible for the Special Areas Act, as the case may
be.
(3)

RSA 2000 cE-6.8 s24;2010 c5 s10

Dispute re compensation amount

25(1) If any dispute arises concerning the amount of compensation
payable under section 19(3) or 24(1.1), the matter shall be determined
by arbitration and the Arbitration Act applies.
(2) For greater certainty, arbitration is not available to contest
eligibility for compensation under this Act or the regulations.
RSA 2000 cD-13 s25;2018 c14 s15

Conscript’s employment

A person’s employment shall not be terminated by reason only
that the person is conscripted pursuant to section 19(1) or 24(1).

26

1992 c31 s10
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Part 3
Liability Protection for Emergency Service Providers
Minister

No action lies against the Minister or a person acting under the
Minister’s direction or authorization for anything done or omitted to be done
in good faith while carrying out a power or duty under this Act or the
regulations, including a power or duty under section 19(1)(g) or 19.1 of this
Act.
27

2010 c5 s11;2018 c14 s16

Local authority

No action lies against a local authority or a person acting under the
local authority’s direction or authorization for anything

28

done or omitted to be done in good faith while carrying out a power or duty
under this Act or the regulations including a power or duty under section
19(1)(g) or 19.1 or the exercise of the powers under section 24(1)(b) of this
Act, during a state of local emergency.
2010 c5 s11;2018 c14 s17

Search and rescue organization

No action in negligence lies against a search and rescue organization,
the directors of that organization or a person acting under the direction or
authorization of that organization for anything done or omitted to be done
in good faith while acting under an agreement between that organization
and the Minister.
29

2010 c5 s11
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Appendix 2
Contacts and Resources
2A

ECC First-Call List

2B

Alberta Emergency Alert – Authorized Users

2C

Municipal Council Members

2D

Municipal Staff

2E

Emergency Social Services

2F

Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)

2G

Regional Mutual-Aid

2H

Community Emergency Contacts

2I

Utility Providers/Industry

2J

School Divisions

2K

Miscellaneous

2L

Government Agencies – Provincial & Federal

2M

Services and Supplies
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2A

ECC First-Call List

Position

Name

ECC Director/DEM

Work

MD
Cell

Alternate

Rick Lyster

403-673-3611
Ext. 233

403-678-8451

403-673-3885

Robert Ellis
Bill Luka

Ext. 229
Ext. 231

403-679-1448
403-678-7883

ECC Information Officer
ECC Liaison Officer
ECC Risk Management Officer

Kendra Tippe
Robert Ellis

Ext. 234
Ext. 229

403-609-8104
403-679-1448

403-678-9945
403-675-0999
403-609-1071
403-688-1906
403-678-9945

ECC Operations Section Head

Bill Luka

Ext. 231

403-678-7883

Alternate
ECC Planning Section Head

Rick Lyster
Jared Kassel

Ext. 233
Ext. 222

403-678-8451
403-493-8987

403-675-0999
403-609-1071
403-673-3885
403-969-2865

Alternate
ECC Logistics Section Head
and/or
ECC Fin/Admin Section Head
Alternate

Ulrika Gillespie
Shaina Tutt

Ext. 235
Ext. 240

403-493-1126

403-609-7881
403-869-7812

Lana Hill

Ext. 244

Lynda Gale

Ext. 227

Alternate
Alternate

Alternate

2B

Name

Alberta Emergency Alert - Authorized Users
Position

Rick Lyster
Kendra Tippe

2C

Name

403-609-0683
403-673-2603
403-688-2190

DEM/Fire Chief
Environmental Fieldman

Municipal Council Members

Dene Cooper
Paul Clark
Erik Butters
Lisa Rosvold
Paul Ryan

Position

Work

403-673-3611
Ext. 233
Ext. 234

MD
Cell

403-609-7465
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Alternate

403-678-8451
403-493-8895

403-678-1453
403-651-3636
403-660-2496

Reeve
Deputy Reeve
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor

MD
Cell

403-673-3885
403-688-1906

Alternate
403-673-3968
403-932-2649
403-678-7063

2D

Name

Municipal Staff
Position

Work

403-6733611
N/A

Cameron, Geoff
Dick, Wayne

Jamieson District Fire Chief

Ellis, Robert

Chief Administrative Officer

Ext. 229

Fulford, Doug
Facette, Mark

Ext. 245
Ext. 232

Gale, Lynda
Gath, Marc

Ext. 227
N/A

Gillespie, Ulrika
Gonsalves, Joy
Grady, Deb

Ext. 235
Ext. 221
Ext. 223

Hill, Lana

Ext. 244

Hogarth, Allan

Ext. 242

Kassel, Jared

Ext. 222

Kasprowicz, Jenny
Luka, Bill

Ext. 226
Ext. 231

Lyster, Rick

Fire Chief

Ext. 233

Marianchuk, Doug

Peace Officer

Ext. 160

McFadden, Tom

Ghost District Fire Chief

Rea, Leslie
Richmond, Andrew

Ext. 225
Ext. 241

Schuit, Tami
Smith, Duncan

Ext. 243

Spagis, Tom

N/A

Stewart, Katy
Surkan, Dave

Ext. 249
Ext. 228

Thompson, Janice

Ext. 224

Tippe, Kendra

Environmental Fieldman

Ext. 234

Tutt, Shaina

Ext. 240
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MD
Cell

Alternate

403-9960069

403-932-5899

403-6791448
403-9960322
403-9960330

403-6781075
403-4938987
403-6787883
403-6788451
403-4939434

403-4934821
403-4934826
403-6788009
403-6798566
403-4939646
403-4939646
403-6798104
403-4931126

587-433-6986
403-932-5196
403-678-9945
403-493-0314
403-851-0168
403-688-2190
403-673-3374
403-609-7881
403-497-4912
403-688-1897
403-673-2768
403-609-0683
403-673-2603
403-609-1100
403-969-2865
403-678-7873
403-609-1071
403-675-0999
403-673-3885
403-493-9202
403-932-2614
403-616-7514
403-609-7754
403-990-9043

403-678-8116
403-673-2767
403-673-2230
403-763-9469
403-679-8079
403-609-0878
403-673-3534
403-688-1906
403-869-7812

2E

Name

Emergency Social Services (ESS)
Position

Work

403-673-3611
Ext. 224

Janice Thompson

ESS Manager

Deb Grady

Reception Centre Mgr.

Suzette Cardinal
Kim Ollenberger
Jody Blaser
Leslie Wood
Andrew Richmond
Jenny Kasprowicz
Katy Stewart
Rose Reid
Reception Centre Contacts:
Joseph Wells
Trish Drews
Holly Nichol
Bow Valley Victim Services
Peter Quinn
Pam Lockyer
Cochrane & Area Victim Services
Red Cross
Salvation Army

2F

Name

General Staff

403-609-8434

Ext. 241
Ext. 226
Ext. 249

403-609-8877
403-493-4821
403-763-1373

Harvie Heights Hall
Beaupre Hall
Jumping Pound Hall
Executive Director
Program Coordinator
Disaster Management
Community Support
Service

Work

403-678-5519
403-932-2213
403-591-7708
403-638-3675
403-335-3382
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Alternate
403-609-0878
403-673-3534
403-688-1897
403-673-2768
403-673-3548
403-673-3863
403-673-3500
403-990-9043
403-678-7873
403-763-9469
403-673-3643
403-808-0411
403-932-1313
403-612-0572
403-932-2934

403-851-8055
1-888-800-6493
1-800-725-2769

Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)

Canmore Detachment
Cochrane Detachment
Kananaskis Detachment
Sundre Detachment
Didsbury Detachment

403-493-9646

Ext. 223

Registration & Inquiry
Emergency Clothing
Emergency Food Services
Volunteer Coordinator

MD
Cell

403-760-0197
403-760-0997
587-586-3657

24-Hr Emerg
403-678-5516
403-932-2211
403-591-7707
403-638-3655
403-335-3381

2G

Name

Regional Mutual-Aid

Position

Town of Canmore

Work

Cell

Greg Burt
Walter Gahler
Keri Martens

DEM
Fire Chief
Deputy Fire Chief

403-678-1576
403-678-5555
403-678-4041

403-996-0382
403-996-0475
403-707-6047

Stacey Loe
Vacant
Shawn Polley

DEM
Fire Chief
Deputy Fire Chief

403-851-2563

403-809-2496

403-851-4731

587-226-8259

Randy Smith
Gary Barnett
Kananaskis Improvement District
Kieran Dowling
Craig Halifax
Mountain View County
Ryan Morrison

DEM/Fire Chief
Deputy Fire Chief

403-520-1273
403-520-8169

403-478-8164
403-478-8058

CAO/DEM
Fire Chief

403-591-7755

403-305-4928
403-609-1264

Town of Cochrane

Rocky View County

City of Calgary
Town of Banff

Tom Sampson
Steve Dongworth

Clearwater County
Redwood Meadows

2H

Silvio Adamo
Rick Emmons
Steve Debienne
Rob Evans

DEM

403-335-3311
Ext. 169

DEM/Chief CEMA
Fire Chief

403-268-8759
403-264-1022

DEM/Fire Chief

403-762-1250

403-760-0076

DEM/CAO
Fire Chief

403-845-4444
403-845-4444

403-844-0774
403-845-2200

DEM/Fire Chief

403-949-2012

403-874-8870
403-949-2178

Community Emergency Contacts

Community
Benchlands
Benchlands
Exshaw

Name

Marina Krainer
Patricia MacMillan
Jody Blaser

Cell

403-604-2601
403-673-3500
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Alternate

403-932-3902
403-932-4161

403-586-0040

Email

marina@redcougar.ca
Penmac555@gmail.com
hoymes@hotmail.com

Exshaw
Exshaw
Exshaw
Harvie Heights
Lac Des Arcs
Lac Des Arcs
Lac Des Arcs

Kim Ollenburger
Leslie Wood
Suzette Cardinal
Nancy & Dan Lazor
Darcy Coombs
Norm Dreger
Graham Lock

403-678-7453
403-609-8877
403-609-8424
403-397-2574
403-679-8392
403-809-2211

403-673-3548
403-617-6125
403-673-3280
403-673-3734

kimollen2@gmail.com
lesliewood@shaw.ca
suzettecardinal@gmail.com
njglazor@me.com
coombsd@me.com
norman.dreger.@icloud.com
Rgraham.lock@gmail.com

Landowner Contact Information – MD Bighorn Challenger website for MD Staff Use Only
https://ivault.chalgeo.com/Challenger/AppMemberLogin.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2fchallenger%2f

User Name:
Password:

2I

Name

mdadmin
BHmdadmin2013

Utility Providers and Industry

AltaLink Transmission Power
Atco Gas South – Gas Distribution
Baymag
Burnco
Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR)
Centrica Energy
Cochrane Lake Gas Coop
Pete Nielson
Bruce McLean
EPCOR
Fortis Alberta – Distribution Power

Position

24-Hour Emergency
24-Hour Emergency
Emergency Dispatch (Calgary)
Control Room
Andy Suurallik
Operations Centre 24-Hr Emerg.
CP Police – 24-Hr Emerg.
Wildcat Hills Gas Plant
Field Supervisor
General Manager
24-Hour Emergency
24-Hour Emergency

Graymont
Lafarge Canada
Shaw Cable

Control Room
Control Room
24-Hour Emergency

Shell Canada

24-Hour Emergency
Jumpingpound Gas Plant
24-Hour Emergency
24-Hour Emergency

Telus
TransAlta – Power Generation

2J

School Divisions

Office/School

Canadian Rockies Public Schools
Division
Christ the Redeemer Catholic
Separate Regional Division No. 3
Ecole Notre Dame des Monts

Location

Main Office, Canmore
Transportation
Facilities
Main Office, Okotoks
Our Lady of the Snows School
Remo Targa, Vice Principal
Guy Perreault, Principal
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Work

1-866-667-3400
1-800-511-3447
403-245-7220
403-673-3790
Ext. 244
403-678-5541
1-800-795-7851
1-800-716-9132
403-932-2241
403-932-2707
403-245-7220
403-609-6400
310-9473
1-855-333-9473
403-673-3673
403-673-5120
1-888-472-2222
310-7429
1-800-661-7378
403-932-2441
403-530-5000
1-877-967-2555

Office

403-609-6072
403-678-5545
403-938-2659
403-609-3699
403-609-4948
403-609-0002

Cell

58-222-0741

403-860-7243

*611

Cell
403-678-1018
403-609-2972

2K

Name

Miscellaneous

Position

Work
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Cell

Alternate

2L

Government Agencies – Provincial and Federal

Provincial
Alberta Emergency Management Agency (AEMA)
Name
Position
Work
Provincial Operations Centre
(POC)
Rob Morton – Primary Contact

Randy Tiller – Secondary Contact

24-Hour Emergencies

Emergency Mgt. Field
Officer, Central Alberta
Emergency Mgt. Field
Officer, Central Alberta

Cell

1-866-618-2362

Fax

780-644-7962

403-297-5600

403-826-5615

403-297-6470

403-815-9665

403-297-4174

Alberta Agriculture & Forestry - Wildfire Management Branch (WMB)
Name
Position
Work
24-Hour
Wildfire Management Branch
Calgary Forest Area

Duty Officer – 24 Hr
Provincial Dispatch

Alberta Energy Regulator (AER)
Name
Position
Emergency Response Centre (CIC)

24-Hour Emergencies

Alberta Environment & Parks (AEP)
Name
Position

403-297-8822
310-FIRE

24-Hour

1-800-222-6514

Work

24-Hour

Alberta Environment Support and
Emergency Response Team
(ASERT) - Environmental Response
Line
Kananaskis Country Dispatch

24-Hour Emergency

24-Hour Emergency

403-591-7755

River Forecast Centre
http://rivers.alberta.ca/

24-Hour

780-427-8173

Alberta Health Services (AHS)
Name
Position
Single Point of Contact
STARS Air Ambulance
Banff Mineral Springs Hospital
Canmore Hospital
Cochrane Urgent Care Centre
Didsbury Hospital
Sundre Hospital
Alberta Healthlink
Public Health – Canmore
Public Health – Cochrane
Public Health Centre - Sundre

Work
403-295-1811
403-762-2222
403-678-5536
403-851-6000
403-335-9393
403-638-3033
403-678-5656
403-851-6000
403-638-4063
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1-800-222-6514

24-Hour

1-844-755-1788
#4567 cell phones
08:00-22:00 hrs
1-866-408-5465

Alberta Justice & Solicitor General (AJ) – Fish & Wildlife/Sheriffs
Name
Position
Work
Cell
Govt. Control Centre

24-Hour Emergency

780-422-9464

Alberta Municipal Affairs - Regional and Technical Support
Name
Position
Work
Tom Harnos

Regional Technical Advisor

403-592-4219

Cell

403-710-4287

Alberta Occupational Health & Safety (AOHS)
Name
Position
24-Hour
OHS Contact Centre

24-Hour Emergencies

Alberta Transportation (AT)
Name
Position
AB. Transportation Coordination and
Information Centre (DG CIC)
Perry Roberts

24-Hour Emergency
Field Supervisor

1-866-415-8690

Work

Cell

403-932-3383

403-815-1802

1-800-272-9600

Federal
Canadian Transport Emergency Centre (CANUTEC)
Name
Position
CANUTEC

Environment Canada
Name

Weather Forecasts – Emergency Use Only

Position

24-Hour

1-613-996-6666

24-Hour

1-800-667-8676

To Report Severe Weather

1-800-239-0484

Joint Rescue Coordination Centre/Transportation Safety Board
Name
Position
Work
Transportation Safety Board – Rail

24-Hour Emergency

1-819-997-7887

Transportation Safety Board – Air

24-Hour Emergency

1-800-387-3557

Joint Rescue Coordination Centre (JRCC)
Trenton, ON

24-Hour Emergency

1-800-267-7270

Parks Canada – Banff National Park
Name
Position
Banff Park Dispatch

Main Number
Back-Door
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24-Hour
762-1470
762-4506

Cell

2M Services and Supplies
Buses/Taxis/Vans
Name

A1 Eh Taxi
Apex Cabs
Banff Airporter
Brewster Inc
Canada Coach Lines
Canadian Rockies School Division
Cindy Mueller
Cougar Creek Taxi
Pinnacle Sightseeing & Tours
ROAM Transit
Southland Transportation – Rene Scott
Stoney Nakoda Resort Bus
Taxi 4U
Two Brothers Taxi

Boats
Name

AB. Parks - Kananaskis Country
Banff National Park
Brewster Attractions – Minnewanka
Canmore Fire/Rescue
Cochrane Emergency Management

Childcare Providers
Name

Distress Centre
Banff Child Care Centre
Canmore Community Daycare
Mountain Munchkin Daycare
Christopher Robin’s Playhouse
Sundre Daycare
Little Duckling Daycare
Mt Imagination Childcare Centre
Kidz Playhouse Daycare

Location

Work

Canmore
Canmore/Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Canmore

403-707-6683
403-609-0030
403-762-3330
403-762-6700
403-762-5844
403-678-5545

Canmore
Banff
Banff
Cochrane
Morley
Cochrane
Canmore

403-707-8772
403-762-5844
403-762-0606
403-932-7100
403-881-2830
403-932-0044
403-609-8505

Location
K-Country
Banff
Banff
Canmore
Cochrane

Location

Cell
403-996-0058
1-866-606-6700
403-678-7442

Cell

403-851-2541

403-763-8274
1-866-474-4766
403-996-0476
403-851-2545

Work

24 Hour Support Line
Banff
Canmore
Canmore
Cochrane
Sundre
Sundre
Sundre

211
403-762-3339
403-678-5762
403-678-5268
403-462-7870
403-419-9797
403-638-2627
403-638-8062

Didsbury

403-335-4757
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403-678-6668

1-888-862-5632
403-479-8294

Work

403-591-7755
403-762-1401
1-888-269-0524

Alternate

Alternate

Alternate

403-266-4357
403-431-7191
403-431-2230
403-688-0903
403-932-7870
403-636-1088
403-638-1952
403-988-3842
403-518-2600

Clergy
Name

Banff Park Church
Full Gospel Church
St George in the Pines Anglican
Ralph Connor United Church
Crossway Community Church
St Michael’s Anglican Church
Shepard of the Valley Lutheran

Location
Banff
Banff
Banff
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore

Bow Valley Baptist
St. Andrew’s United
St. Mary’s Catholic
Cremona Country Fellowship

Cochrane
Cochrane
Cochrane
Cremona

Sundre United

Sundre

Church of the Nazarene
Sundre Gospel Centre

Sundre
Sundre

Couriers
Name

Work

403-762-3225
403-762-2740
403-762-2128
403-678-5354
403-678-9801
Ext 5
403-762-2128
403-678-6700
403-932-4601
403-932-2585
403-932-2944
403-637-3878
403-638-4428
403-638-3603
403-638-4055
403-638-3537

Location
Canmore

Coyote Courier
FedEx
UPS Canada

Calgary to Banff
Calgary
Canmore

Cascade Cranes
Lafarge Exshaw Plant
Stampede Crane & Rigging
Sterling Cranes

Doctors/Medical Clinics
Name

Airdrie Medical Clinic
Associate Medical Clinic
Alpine Medical Clinic
Bear Street Family Physicians
Bow River Associate Medical Clinic
Canmore Associate Medical Clinic
Ridgeview Medical Centre
Three Sisters Obstetrics & Family Medicine
Cochrane Primary Care
Evolve Medical Clinic
Greenwood Family Physicians

Location
Canmore
Exshaw
Calgary
Calgary

Location
Airdrie
Airdrie
Banff
Banff
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Cochrane
Cochrane
Sundre
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403-707-7140
403-637-2650
587-227-3382
403-477-7962
403-637-0011
403-638-1485
403-638-4522
403-638-3992

403-678-5008
403-312-7238
1-800-463-3339
403-609-3224

Work
403-673-3533
403-673-5166
403-571-6800
403-279-6585

Work

403-948-3109
403-948-6422
403-762-3155
403-762-4846
403-609-2136
403-678-5585
403-609-8333
403-609-9095
403-932-2089
403-932-2255
403-638-2424

Alternate

403-609-8769

Work

Canmore Courier & Transport

Cranes
Name

Cell

403-762-1060
403-760-8703
403-707-7140
403-493-4923

Alternate

403-688-5575
(24-Hour)

Cell

Alternate

Cell

Alternate

403-678-7094
403-707-8862
403-609-1622

Electrical
Name

Henry’s Electric
Mike’s Electric
Big Hill Electrical
LSB Electrical

Location

Equipment Rental
Name

Location

Fencing
Name

Location

R-Joy Rentals
Canmore Outdoor Power Equipment Rentals
Cochrane Rental Centre
Cat Rental
Action Equipment
Big Jack Rentals

Fin-Wall Site Services
On-Site Security
RiteWay Fencing

First Aid
Name

Work

Banff
Banff
Cochrane
Didsbury

Canmore
Canmore
Cochrane
Cochrane
Red Deer
Sundre

Work

403-678-5722
403-678-5666
403-851-9997
403-932-3821
403-340-1700
403-638-2789

403-678-0780

Cell

Alternate

403-678-7580
403-679-8073
587-830-5673
1-866-285-5550

Work

Calgary

403-280-5180

Calgary
Calgary

403-265-7337
1-800-425-5121

Location

Baymag – Neil Bonesky

Exshaw

Graymont – Mario Couture

Exshaw

Lafarge – Kate Strachan

Exshaw
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Alternate

403-762-3287
403-762-2871
403-869-6114
403-420-5931

Work

403-673-3790
Ext 224
403-673-5252
403-673-3673
403-673-5217
403-673-5120

403-851-0377

Alternate

403-880-4750 (24-Hr)
403-850-5795
403-969-5957 (24-Hr)
403-243-8733

Cell
403-851-0720
403-688-7003
403-707-5629

Food Services
Name

Aardvark Pizza & Sub
Boston Pizza
Boston Pizza
Domino’s Pizza
The Drake Inn
Panago Pizza
Patrinos
Rocky Mountain Flatbread Co.
Rose and Crown Restaurant
Royal Canadian Legion Canmore
Safeway Canmore
Save-On-Foods
Westview Co-op
Boston Pizza
Panago Pizza
Save-On-Foods
Safeway
KC Foods
Husky Car/Truck Stop
Mad Dog Cafe
Didsbury AG Foods
JD’s Restaurant & Pizza
Heart Mountain Store/Cafe
Royal Canadian Legion Exshaw
Stoney Nakoda Resort and Casino
Nakoda Lodge (Seasonal)
Boston Pizza
Sobeys Olds
Sundre Hotel Restaurant
IGA Sundre
Water Valley Saloon
Water Valley General Store
Enviros Wilderness Camp

Fuel
Name

Heart Mountain Store
Canmore PetroCan – 24-hour diesel fuel
Cochrane Shell
Cremona PetroCan
Ghost Station

Location

Work

Banff
Banff
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Carstairs
Westview
Cochrane
Cochrane
Cochrane
Cochrane
Cremona
Dead Man’s Flats
Dead Man’s Flats
Didsbury
Didsbury
Exshaw

403-760-5500
403-762-2192
403-678-3300
403-609-4443
403-678-5131
403-310-0001
403-678-4060
403-609-5508
403-678-5168
403-678-5060
403-609-2955
403-678-6326
403-337-3361
403-556-3335
403-932-8000
403-310-0001
403-932-3222
403-851-1290
403-637-2816
403-678-4333
403-609-3671
403-335-9595
403-335-3541

Exshaw
Morley
Morley
Olds
Olds
Sundre
Sundre
Water Valley
Water Valley
Water Valley

403-673-3522
403-881-2830
403-881-3949
403-556-7988
403-556-3113
403-638-3777
403-638-3886
403-637-2284
403-637-2109
403-219-3499
Camp Ext 22

Location

403-673-2473

Work

Exshaw

403-673-2473

Canmore
Cochrane
Cremona
Hwys 1A & 40

403-678-5644
403-932-4562
403-637-3816
403-851-5209
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Cell

403-760-0147
403-512-8358
403-609-1503

Alternate

403-678-1047
403-678-5524
403-688-2840
403-678-4200

403-389-4665
587-227-6854
403-813-4836
403-688-8342

403-335-8786

403-609-1463
403-688-1383
403-679-8172

403-638-3040
403-815-3528
403-850-5553

Cell

403-609-1463
403-688-1383
403-815-9270
403-637-0096
403-399-5103

403-638-3369

Alternate

Gravel
Name

Burnco – Andy Suurallik
Lafarge
Volker Stevin – Scott MacLean
Big Hill Springs Pit

Location

Work

Exshaw

403-678-5541
403-673-2334 (24 hr)
403-678-5342
403-932-7784

Exshaw

Scott Maclean
Cochrane

Heating/Plumbing
Name

Geyer Heating and Sheet Metal Ltd.
Honeywell Service
Bighorn Sheet Metal
Avalanche Plumbing and Appliance
Omega Plumbing and Heating
Blackbird Plumbing and Gasfitting

Heavy Equipment
Name

Location

Banff
Banff/Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Cochrane
Didsbury
Exshaw

Location

Baymag
Boom Construction

Exshaw
Cremona

Cell

403-819-1744
403-673-3673
403-673-5111

Chief Construction
Cochrane Excavating
Downer Contracting

Calgary
Cochrane
Exshaw

Foran Equipment
Graymont
Lafarge
Prairie Pride

Crossfield
Exshaw
Exshaw
Canmore

403-946-5190
403-673-5252
403-673-5221

Canmore

403-678-4406

Sundre
Canmore
Cochrane
Calgary
Sundre
Exshaw
Canmore

403-638-3151

Rob Cruell
Trent Cruell

Rick Martin Trucking
Ridgely Contracting (Mark Ridgely)
Slimdor Contracting
Standard General
Sundre Contracting
Two Feathers Contracting
Volker Stevin
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403-571-5800

Alternate

403-762-3507
403-762-2221
403-678-6072
1-866-477-9931

Alternate

403-673-3790 Ext’s. 231, 322, 226
403-637-2348
403-888-9887
403-946-0066
403-678-6194
403-678-7887
403-678-2659
403-609-7760
403-678-2681
403-609-7766
403-569-1200
403-932-6049
403-815-0567
403-609-8272
403-609-7812

Canmore
Canmore

Procat Contracting

403-762-2468
1-877-487-6720
403-678-5320
403-678-9931
403-932-5015
403-335-4020
403-688-2939

Work

Bow Kor Excavating
Bremner Engineering

Murray Hunter
Gordon Hunter

Work

Alternate

587-222-0741

403-932-4666
403-255-1131
403-638-2266
403-673-2443
403-678-5342

403-678-0550
403-707-9400
403-678-7882
403-678-7795
403-556-0297
403-688-3888
403-618-2003
403-857-0308
403-609-7310
1-888-877-6237

Helicopters
Name

Location

Alpine Helicopters

First Call - Kent Draper, Manager
Second Call - Emergency Pager**
**Try not to call Pager # in middle of night, call closer to
sunrise to allow pilot to sleep
Elbow River Helicopters
Great Slave Helicopters
LR Helicopters
Mountain View Helicopters

Hotels
Name

Location

Hydrovac Services
Name

Location

Red Carpet Inn
Banff Voyager Inn
Homestead Inn
Charlton’s Banff
Lamphouse Hotel
Rocky Mountain Ski Lodge
Quality Resort Chateau Canmore
Sunset Resorts Canmore
Rundle Mountain Lodge
Canmore Inn and Suites
Drake Inn
Days Inn
Super 8
Golden West Motor Inn
Bow River Inn
Days Inn & Suites
Ramada
Super 8 Hotel
Hawk’s Nest Motel
Big Horn Motel
Didsbury Country Inn
Didsbury Motel
Stoney Nakoda Resorts
Chinook Country Inn
Sun Plaza Motel

Badger Daylighting
Calgary Septic Company
Downer Contracting

Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Carstairs
Cochrane
Cochrane
Cochrane
Cochrane
Cremona
Dead Man’s Flats
Didsbury
Didsbury
Exshaw/Morley
Sundre
Sundre

Calgary
Calgary
Exshaw
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Work

Canmore

403-678-4802

Springbank
Springbank
Springbank
Springbank

403-202-2019
403-286-2040
403-286-4601
403-286-7186

Work

403-762-4184
403-762-3301
403-762-4471
403-762-4485
1-855-219-4707
403-678-5445
403-678-6699
403-675-7861
403-678-5322
403-609-4656
403-678-5131
403-678-4688
403-609-9999
403-337-3333
403-932-7900
403-932-5588
403-932-6355
403-932-1410
403-637-2185
403-678-2290
403-335-8088
403-335-3159
403-881-2830
403-638-3300
403-638-3516

Work

1-800-465-4273
403-262-7667
403-609-8272

Cell

Cell

403-519-2999
403-609-7812

Cell
403-678-8152
403-678-8222
403-689-9509
403-669-1294

Alternate

Alternate

Livestock Stables
Name

Location

Diamond Willow Stables
Foxwood Farms
Kenhold Equestrian Centre
MC Equestrian Centre
Barrier Mountain Outfitters
Dragonfly Ranch
Anderson Valley Ranch

Media Outlets
Name

Banff Crag & Canyon
Bell Media
CBC Radio
CBC TV
City TV
CTV TV (CFCN)
Cochrane Eagle
Cochrane Times
Corus Radio
Global TV
Mountain FM Radio
Mountain View Gazette
Rocky Mountain Outlook
Shaw TV

Pharmacies
Name

Cascade Rexall Drugs
Gourlay’s Pharmacy
Gourlay’s Pharmacy
Rexall Pharmacy
Safeway Pharmacy
Shoppers Drug Mart
Save On Foods Pharmacy
Pharmasave
Rexall Drugs
Two Pharmacy
Safeway Pharmacy
Save On Foods Pharmacy
Pharmasave
Value Drug Mart
Pharmasave
Pharmachoice Community Drug Mart

Cochrane
Cochrane
Cochrane
Cochrane
Sundre
Water Valley
Water Valley

Location

Work

403-992-7433
403-932-9652
403-828-3674
403-932-3341
403-637-3735
403-637-3004
403-637-3737

Work

Banff
Calgary
Calgary
Calgary
Calgary
Calgary
Cochrane
Cochrane
Calgary
Calgary
Canmore

403-762-2453
403-240-5800
403-521-6000
403-521-6340
403-508-2222
403-240-5600
403-932-6588
403-932-3500
403-716-6500
403-235-7777
403-678-2222

Olds
Canmore
Calgary

403-556-7510
403-609-0220
403-716-6010

Location
Banff
Banff
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Carstairs
Cochrane
Cochrane
Cochrane
Cochrane
Didsbury
Didsbury
Sundre
Sundre
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Work

403-762-2245
403-762-2516
403-678-5288
403-678-4301
403-609-2983
403-678-8750
403-678-6394
403-337-3044
403-932-3444
403-932-2500
403-851-1279
403-932-7257
403-335-3066
403-335-3307
403-638-4944
403-638-3922

Cell

Cell

403-585-5811

403-507-9755
403-608-2985

Alternate

403-521-6000

403-688-5333
(Emergency)

Alternate

Radios/Telephones
Name

Amateur Radio Emergency Services (ARES)

Location

Work

TAC Solutions
The Phone Store

Ian Burgess
Michael Curtis
Calgary
Canmore

403-966-6506
403-808-0858
403-253-9642
403-678-2525

Westcan Wireless
WiCom Solutions

Calgary
Banff

403-265-2355
403-762-2757

Security
Name

High Mountain Protection Service
Spillet Security
Dominion Protection Services Ltd.
Security Services Group

Towing
Name

Big Hill Towing
Big Norm Towing and Auto Salvage
Delson’s Enterprises
Standish Towing
United Towing

Translation/Interpreters
Name

Location
Canmore
Canmore
Calgary
Calgary

Location

Cochrane
Cochrane
Sundre
Banff/Canmore
Canmore/Cochrane

Able Translations 100 Languages
AMM Arabic Translation & Interpretation Services
We Do Translation Inc.
Expert Translation Services
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403-609-1010
403-762-1982
403-996-0240

Work

Alternate

Cell

Alternate

403-678-4642
403-678-4642
403-717-1732
587-353-4626

Work

403-932-3336
403-932-9568
403-638-3934
403-762-4869
403-679-3333

Location
Calgary
Toronto
Ottawa
Canmore

Alternate

403-678-1734
403-851-0666

Work

403-699-8500
416-759-4334
888-722-3515
403-609-2796

Alternate

1-800-840-5370
416-759-7698

Veterinarians/Pet Boarding
Name

Banff Vet Services (No kennels)
Blue Ribbon Kennels (Dogs only)
Bow River Veterinary Centre
Canmore Veterinary Hospital
SPCA Bow Valley
Carstairs Vet Services
Mountain View Pet Resort (No birds or fish)
Nip & Bone Pet Boarding (No birds or fish)
Arrowhead Vet Centre, Cochrane
Big Hill Vet Clinic, Cochrane (No kennels)
Cochrane Animal and Vet Clinic
Cochrane Vet Care Clinic (No kennels)
Cowboy Trail Kennels (Dogs only)
Gone Wild Kennels
Happy Trails Pet Retreat
Springfield Kennels (Dogs only)
Tree Tops Pet Resort
Cremona Vet Clinic (No kennels)
Winauby Boarding Kennels (Dogs only)
Wolfies Pet Resort (Dogs only)
Didsbury Vet Clinic (No kennels)
Springbank Pet Resort (No birds or fish)
Pioneer Vet Services

Location

Waste Removal
Name

Location

Water/Sewage Services
Name

Location

JMB Waste Management
Waste Connections of Canada
Waste Management Canada

Canmore Septic Tank
Big Dripper Water Hauling Inc.
William Rivers & Sons Fresh Water Hauling
Our Can Co.
Mr. P. Potty
Canmore Septic Tank
Rockyview Aqua & Cochrane Septic

Work

Banff
Bragg Creek
Canmore
Canmore
Canmore
Carstairs
Carstairs
Carstairs
Cochrane
Cochrane
Cochrane
Cochrane
Cochrane
Cochrane
Cochrane
Cochrane
Cochrane
Cremona
Cremona
Cremona
Didsbury
Springbank
Sundre

403-762-3611
403-949-2963
403-678-9595
403-678-4425
403-609-2202
403-337-3221
403-337-2959
403-335-4409
403-932-2370
403-932-6160
403-932-5875
403-932-4138
403-851-0888
403-932-7570
403-851-2050
403-932-0037
403-932-3354
403-637-3928
403-335-8767
403-337-1996
403-335-3519
403-217-7387
403-638-3774

Banff
Calgary
Calgary

24-Hour Emerg

403-678-8343
403-888-8519
403-932-2875
403-804-5259

Work

Alternate

Work

Alternate

403-762-2162
403-264-6332
1-800-665-1898

Canmore
Cochrane
Bowden
Sundre
Cochrane
Canmore
Rockyview/Cochrane

403-678-8343

403-678-4511
403-851-1003
403-556-1610
403-638-9220
403-932-3352
403-678-4511
403-239-4163

403-932-5515

Western Canada Spill Services (WCSS) Area P Oil Spill Cooperative
http://www.wcss.ab.ca
Name
Location
Work
Cell
WCSS 24-Hour Emergency Line

1-866-541-8888
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Appendix 3
ECC Forms
Form #

Form Name

Primary User

ECC 400A

Declaration of a State of Local Emergency

ECC Management

ECC 400B

Public Announcement Following the
Declaration of a State of Local Emergency

ECC Management

ECC 400C

Termination of a State of Local Emergency

ECC Management

ECC 401A

ECC Status Report

All

ECC 414

ECC Position Log

All

ECC 420A

Evacuation Alert

ECC Management

ECC 420O

Evacuation Order

ECC Management

ECC 420R

Evacuation Rescind

ECC Management

ECC 501

ECC Situation Report

ECC Planning

ECC 502

ECC Action Plan

ECC Planning

ECC 511

ECC Check-In/Check-Out List

ECC Planning

ECC 514

ECC Resource Request

All

ECC 515

ECC Resource Request Tracking Sheet

ECC Logistics & Operations

ECC 516

ECC Resource Status

ECC Planning

ECC 531

ECC Expenditure Tracking Report

ECC Finance/Admin
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Declaration of a State of Local Emergency (SOLE)
ECC 400A
Whereas an emergency exists in the MD of BIGHORN OR PART THERE OF

due to ___________________________________________________________
(Description of the nature of the emergency)

Therefore, the Local Authority declares that a State of Local Emergency exists in the
MD OF BIGHORN OR PART THERE OF.

Time: ___________________

Date: _______________________

Signature: ________________________

Title: _______________________

Name:

________________________

Signature: ________________________
Name:

Title: _______________________

________________________

Send to: Alberta Emergency Management Agency (AEMA)
Email: ma.poc@gov.ab.ca
Fax: 780-644-7962

ECC 400A
Sept/2020
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Public Announcement Following the
Declaration of a State of Local Emergency (SOLE)
ECC 400B

The Local Authority of the MD OF BIGHORN declares that a State of Local
Emergency exists or may exist in
THE MD OF BIGHORN OR PART THERE OF
due to:
(Description of emergency)

“The public is advised that for the duration of the emergency, the
Local Authority may take any action it deems necessary to manage
the situation.”

ECC 400B
Sept/2020
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Termination of
Declaration of a State of Local Emergency (SOLE)
ECC 400C
WHEREAS an emergency existed in the MD OF BIGHORN
(name of Municipality)
______

due to

(Description of emergency)
The Local Authority, satisfied that an emergency no longer exists, does hereby
terminate the Declaration of a State of Local Emergency effective immediately.
Time:

Date:

Signature: _____________________

Title: _________________________

Name:

_____________________

Signature: _____________________
Name:

Title: _________________________

_____________________

Send to: Alberta Emergency Management Agency (AEMA)
Email: ma.poc@gov.ab.ca
Fax: 780-644-7962

ECC 400C
Sept/2020
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Incident Name/No:

ECC Status Report
ECC 401A

Date/Time:

Section/Function
Reporting:

Prepared By:

(Name/Agency/Contact #)

Current Situation: What is currently occurring within the area of responsibility for the Section/Function?

Outstanding Issues/Challenges/Problems: What issues within the current Operational Period still need to be
resolved?

Anticipated Priorities/Activities: What will the Section/Function priorities be during the next Operational Period?

Other Comments/Issues:

Distribution:

☐ Section/Function Personnel ☐ ECC Planning

☐ ECC Director

☐ Other:__________________________________
ECC 401A
Sept/2020
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ECC 401A
Sept/2020
Page 183

ECC Position Log
ECC 414

Incident
Name/No:

Date:

Name:
Time

Position:
To/From

Action/Decision/Enquiry

Follow-Up
Required

ECC 414
Sept/2020
Page 184

ECC 414
Sept/2020
Page 185

Working Notes
ECC 414

ECC 414
Sept/2020
Page 186

EVACUATION ALERT
Enter Evacuation Alert Area
Enter Date and Time
An Evacuation Alert has been issued by the MD OF BIGHORN due to the potential threat to life and
health from describe the threat.
The Evacuation Alert applies to the following area(s) (insert map):
 Provide accurate geographic description including boundaries
This Evacuation Alert has been issued to prepare you to evacuate your premises or property should it
be found necessary.
Residents will be given as much advance notice as possible prior to evacuation however you may
receive limited notice due to changing conditions.
WHAT YOU SHOULD DO:
Prepare for an Evacuation Order by:
 Locating all family members or co-workers and designate a meeting place/Reception Centre
outside the Evacuation Area, should an Evacuation Order be called while separated
 Gathering essential items such as prescription medications, eyeglasses, valuable papers (i.e.
insurance), immediate care needs for dependants and, if you choose, keepsakes – have these
items readily available for quick departure
 Preparing to move any disabled persons and/or children
 Moving pets and livestock to a safe area
 Arranging for transportation for household members or co-workers in the event of an
Evacuation Order.
 Pre-arranging accommodation for your family if possible
 Monitor the MD of Bighorn website, social media and local radio for information on
Evacuation Orders and Reception Centre locations
For more information contact: 403-673-3611 or refer to the MD of Bighorn website.
Signature
_____________________________
Name, Title of Authorized Designate

ECC 420A
Sept/2020
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EVACUATION ORDER
Enter Evacuation Order Area
Enter Date and TimePursuant to cite legal authority an Evacuation Order has been issued by the MD OF BIGHORN due
to immediate threat to life safety from describe the threat.
Members of the list agencies will be expediting this action.
The Evacuation Order applies to the following area(s) (insert map):
 Provide accurate geographic description including boundaries and which Reception Centre each
area should report to
WHAT YOU SHOULD DO:
 You must leave the area immediately.
 Follow the travel route provided and register at name and address of Reception Centre(s).
 If you need transportation assistance please advise the individual providing this notice or call
403-673-3611.
 Close all windows and doors.
 Turn off all gas and electrical appliances except refrigerators and freezers.
 Close gates but do not lock.
 Gather your family.
 Take critical items (prescription medications, eyeglasses, purse/wallet, keys, valuable papers).
 Take pets in pet kennels or on leash.
 Do not use telephone unless you need emergency service.

YOU MUST LEAVE THE AREA IMMEDIATELY
For more information contact: 403-673-3611 or refer to the MD of Bighorn website.
Signature
_______________________________
Name, Title of Authorized Designate
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EVACUATION RESCIND
Enter Evacuation Rescind Area
Enter Date and Time
The Evacuation Order, pursuant to cite legal authority issued date and time to the following areas is
rescinded (insert map):
 List areas rescinded.
An Evacuation Alert will remain in place for (delete if not applicable):
 List areas remaining under Evacuation Alert.

An Evacuation Order may need to be re-issued however if that is necessary the process will recommence.

For more information contact: 403-673-3611 or refer to the MD of Bighorn website.

Signature
_______________________________
Name, Title of Authorized Designate
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Incident Name/No:

ECC Situation Report
ECC 501
Date/Time:

Prepared By:

Approved By:

Overview
ECC Contact Information:
Name:
Function/Title:
Agency:
Phone #:
Email:
Weather Conditions:
Temp (oC)
Current
Forecast

Current Status:
Report Type:

Situation Forecast:

RH (%)

Precipitation

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Initial
Update #
Final
Worsening
Stable
Improving

Wind Direction (from) & Speed (kmh)

Highlights/Concerns (Situational Overview-Key Points):

Current Priority Needs (Resources/Information/Support):
Resource Request Attached:
☐Yes
☐No

Future Outlook/Planned Actions:

ECC 501
Sept/2020
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Site-Support Activities
Protective Actions:
State of Local Emergency
Declared
Protective Measures in Effect:
Shelter-in-Place
Evacuation Alert(s)
Evacuation Order(s)
Evacuation Rescind(s)

☐ Yes
No

☐

☐ Yes
No
☐ Yes
No
☐ Yes
No
☐ Yes
No

☐

Effective Date/Time

Anticipated Termination Date

Coverage Area(s)

# Persons Impacted

☐
☐
☐

ESS Reception Centre Information:
Facilities Activated

Location

Facility
Capacity

Total #
Registered

Comments

# Beds
Occupied

# Beds
Available

Health Care Centre Information:
Health Care
Facility

Operational Status (Yes / No)
Comms
Power
Water

Comments

Current Resources Information:
Resource
Police Officers
Search & Rescue Members
Fire & Rescue
Structural Firefighters
Structural Fire Apparatus
Wildland Firefighters
Wildland Fire Apparatus
Aircraft
Municipal
Staff
Vehicles
Equipment
Emergency Social Services
Local Authority Staff
Volunteer Staff
Provincial
Staff
Vehicles
Equipment
Ambulances/EMS

Assigned

Available

Critical Need
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Other (Military, Federal, etc.):

Community Impacts
People Impacts:
# Evacuated

☐ None

☐ Estimated

# Shelter-in-Place

Livestock Impacts:

☐ None

# Missing

# Injured

☐ Estimated

Animal Type

☐ None

Road/Bridge/Railroad Name

# Fatalities

# Hospitalized

☐ Confirmed

# Dead/Injured

Transportation Impacts:

Utility Impacts:
Type
Water

☐ Confirmed

☐ Estimated

# Evacuated

# Disposed

☐ Confirmed

Status

(Partially Blocked, Closed)

☐ None
☐ Estimated
Customers Without Service

Comments

(Anticipated re-open time)

☐ Confirmed
Comments

Sewer
Power
Natural Gas
Telephone
Internet

Structure Impacts:
Residential

☐ None
Damaged

☐ Estimated
Destroyed

☐ Confirmed

Comments

Commercial
Industrial
Municipal
Prov/Federal
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Incident Name/No:

ECC Action Plan
ECC 502

Jurisdiction/Agency:

Date Prepared:
Prepared for
Operational
Period No:

Time Prepared:
Start
Date & Time:

End
Date & Time:

Objectives/Priorities: (what high-level activities are necessary to complete during this operational period?)

Related
Tasks

Responsible

1.

Related
Tasks

Responsible

2.

Related
Tasks

Responsible

3.

Related
Tasks

Responsible

4.

Related
Tasks

Responsible

5.

Prepared By (ECC Planning Section Head):

Distribution:

☐ ECC Mgt Team ☐ ECC Planning

Approved By (ECC Director):

☐ ECC Director
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☐ ECC Personnel

Date/Time Approved:

☐ Other:__________________________
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Check-In / Check-Out List
ECC 511

Incident Name/No:
Operational
Period
Name

Date:

Location:

From:
To:
Employee #
or Agency

Vehicle/
Unit#

Function
(Task)

Time
IN
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Time
OUT

Total
Hours

Employee Signature

OFFICE ONLY
Reg
OT
Other
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ECC Resource Request
ECC 514

Incident Name/No:

Request #:

Date/Time:

Precedence Level:
☐ Emergency

☐ Priority

☐ Routine

Requested By:
Name/Position:
Agency:
Contact No./Email:
Resources Required:
Qty
Units of
Measure

Resource Description
(Kind/Type)

Purpose

Report Time &
Location

Special Instructions: (what must the resource come with, ingress/egress routes, safety issues)

Financial Approval:
Name

Function/Title

Signature

Response to Resource Request:
Resources Available:
Comments:

☐ Yes

☐ No

Date/Time Deployed:

☐ Partial

Estimated Date/Time of
Arrival:

Request Filled By:
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Incident Name/No:
Request
#

Date:

Requested By:
Qty

Resource Description

Loop Closed
Finance

Contact
Info

Status

Requester

Name/Position/Agency

Resource(s) Requested

Supplier

Request
Received
Date
Time

ECC Resource Request Tracking Sheet
ECC 515

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐
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Incident Name/No:

ECC Resource Status
ECC 516

Date/Time:

Operational
From:

Period

Prepared By:
To:

Resource Kind/Type

Location
Deployed

Critical
Resource
Y/N

Total #
Assigned

Total #
Available

Available
as of
Date / Time
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Incident Name/No:

ECC Expenditure Tracking Report
ECC 531
Date/Time:

Operational
From:

Period
Order
Date

Section:
To:

Goods/Services
Received

Vendor/Supplier

Estimated
Cost

Payment
Method

Total Estimated Daily Expenses
ECC 531
Sept/2020
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Appendix 4
Emergency Resource Lists














Reception Centre Kit 1 (MD Office Basement)
Reception Centre Kit 2 (Rural Trailer/MD Shop)
Blankets
Outside (MD Shop)
Oxygen
Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus
SeaCan #1 (MD Shop)
SeaCan #2 (MD Shop)
SeaCan #3 (MD Shop)
Rural Trailer (MD Shop)
Urban Trailer (MD Shop)
Incident Command Post Trailer (Jamieson Fire Hall)
Sprinkler Trailer (Exshaw Fire Hall)
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Reception Centre Kit 1 (MD Office Basement)
BIN 1 OF 3
Quantity

1
1
1 set
2
1
1
250
500
10 forms
10 forms
10 forms
10 forms
10 forms
1
1
40
1 pkg.
1 box
1 pkg.
1 pkg.
4
1 file folder

2
12
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
4
2
2
2
3
4
6

Item Description

MD Bighorn Land Ownership map updated 2014
Sheet describing: lot, block and plan of hamlets
Blank volunteer worker registration forms
Duotangs
Reception Centre Manual
Psychological First Aid Manual
Registration cards (carbon copy)
Inquiry cards (carbon copy)
Staff & Volunteer Assignment & Call Out Lists
Lodging Registration
Evacuee Registration
Emergency Operations Log
Volunteer Forms
Registration cards poster
Inquiry cards poster
Brown Envelopes (8.5 x 11)
350/pack mailing labels
50 top loading name badge holder kit – hanging style
60/pkg name badge insert sheets
Carbon paper
Ziploc bags (large)
Various signs:
Clothing
Directional arrows
Entrance
Exit
Feeding
First Aid
Information
Ladies
Mens
Lodging
Manager
Out of Bounds
Personal Services
Reception
Registration & Inquiry
Staff Only
Washrooms
Blank Cards
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Reception Centre Kit 1 (MD Office Basement)
BIN 2 OF 3
Quantity
1
4
2
5 pads
2 pkgs.
50
2
5
6
2

Item Description

Disaster Social Services Sub-Manual
Slimline Clipboards with Covers
Clipboards with no cover
Lined Paper
White Paper
Page protectors
Brown Accordion Files
White protective overall suits
Reflective vests, blue
Phone jack cables
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Reception Centre Kit 1 (MD Office Basement)
BIN 3 OF 3
Quantity

12
12
1 box
1 box
2
1 box
1
1 roll
1 roll
1 roll
4 rolls
1
1 roll
1 roll
2
2
13
1 pair
1 box
1 box
2
9
11
1 box
1
1 box
1 pkg.
1
3
1
1
24
60
2
6 pair
1 bottle
1 kit
1
1 pkg.
2 pads
2
1 box
2
1
1
2
Various

Item Description

2-inch fold back clips
1-inch fold back clips
1.75-inch jumbo paper clips
Paper clips, regular
Staplers (standard)
500 – standard staples
Staple remover
1-inch masking tape
3/4-inch masking tape
Packing tape
Magic tape
Scotch tape dispenser
Caution tape
Fluorescent flagging tape
50-foot coil of nylon rope
Coils of 12 metre twine
Elastic bands
5-inch scissors
5 ea. Colored highlighter markers
4 ea. Color flip chart markers
Sharpie markers, jumbo – 1 red & 1 black
Sharpies – 2 black, 7 blue
Pens – 4 black, 5 blue, 2 red
12/box – HB pencils
Pencil sharpener
10 pin-on name tag holders
100 ea. write-on name labels
Solar calculator
Headlamps & batteries
AM/FM radio- solar/hand crank powered
LED flashlight with batteries
AAA batteries
AA batteries
Influenza care kits
Rubber gloves
Hand sanitizer
First Aid
Paper punch
File labels
Post-Its, 1 small, 1 large
Note pads
Thumbtacks
Plastic garbage bags (large)
Whistle
12-inch ruler
Water bottles
Pamphlets on ‘Well Being’
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Reception Centre Kit 2 (Rural Trailer)
BIN 1 OF 3
Quantity

1
1 pkg.
1 set
2
1
1
250
500
20
1 pkg.
1 box
1 pkg.
1 pkg.
4
1
1 file folder

2
12
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
4
2
2
2
3
4
6

Item Description

MD Bighorn Land Ownership map updated 2014
Sheets describing: lot, block and plan of hamlets
Blank volunteer worker registration forms
Booklet
Reception Centre Manual
Psychological First Aid: Guide for Field Workers
Registration cards (carbon copy) with instructions
Inquiry cards (carbon copy) with instructions
Brown Envelopes (8.5 x 11)
350/pack mailing labels
50 top loading name badge holder kit – hanging style
60/pkg name badge insert sheets
Carbon paper
Ziploc Bags
Personal Services manual
Various signs:
Clothing
Directional arrows
Entrance
Exit
Feeding
First Aid
Information
Ladies
Mens
Lodging
Manager
Out of Bounds
Personal Services
Reception
Registration & Inquiry
Staff Only
Washrooms
Blank Cards
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Reception Centre Kit 2 (Rural Trailer)
BIN 2 OF 3
Quantity

12
12
1 box
1 box
2
1 box
1
1
1 pkg.
2 rolls
1 roll
4 rolls
1
1 roll
1 roll
1
2
1 pkg.
1 pair
1 box
1 box
2
4
14
1 box
1
1 pkg.
1 pkg.
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
6 pair
1 bottle
1
2
Various
2 pkgs.
2
2
2

Item Description

2-inch fold back clips
1-inch fold back clips
1.75-inch jumbo paper clips
Paper clips, regular
Staplers (standard)
5000 – standard staples
Staple remover
Paper punch
File labels
Masking tape (one roll 1-inch; 1 roll ¾ inch)
Packing tape
Magic tape
Scotch tape dispenser
Caution tape
Fluorescent flagging tape
50-foot coil of nylon rope
Coils of 12 metre twine
Elastic bands
5-inch scissors
5 ea. Colored highlighter markers
4 ea. Color flip chart markers
Sharpie markers, jumbo – 1 red & 1 black
Sharpies – 2 black, 2 blue
Pens – 6 black, 7 blue, 2 red
12/box – HB pencils
Pencil sharpener
10 pin-on name tag holders
52 ea. write-on name labels
Solar calculator
Headlamps & batteries
AM/FM radio- solar/hand crank powered
LED flashlight with batteries
Box of Thumbtacks
Whistle
12” ruler
Rubber gloves
Hand sanitizer
First aid kit
Large plastic garbage bags
Pamphlets on well being
Sticky notes (1 small, 1 large)
Notepads
Water bottles
Influenza kits
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Reception Centre Kit 2 (Rural Trailer)
BIN 3 OF 3
Quantity
1
4
2
5 pads
1 pkg.
50
2
6

Item Description

Disaster Social Services Sub-Manual
Slimline Clipboards with Covers
Clipboards with no cover
Lined Paper
White Paper
Page protectors
Brown Accordion Files
Reflective Vests

NOTE: Assorted replacement batteries are kept in
Communications Trailer, to avoid freezing.
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Blankets
Quantity
13
56
18
16
92
100

Item Description

Location

Blankets, Fleece
Blankets, Fleece
Blankets, Fleece
Blankets, Wool
Blankets, Fleece
Blankets, Small, 2-person

MD Basement
MD Urban/Rural Trailers

Exshaw Fire Hall- (No restock)
MD Seacan 1
Town of Canmore

Outside (MD Shop)
Quantity

Item Description

2

72kw/480v diesel powered generator

1
1
2

Gas powered sand bagger
2000L fuel tank
16’ flat deck utility trailer Big Tex

2 units

Model #

CPG90T3
QAS90JDST3
M-2
20TCG
70-CH-16

Atlas Copco light plant

QLT M10

Oxygen

Quantity

Exshaw F.D.
Jamieson Road F.D.
Ghost River F.D.
Canmore F.D.
Banff F.D.
Cochrane F.D.

Item Description

4 Size D- Rick Lyster
2 Size D- Wayne Dick
2 Size D- Tom McFadden
26 Size D, 5 Size M
3 portable cylinders- Silvio Adamo
5 size D- David Humphrey

Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus
Quantity

Exshaw F.D.
Jamieson Road F.D.
Ghost River F.D.
Canmore F.D.
Banff F.D.
Cochrane F.D.

11 sets, 11 spare bottles
2 sets, 2 spare bottles
4 sets, 4 spare bottles
22 sets, 40 spare bottles
24 sets
27 sets
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Item Description

Serial #

HOP101822
HOP102397
1458
201616
112918
112919
8972822964

SeaCan #1 (MD Shop)
Quantity
2
4
3
4000 ft.
3
2
3
3
59
4 boxes

Item Description

4” gas powered pumps (Honda)
4” suction hose
6000W gas powered generators
(Surge Master SM)
6” flat discharge hose
Portable lights with stand (red)
Portable lights without stand (yellow)
50’ Extension cords
100’ Extension cords
Woods LX cots
Fleece blankets

SeaCan #2 (MD Shop)
Quantity
1
1
6
1

Item Description

6” diesel powered pump
6” diesel powered pump
6” suction hose
Large power cord to attach generators to school

SeaCan #3 (MD Shop)
Quantity
2000
1000
62
1000 ft.
2
5
1
1
4
2000 ft
1
1
2

1 lgth
1
2
2
1

Item Description

Empty sand bags 14”x26” (green)
Empty sand bags 12”x30” (white)
Emergency cots
Dam Bags (3.5 pallets)
Dam Bag stands
Plastic water tanks
Brigs and Stratton pump for water trailers
Brigs and Stratton pump for water trailers
Plastic sandbag filters
4” discharge hose
Pintle Hitch receiver
Trailer Hitch receiver with 2” & 2 5/16” balls
Plastic totes with water pump and tank
accessories including:
Hose
Hydrant wrench
Quick-connect hoses
Short suction hoses
Long suction hose
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Model #

Serial #

GX340

847658, 910271

SM6000LHE

9710060, 9710078,
9710079

15 amp
13 amp
23 each

Model #

92 total

Serial #

18891
18887

VP66510L71
VPEM66S12

Model #

Serial #

OHV 6.5 HP
950/208cc

121432-0036-E3
1309046836001

Part # RM5P

Rural Trailer (MD Shop)
Quantity
1
2
1
1
9
5
1 lot
50
8
2
1000 ft.
50
4 boxes
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
1
3 boxes

Item Description

4” Honda pump
Suction hoses
6000W Honda generator
2” Honda pump
36” Tiger dams
19” Tiger dams
Assorted Tiger dam hardware
Screw type anchors (red)
Fill hoses
Tie down straps
4” flat discharge hose
Emergency cots
Emergency blankets
Dewalt hammer drill with masonry bits
Portable light with stand (red)
Portable light (yellow)
50’ extension cord
100’ extension cord
White barricades
“Road Closed” signs
Jerry can
Master Reception kits

Urban Trailer (MD Shop)
Quantity
1
2
1
1
11
7
1 lot
8
1 bag
1000 ft.
50
4 boxes
1
1 box
20
1
1
1
1
3
1

Item Description

4” Honda pump
suction hoses
6000W Honda generator
2” Honda pump
36” Tiger dams
19” Tiger dams
Assorted Tiger dam hardware
Fill hoses
Tie down straps
4” flat discharge hose
Emergency cots
Emergency blankets
Dewalt hammer drill with masonry bits
Concrete anchors
Screw type anchors (red)
Jerry can
Portable light with stand
50’ extension cord
100’ extension cord
White barricades
“Road Closed” sign
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Model #

Serial #

SM6000LHE
GX120

971007
GCBNT-1094238

14 ea

56 total

GX340

893954

15 amp
13 amp

Model #

Serial #

SM6000LHE
GX120

9710076
GCBNT-1180672

14 ea

56 total

GX340

15 amp
13 amp

893953

Incident Command Post Trailer (Jamieson Fire Hall)
Quantity

Item Description
Inventory pending

Model #

Serial #

Structure Protection Trailer (Exshaw Fire Hall)
Quantity

Item Description
Inventory pending

Model #
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Serial #

Appendix 5
Hazard and Risk Vulnerability Analysis
July/2020
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Step 1:
Hazard

Hazard Identification

Animal Diseases
Dam Failure
Fire - Interface

Fire - Wildfire

Flooding Groundwater
Flooding Overland
Freezing Rain
Hailstorms
Hazardous Materials Spill - Rail
Hazardous Materials Spill -Road
High Wind Event

Human Disease - Pandemic

Land Subsidence
Large Structure Fire
Oil or Gas Pipeline Spill
Pest Infestations
Plane Crash
Plant Diseases
Public Disorder
Residential or Industrial Explosion
Rail Incident
Snowstorms
Utility Failure - Extended

Triggering Event / Scenario Description

Outbreak of infectious disease between animals and/or humans impacting domestic
and wild animals and human health resulting in quarantines and destruction of
livestock/animals and provision of assistance to federal and provincial agencies.
Minnewanka, Spray, Barrier, or Seebee dam fails with downstream effects to MD
hamlets and K-Ranch.
Extreme hazard in July/August. Wildfire threatens Harvie Heights, DMF,
LDA/Exshaw, or Benchlands/Jamieson Rd. Up to 500 people evacuated and several
structures threatened, destroyed, and/or damaged. Mutual aid assistance required.
Wildfire in July-Sept in Forest Protection Area results in multiple day action by
Forestry with threats to timber, oil & gas, isolated facility values with displacement of
recreational and industrial users and increased resident and public calls to the MD
office.
Exshaw, DMF, and Benchlands have high water tables resulting in multiple basement
flooding and threat s to muni infrastructure and impacts to muni staff and shelter in
place.
Heavy rainfall in June with snowpack in mountains. Creeks and rivers flood over
banks flooding structures & infrastructure within the flood plain and resulting in
evacuations of 100 people.
Oct/Nov freezing rainstorm resulting in MVA's, potential road closures, and challenges
to Emergency responder access, need for MD to provide assistance and possible
mutual-aid need.
Damaging hailstorm with structure damage with heavy rainfall and flash flooding.
Train derailment involving DG in or near Exshaw, LDA, Harvie Heights, or DMF
resulting in threat to human health and evacuations with road closures and possible
environment damage and industry and economic shutdown.
Collision of large vehicle involving DG resulting in highway closure, threat to human
health, and evacuation of MD residents and publics.
Big winds in all areas of MD resulting in falling trees, downed powerlines, residential
damage, roadway blockage, flying debris.
Outbreak of highly infectious disease impacting human health and life safety resulting
in scarce supplies, economic impact/business closure, suspension normal activities,
overwhelming health services resulting in MD need to assist with accessing basic
needs, food, meds, information, protection and provision of critical municipal services
and involves federal, provincial, and municipal mutual-aid.
Land subsidence resulting on road blockages (Hwy 579 in 1999) resulting in MD
public works signage, barricading to reduce threat to publics.
Large fire results in committing MD fire department resources for significant time, use
of mutual-aid resources, and interruption to MD services.
Pipeline rupture with local evacuations of threatened publics and environmental
impact.
Large outbreak of invasive species resulting in loss of resource. MPB is a Provincial
issue.
Small single or twin-engine aircraft crash in rural location resulting in search and
rescue efforts with one or two injuries or fatalities.
Disease threatening agricultural crops in the MD (non-existent at this time) resulting in
the MD providing assistance to producers and the Province.
Public blocks the highway or railroad resulting in disruption to municipal service and
normal operation within the MD limits.
Residential or Industrial Explosion.
Derailment at crossing blocks Emergency Responder access to south Exshaw for other
hazards.
Winter/spring snowfall, large amount of snowfall in short period of time impacting
transportation on roadways resulting in lack of ability to clear the snow off highways
and stranding motorists and need for MD to provide assistance and possible mutual-aid
assistance.
Cold weather system causes major outage of power/gas/water/telecom for more than
24 hours.
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Vehicle Incident - Major

Step 2:

Collision incident involving bus(es) on TC Hwy results in injuries overwhelming MD
resources.

Risk Evaluation

Hazard
Interface Wildfire
Flooding - Overland
Pandemic
Snowstorm
Hazardous Materials Spill – Rail
Dam Failure
Hazardous Materials Spill – Road
Explosion – Residential/Industrial
Large-Structure Fire
Flooding – Groundwater
Animal Diseases
High Wind Event
Major Vehicle Incident
Wildfire
Freezing Rain
Rail Incident
Oil/Gas Pipeline Release
Plane Crash
Extended Utility Failure
Plant Diseases
Public Disorder
Hailstorms
Land Subsidence
Pest Infestations

Risk Score
36
33
24
20
18
16
16
12
12
12
12
12
12
9
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
4
3
0
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Risk Level
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

Appendix 6
Maps







MD of Bighorn Hamlets and Surrounding Communities
Hamlet of Benchlands Civic Addresses
Hamlet of Dead Man’s Flats Civic Addresses
Hamlet of Exshaw Civic Addresses
Hamlet Harvie Heights Civic Addresses
Hamlet of Lac Des Arcs Civic Addresses
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Appendix 7
Distribution List and Revision Record
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Municipal Emergency Management Plan Distribution List
MEMP
No.
001

Assigned To

Type

002
003
004
005
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Location

Municipal Emergency Management Plan
Revision Record
Date
Nov/2020

Revisions Made
MEMP re-formatted to meet ICS organization model.
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Revised By:
Stew Walkinshaw

